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The Primary

THREE SECTIONS TODAY
Today's three section, 32
page, edition of the Ledger 111
Times includes a 16 page and an
8 page section of the regular
paper in addition to an 8 page
tabloid section for Kroger.
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In Our 93rd Year

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, November 29, 1972

Operations Scheduled
To Begin Next Summer
Groundbreaking ceremonies
for the new Fisher-Price Toys
building were held yesterday
afternoon shortly after 2:00
anthe
p.m. following
nouncement by company officials that the firm planned the
construction of a new factory
here.
The announcement was made
at a dinner held at the
University Branch of the Bank
of Murray, before a large group
of visitors, local business and
industry officials, and city and
county officials.
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The citizens of Murray and Calloway County
received an early Christmas gift yesterday when
I Love Studio Photo)
Mr. Henry H. Coords, president of Fisher-Price Toys
GROUNDBREAKING CEREMONY-Mayor Holmes Ellis and Henry H. Coords, President of Fisher-Price Toys (with shovels)
made the announcement that the firm plans a $5
break ground for the new $5 million dollar Fisher-Price plant on the East Penny Road, adjacent to Vanderbilt Chemical Company.
million dollar factory for Murray. Work on the new
From left to right above are John Zahorjan, Fisher-Price. Royal Kahl, Fisher•Price, H. Glen Doran, President of Peoples Bank,
plant
is to begin immediately.
James T. Catlett, So. Ky. lad. Dew. Assoc., Mayor Ellis, Sam Mauler of Fisher-Price, Mr. Coords, Bob Carter of Daniel ConThis announcement comes at a time when all
struction. Damon W. Harrison, Commissioner Kentucky Department of Commerce, Frank Eskridge of Damiel Construction,
Harvey W. Busch of Fisher-Price, Joe Dick, President of the Bank of Murray. Max B. Hurt, Bob Lancaster of the Kentucky
Murray needed for continued growth was another
Department of Commerce, Robert Moyer, President of the Murray Chamber of Commerce attd James Johnson, Executive
job producing plant. The city has grown in every
Secretary of the Murray Chamber of Commerce. Construction on the new plant will begin in the immediate future. The Field
respect,
with new shopping centers well
Engineer. Joe Yarbrough of Daniel Csaintruction Company has already moved to Murray.
established, new residential subdivisions well
developed, expanded services from several
businesses and other institutions expanded to a high
level.
The year 1972 marks a double the 'Quad State Music Festival Festival's founder; J085ata 4 entitled
"Ceremonial Sounds
Murray had about reached the point where further
landmark for Murray State idea took shape and was to Darnall and appearing as for Band."
University. Not only is it the become a part of the traditions special guest conductor will NI
expansion would be on a low key basis with adBoth new works were com50th anniversary of the founding surrounding this university.
Quad-State's
first
band
posed by Paul Shahan of the ditional population growth pacing the expansion.
of Murray State University, but
Scheduled for December 4, director, Richard W. Farrell.
All predictions point to a high growth level for the
also the 25th anniversary of one the 25th Anniversary QuadBoth men will conduct new music faculty at Murray State
city with Calloway County leading other Purchase
of the oldest music festivals of State Band Festival is to feature works commissioned for them University who also recently
counties according to Spindletop Research, Inc.
its kind in the country.
several special attractions. The by the Murray State University wrote the special -Music for the
YesierdaY wan -Brgat- day leg-1.--1Vfurray StatrUniversity
50th Anniversary" which was
was
The construction of this new plant in Murray sets
unior-High School Band is Foundation.
.
Murray and Calloway County.
performed at the university
only twenty five years old when to be conducted by the - the new composition
the tone for growth-which has been unmatehedirrt
which is rededication
ceremony in
to receive its premiere perpast. The population projection for Calloway County
We go out to the Bank of
September.
formance by the Quad-State
Murray University Branch
for the year 2020, only 42 years from now, is 52,757.
Junior Band is entitled
On Monday, December 4, the
where that bank and the
Murray Chamber of Commerce officials stress the
"Alburnleaves" and consists of 400 bandsmen from four states
Peoples Bank put on a great
fact
that the acquisition of the Fisher-Price plant
two descriptive movements; will present the 25th Anfeed for those attending. Quail
was
a
cooperative effort between the Chamber, the
"Paris
Landing".
niversary
and
Quad-State
Band
and Pheasant, along with string
Concert in the university
Murray Industrial Foundation, city and county
beans and rice and mushrooms.
Rev. Richard Schorey has serving Independence church nyrile Parkway."
To be premiered by the Quad- auditorium starting at 7 p.m. officials, and the South
A real gourmet's delight. It was been appointed pastor of the as a part-time pastor.
Kentucky Industrial
State Senior Band will be an The public is invited to attend
topped off with sonic kind of Independence United Methodist
Development Association. We believe this because
The new pastor of In- exciting,
fast moving new piece without-charge.
dessert, sort of an ice box pie Church in Calloway County dependence church began his
growth is possible only through cooperation of all
concoction topped with a located near Almo. This ap- ministry at the age of sixteen
resources.
strawberry and
whipped pointment
is
effective and was a youth evangelist for
When we say that Murray and Calloway County
cream. We named it the Weight December 1, 1972.
three years. He attended Olivet
Watcher's downfall. We wish
Bethel, Brooks and In- Nazarene College, graduating
received an early Christmas gift, here is what we
that Jon Pierce of Singmaster dependence churches have for with an A.B. degree. He took the
mean.
and Breyer had been there.
several years been together as a Course of Study for the Ministry
Just what does it mean for Murray and Calloway
pastoral charge and are at
Methodist
Southern
County
to have a new factory which provides 1,000
Lots of excitement with WP- presently being served by Rev. University in Dallas. Texas,
A second man has been bound door and asked Jones and Dick
new jobs?
SD TV and WSM-TV there, Julian Warren as pastor. The and during the last seventeen
Chuck Shuffett with his tape realignment of the churches, years has served from over to the Henry County Grand to move the third man.
It means that 2960 new people will move to our
Jury in connection with the
Mrs. Raspberry said she
recorder, three Ledger and effective the first of December, Methodist
community thus expanding the population. It
in
pastorates
Times people, the Sun makes Bethel and Brooks Missouri and Illinois, coming to fatal shooting of a Puryear man heard Jones say, "We'd better
means that 1120 new households will be formed in
Democrat, lights, cameras, etc. churches a two-point pastoral Kentucky from Bluford, Illinois. Nov. 19, after a preliminary call an ambulance." She also
community. Five hundred and ten more school
our
charge and Rev. Julian H. He comes to this area highly hearing in Henry General said that Dick replied, "Don't
children will be added to the school system.
you know he's dead?"
Jim Johnson introduced some Warren will continue as their recommended as a Methodist Sessions Court Tuesday.
Judge Millard Kesterson
She said she then ran to the
folks and Harvey W. Busch pastor, with Rev. Schorey pastor, a spokesman said.
Personal income in Calloway County will rise by
overruled a motion by defense door of the tavern and pounded $6 million dollars. Bank deposits will rise by nearly
introduced the Fisher-Price
Rev. Schorey recently acattorney Brown Hawley for on it and asked for an ampeople.
Nice
people.
cepted a position with Christian
$3 million dollars. Nearly 1100 more passenger cars
dismissal of the murder charge bulance to be called.
Knowledgeable about their jobs Local Students
Communications, Inc., as their
will be registered here. It will mean that 1740 more
against Stanley Dick of Hazel.
and no nonsense when it comes
According to Mrs. Raspberry'
representative in this area, and
people will be employed either by the plant or by
William T. Gilder was killed statements, Jones went away to
to getting a job done.
Named To Society he and his family have moved to in the parking lot of Chief's the right, and Dick got into a other
firms which provide retail sales and services.
their own home at Pirate's Cove
Henry H. Coords, who is really a
Cynthia G. Steele, Carolyn A. between Hardin and Aurora. Place tavern near Puryear, white car on the passenger side. It means that 40 more retail establishments will
allegedly after an argument
big wheel in the field of in- Venable and Kattie J. Kemp,all His family consists
Under cross-examination, she come into existence here in our community. It
of his wife
dustry, was pleasant and down of Murray, have been initiated Naomi, a daughter, Cindy, who with Dan Joys and Dick. Jones admitted she did not see a gun
was held to the Grand Jury in the possession of either of the means that retail sales in Murray and Calloway
to earth, factual in his an- membe.rs of Phi Beta Lambdais a freshman at Murray State
after
a preliminary hearing last defendants, but said that Jones County will rise by nearly $4 million dollars.
nouncement, and sincere in his professional business society, at University, and two teen-age
week.
The creation of 1,000 new jobs means an income
words to the group there.
stayed well back away from
Murray State University.
sons, Randy and Tony. They
Helen Raspberry, a new her.
flow to everyone. The impact will be felt in every
Miss Steele, the daughter of will continue Or live in their
Royal Kain, the man who will be Mr. and Mrs. John C. Steele of home while serving as pastor of witness in (he case, testified
facet of the community, from our churches to our
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
Route 6, Murray, is a junior at the Independence United that she was an eyewitness to
retail businesses, from our utility systems to our
the shooting.
Murray State, following a Methodist Church.
systems.
school
whose
Mrs. Raspberry,
major in business education.
addition
of Fisher-Price Toys to the industrial
The
at
bartender
husband,
Joe,
is
(Continued
on
Page
Sixteen)
Miss
Venable,
the
daughter of
The Weather Mr. and
the tavern, said she arrived
community hails a new era for the city of Murray
Mrs. J. M. Venable of
around 9:10 or 9:15 p.m. to pick
Route 1, Murray, is a junior at Gamma Gamma Chapter
and Calloway County and kicks Murrayoff to
Fair and cool today and
up her husband, and saw three
Murray State, following a
unprecedented growth.
tonight. Partly cloudy and conmen "scuffling" in the parking
major in business education. Has Santa Project
We congratulate all the agencies responsible for
tinued cool Thursday. Hikhs
lot outside the tavern.
Miss Kemp, the daughter of
today and Thursday upper 30s.
The
Gamma
Gamma
Chapter
Jerry
acquiring
of
this new plant for Murray, which is
men,
home
mobile
the
"Just
as
my
The
fighs
hit
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Kemp of
Laws tonight mid 20s.
Route 1. Murray. is a freshman or Beta Sigma Phi sorority has I recognized them. I recognized Eldrige of Alino was destroyed described as the largest plant to be acquired by
Winds, variable and less than
_
at M'ufray State, following a a special project for the Stanley Dick and Dan Jones, ,by fire 'Monday evening.
Kentucky.
8 miles per hour today, becomThe Calloway County Firemajor in business education. Christmas season, according to but I did not know the third
The
people
of
Murray
and Calloway County have a
ing southerly 5 to 10 miles per
a chapter spokesman.'
Rescue Unit arrived on the
man," she testified.
hour tonight.
Members of the chapter are
"The man I did not know scene too late to save the great responsibility to preserve any commitment to
Outlook for Friday, partly
setting up appointments for suddenly whirled around and structure, the walls having Fisher-Price and to give their
AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
utmost in
cloudy with little change in
The Murray State University Santa Claus to visit in homes, threw his hands and . fell for- already caved in when they cooperation, friendliness; cordiality, and neightemperatures.
Amateur Radio Club will meet and parties for the holiday ward on my car and then slid to arrived„ according to Rescue borliness.
Probabilities of measurable tonight I Wednesday) at 7:30 season. Appointments may be the ground and lay on his back," Squad reports.
With the addition of high quality plants -such as
precipitation, near zero per o'clock at Swann Hall. All in- made by calling 753-2591 after Mrs: Raspberry continued.
No one was at home at the
Fisher-Price,
the future growth of Murray and
cent today, 5 per cent tonight, terested persons are invited to 5:30 p.m., according to Mrs.
Mrs. Raspberty then said 'she time of the fire, according to the
10 per cent Thursday.
Wallace Parkin.
Calloway County is assured.
attend.
stopped the car and opened the reports.

Seen&Heard Quad-State Music Festival To Celebrate Double Anniversary
Around
Murray

Jeannie Todaro
Zasadni, USN,
Murray State
December 6 and 7
• 4 p.m. to talk to
ge student and
oncerning their
as naval of-

ed from Page I)

ticipated that. employment
could reach 1000 in the next
several years.
James M. Johnson, Executive
Secretary of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce was the
emcee for the program and
introduced several local officials and officers of FisherPrice.
Robert Moyer, President of
the Murray Chamber of
Commerce, welcomed the
group to Murray.
Harvey W. Busch, vicepresident, Facilities-Planning
spoke to the group and introduced other plant officials.
Henry H. Coords, President of
the firm, told the large group
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Rev. Richard Schorey Appointed
Pastor Of Independence Church

•

Second Man Charged In
Connection With Shooting

Fire Destroys
Mobile Home Of
Jerry Eldridge

that "we will make Murray the
future toy capital of the south."
He said that the company had
recently passed the $100 million
mark in sales.
Mr. Coords credited the
people who work at FisherPrice for the success of the
company. "We believe in our
people and treat them as
people," he continued. He told
the group that 22 per cent of the
firms pre-tax profits went into a
profit sharing arrangement
with ernployees. He said that
the company hope to create
friendly relations with the
people here in Murray. "It is so
pleasant to be here and to work
with the people here," he
concluded.
Other company officials who
spoke briefly were John
Zahorjan, vice-president of
and
Fisher-Price
Chief
Operations officer; Royal Kain,
the Plant Manager for the new
Murray
plant, and Sam
Manfer,
Assistant
VicePresident Facilities-Planning,
Joe Dick thanked the firm for
choosing Murray as the site for
its new plant.
Damon W. Harrison, Commissioner
of
Kentucky
Department of Commerce also
spoke to the group.
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
SPECIAL PAGES
The Ledger & Times, on
pages 8 and 9 of today's edition,
is publishing two articles
dealing with the background of
the Fisher-Price Toy Company,
as well as several pictures of
speakers at yesterday's announcement luncheon. Photos
of some of the Fisher-Price
products are also included on
the two pages. Ledger & Times
readers are invited to turn to
• ges 8 and 9 to learn more
a •Teut The nW Manntlictuting
plant that is being Milt In
Murray.

Plant Originally
Planned For
Reservation
BUFFALO ( AP - Fisher
Price Toys, thwarted from
building a new toy plant on a
nearby Indian reservation because of a dispute among the
Indians. said Tuesday it will
build the plant in Kentucky. -If
A quarrel within the Seneci
Indian Nation on whether the
new plant should be built on the
Cattaraugus Indian Reservation
had delayed start of the project
for months.
"We regret that the demands
of our business will not permit
any further delays," President
Henry II. Coords of Fisher
Price said.
tic said the plant, expected to
eventually employ 1,000 workers, will he put up at Murray,
Ky., with construction to start
at once and completion expected by next summer.
Fisher Price announced in
January 1971, a plan to build a
toy plant on the reservation as
part of an industrial park to be
partly financed by $5.4 million
in federal assistance.
Fisher Price said the Indians
would own the plant, and the
company would rent it.
But a number of factions
within the Seneca Nation became embroiled in a dispute
iaver whether the plant would
be welcome on Indian land.
Dean V. Williams, the Seneca
Nation's new tribal president,
said recently that "only Seneca,•wned and Seneca-controlled industry" would be
allowed on the reservation.
Fisher Pfice said the Kentucky plant would cost about $5
million compared to the estimated $6 !mullion cost had it
been built on the reservation.
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Even The Cat
Consumers Union has reported that of 22 commercial cat foods tested, only five brands provide a
completed diet to sustain adequate growth in kittens. Four brands are actually so deficient in
nutrition that kittens can't survive on them. What.
food?—Charlotte (N.C.)
even the cat can't trust its
Observer.

Ten Years Ago Today
LIDO=a TIXIS 111188

Henley C. Byars, age 71, died yesterday at his
home on South 11th Street.
"Thoroughbred Terrace is the name of the new
subdivision just west of 19th Street. L.D. Miller,
Wells Purdom and W.D. Clopton are the
developers," from the column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray."
Local persons attending the state drill competition
of the Woodmen of the World at Madisonville last
night were Waylon Rayburn, Buford Hurt, James
Parker, T.C. Collie, Zane Cunningham, AlleicRose,
Jimmy Herndon. Tom Scruggs, Gerald Paschall,
Arlis Byars,Cooper Thomas, Decoy Provine, Leland
Lawrence, and Charles Parker.
Christmas shopping will be kicked off tomorrow
with Santa Claus arriving on the downtown scene at
six p.m. The event is sponsored by the Murray
Jaycees.

20 Years Ago Today
LEW= a MUM Mt

Edgar Wells, age 64, died last night at the Murray
Hospital.
E.B. Howton of the Agriculture Department of
Murray State College was the guest speaker for the
meeting of the Utopia Club held at the County
Agent's office.
Prof. Robert Baar presented the program at the
meeting of the Younger Woman's Department of the
Mayfield Woman's Club.
"Red and Mrs. Hale have three fine boys," from
the-column. "Seen & Heard Around Murray."
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is "Valley of Fire"
starring Gene Autry.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
And I will gather the remnant of my flock out of
all countries, whither I have driven them, and will
bring them again to their folds.—Jeremiah 23:3

As God's love for Israel is evidenced day by day,
we see prophecy being fulfilled in this generation.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
You can always tell a self-satisfied Republican in
these time of the New Conservatism, the Old Big
Business, the Instant Progress and the Future
Shock, but you can't tell him much. He is one of those
party regulars who was quite a smart guy until the
day after election---when he began to believe it.
"A (political) party is perpetually corrupted by personality."
—Ralph Waldo Emerson

Enforce State
Air Standards
People used to dream of white
Christmases where the treetops
glisten. They still do. But
polluted air is usually what they
find in their wide-awake
moments.
glisten
The treetops may
this Christmas in Kentucky,
though.
The first ecology court in the
country was set up in Louisville
and Jefferson County. Anyone
who violates the strict antipollution laws established
there in the last few years can
be hauled before the court's fulltime justice. The court, which
meets every Friday afternoon,
has prosecuted more than 800
cases so far. It has levied more
than $8,000 in air pollution fines
alone.
"Everybody's cooperating,
including industry" says Tom
Summers, who is director of the
Kentucky TB-RD Association
and a member of the air
pollution control board that
help set standards for cleaner
air. "The standards we've
adopted here are among the
highest in the county," he says,
"and the court is a natural
outgrowth of efforts to enforce
these standards."
Local officials in agencies and
government are responsible
for most of the court cases. One
citizen group calls itself
"Watchdogs on Environment"
and takes offenders to the
ecology court. And although
there is special provision for
small citizen rewards for
spotting pulluters, few people
have tried to collect the
rewards.
The court has spurred international publicity and more
than 200 towns around the world
have already requested detailed
information about how it all
works. More courts may be in
the making soon.
Contributions to Christmas
Seals help fight air pollution,
emphysema, TB, and smoking.
To find out how you can join the
fight, contact your Kentucky TB
and Respiratory Disease
Association. And answer your
Christmas Seal letter right
away. It's a matter of life an&
breath.

Heart Clinic
To Be Held
In McCracken
A one-day consultative and
diagnostic heart clinic for
medically indigent Children will
be held in the McCracken
County Health Department,
Paducah, on Friday, December
15. This clinic will serve
patients
from
Ballard,
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
Graves, Hickman, Livingston,
Marshall, and McCracken
Counties.
Dr. Kareem Minhas, Director
of the Kentucky Children's
Heart
Clinic, Children's
Hospital, Louisville, and other
physicians from the University
of Louisville School of Medicine,
will conduct the clinic.
Co-sponsored by the Kentucky Heart Association, the
Kentucky State Department of
Health and the County Health
Departments, the
clinic
provides a diagnostic service
for the patient, along with
recommendations for treatment and management of the
case. It also provides
an
opportunity for the refeering
physician to consult with the
clinician regarding his patient.
Necessary expenses of the
clinic are being underwritten by
the Kentucky Heart Association
and the State Health Department. Clinic personnel and
equipment will be provided by
the McCracken County Health
Department as well as the State
Health Department and the
Kentucky Heart Association.
Only those indigent children
who'have a written referral
from a physician will be adnutted to the clinic.
HIDER! TOJO
The War crimes tribunal in
Japan sentenced former Premier Hideki Top to death by
hanging on Nov. 12, 1948.

BLIND AUTO NIECHANIC—Alfred Whiteing, 57, and blind
repairs and rebuilds auto transmissions at Los Angeles, Calif. He
was blinded in 1947 in a blast at an electro-plating plant in which
IS persons were killed. He's been at his present
job for two and
one-half years.

Government Sales
Unfair, Says Poll
Of Small Business

JOSEPH MCCARTHY
On Nov. 12, 1954 debate took
place in the Senate over the
proposed motion to censure
Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy

Bargain-basement sales of
government surplus goods,
even to a limited segment of the
public, is unfair competition to
private enterprise.
This is the view of a majority
of the nation'F.' independent
business people, as indicated by
a poll on legislation that was
before the last *tigress which
would prohibit the General
Services Administration from
selling "surplus" to qualified
Federal contractors, subcontractors and institutions
receiving Federal grants.
It is exepcted that Senator
James B. Allen, Alabama, will
re-introduced in the 93rd
Congress his bill that drew
support from 69 percent of the
entrepreneurs polled by the
National Federation of Independent Business, while 22
percent expressed disapproval
and 9 percent gave no opinion.
Independent owners in
Kentucky responded with 69
percent in favor of the bill, 20
percent opposed and 11 per cent
undecided.

Many GSA sales involve
construction materials left over
after a project is completed, but
the list of goods offered to
qualified buyers runs the
gamut.
A New Mexico lumber
retailer expressed a novel
viewpoint: "I have been told a
number of times that our prices
are less than GSA and that it
takes too long to get GSA
materials, thus causing a wait
at the job site."
' Complaining of "the continuing attempts by the General
Services Administration to
reach out to areas of private
enterprise at taxpayer expense,"
a
Milwaukee
businessman
told
the
Federation: "GSA is, in effect,
attempting to compete with
those who pay the bill for their
very services. How can we
possibly allow this to grow?"
Also coming under fire from
independents is the Piital
Service proposal to operate
retail stores in post offices as "a
convenience to the public."

The argument for GSA sales,
that this help the taxpayer
trimming net government
outlays,apparently swings little
weight among the independent.
Many answering the poll zero in
- on the Government's propensity
to buy extravagantly and
wastefully, with surpluses later
dumped on the market at a
fraction of their cost.
Taxpayers, especially
November 25, 1972
business, lose both in the buying
ADULTS 78
and the selling, many feel.
NURSERY 5
"The way to cut spending is to
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
cut appropriations and or ers
for unnecessary or t
ighpriced purchases," co plained
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Jacquelyn Lee Elkins, a small oil operator in
Many business people art
1710 Miller, Murray, Mrs. Alice Beaumont, Texas.
"Small business is having also outspoken against military
Jane Burnett, Box 96, Hazel,
Mrs, Ruth Ann Outland, 1902 enough problems without the PX operations, feeling there is
Sherrie Lane, Murray, Ronnie Federal Government selling its little justification except where
Dale Pool, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs. tax-free and tax-bought mer- a base is remote from shopping
Minnesota areas and that too many people
Beauton Euple Wilson, Rt. 1, chandise," a
Murray, Mrs. Freda N. Burton, plumbing-heating firm owner have access to taxpayersubsidized merchandise.
Rt. 6, Murray, Henry Herbert said.
Hargrove, Rt. 7. Murray.
Hubert Curtis Barnes, Rt. 7,
Murray, Master Arthur Keith
Ferguson, New Concord, Mrs.
Cora Mae Henson, P.O. Box,
Box 14, Dexter, Mrs. Virtinia
Ada Smith, Rt. 4 Murray, Mrs.
Eural Chrisman
RI. 1,
by Laurance M. Nash, M.D.
Buchanan, Tenn.
•

'Reality Orientation' Aids
Older Veterans In Tuscaloosa
Many older veterans who no
Untreated, and often facing
longer knew who or where they other problems such as
were when they were brought to finances, loss of friends to
the Tuscaloosa, Ala., Veterans death, or chronic physical
Administration hospital have illness, the man gradually built
been discharged from the up severe mental symptoms.
hospital with their minds clear,
VA hospitals have been
able to take care of themselves developing reality orientation
and live in the community.
as a treatment method for
Their progress results from several years.
"reality
orientation,"
a
It was originated by Dr.
treatment pioneered at this
hospital, according to a report James C. Folsom, former
presented at the recent meeting director of VA's Tuscaloosa
of the American Psychological hospital and new Deputy
Association in Honolulu, ,.2-oratnissioner for the Alabama
Department of Mental Health.
Hawaii.
Dr Folson was on the faculty
Dr. Lars P. Peterson,
fof the Menninger School of
psychologist
from
VA's
Tuscaloosa hospital., told an 'Psychiatry from 195,3 to 1960.
A.P.A. symposium that the 'Many of his treatment methods
were derived from the Menreality orientation treatment
ninger procedures.
approach is effective for many
formerly thought to be suffering
from irreversible senility and
other types of brain disorders
usually associated with aging.
The method is bringing impressive results in remittence of
human misery among older
patients at many VA hospitals,
according to Dr. John E. Davis,
Jr., at VA's central office in
Washington, D.C.
"In brief," Dr. Davis said,
The election of Represen"the Tuscaloosa work shows
that memory loss and other tative James Abourezk of South
behavioral changes, which have Dakota to the United States
been regarded as due to Senate should give more imphysical deterioration of the petus to a drive to get the big
brain in aging, instead usually corporations and financial
are psychological in nature and institutions out of farming.
can be successfully reversed or
In the past session of the
reduced."
Congress, as a Representative,
Dr. Davis is associate chief of
the treatment services division the newly elected Senator
of the agency's mental health Abourezk introduced a bill
and behavioral sciences ser- which would prohibit all firms
with over $3 million dollars in
vice.
non-farm
assets from engaging
In its most simple form, the
reality orientat on technique in farming.
involves, repetitive idenBy a majority of 66 percent
tification of the patient by
name, repeating to him the the nation's independent
name of the hospital or nursing business people, voting through
home, the day of the week and the National Federation of
Independent Business, support
month, etc.
In many cases, the old per- this legislation.
son's original disorientation and
behavioral changes may have
Perhaps it is not so surprising
been brought on by some abrupt that in states such as Iowa the
change in his life, such as death majority reached up to 79
of his wife, retirement, or a percent, with most of the farm
slight stroke that ternporaily states registering better than 70
disturbed his mental processes. precent support, but it is interesting to note that even in
states such as Alaska and
Rhode Island where farming is
not particularly a way of life,
November 26, 1972
the support did not drop below •
ADULTS 88
58 percent.
NURSERY 6
NEWBORN ADMISSION
Mrs. Peggy Ann Downs and
For some time there has been
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Dover, Tenn. concern at all levels over the
DISMISSALS
fact that big corporations
Mrs.
Emma
Lucille engaged in other activities have
Billington, Rt, 7, Murray, been buying up huge blacks of
Cullen A. Phillips, P.O. Box 423, farmland at inflated prices,
Murray, Miss Lois Marine, Rt. which has driven the price of
,l, Farmington, Guy Earl Lash, farmland up beyond realistic
111 S. 13th,. Murray, James values.
William Francis, 603 Olive,
Because of tax benefits not
Murray, Mrs. Gladys Mary
Houston, 516 S. 6th, Murray, available to the individual or
Albert Cassity, Sr., Rt. 1, family owned farm, it has been
Murray, Mrs. Lottie Garner, 719 possible for the corporations to
engage in this practice.
Riley Cts., Murray.

The small and independent
business community has opposed government competition
in providing goods and services
also available from private
sector business. The Hoover
Commission of the Eisenhower
Administration cataloged Uncle
Sam's multi-billion dollar
competition with private enterprise, which has increased
substantially since then. Not
only would private, taxpaying
business gain by curtailment of
this practice, but more efficient
use of taxpayer dollars would
result.

Hospital Report

Consultant, National Dairy Council

Independent Businessmen
Support Non-Corporation
Farming Legislation
In both of the major party
platforms, planks were written
calling for curbs on competition
for the family-owned farm from
"unfair competition of farming
by tax-loss corporations and
non-farm enterprises." This
quotation is from the GOP
platform while the plank of the
Democratic party was even
stronger in tone.
While the Abourezk bill did
not get to a vote in the last
Congress, it is believed by the
Federation that there will now
be greater pressure in the new
Congress especially as the
author of the bill can launch it
again in the smaller group that
comprises the United States
Senate.
Up until the past few months
the farmer has been the low
man on the economic totem
pole. But now with an opening of
trade with the two big communist countries and the world
growth in population, raw food
production has become of even
more interest as a long term
investment offering substantial
tat —write-offs to big corporations with investing cash on
hand.

Hospital Report

r

The independent business
people, voting
through the
National Federation of Independent Business, have for
some time been supporting by
heavy majorities various
legislative items that would
create a greater. national
economic balance by providing
opportunitites in the rural areas
and thus hopefully reduce the
pressure on the big vity ghettos.
The Abourezk bill was a part of
the over-all legislative package
supported by the independent
business community.

NUTRITION A LA CARTE
• In general, adult men are likely
lose weight need some fats. in
to have better eating habits than
their meals. Fats are very tasty
women. Mothers are prone to neg- and any dull food
flavor can be
lect their own meals while tend- improved by the
right fat. Fat in
ing the family, or because they
meat, for example, also helps
are figure-conscious without un- make it tender
Don't fear fats
derstanding the basics of figure
Just make sure you get a variety
control. Mothers need an ade- of different fats
in your meals
quate, balanced diet just like the
and don't let them run your calrest of us, perhaps more so.
orie intake too high.
• You need calcium regularly • Need help in
encouraging your
from foods such as dairy foods. familY to
eat vegetables' Try
If you don't get enough calcium, serving vegetables
raw as well as
your body will use calcium from cooked. Children
especially may
your bones, and they may become like such
finger foods as carrot
weak and break easily. This is sticks, celery
or cucumber sticks,
especially true for older people. green
pepper strips, or cauliYou need protein everyday, too. flawerettes.
If the kids help to
Without enough protein in your prepare
the vegetable, this too
meals, your body will use some of
may perk up their appetites.
its own tissue for upkeep
• According to a widely held be• Why are bread and cereal im- lief,
teenagers are determined to
portant as one of the four food
do differently than their parents
groups? It's because this group
But research studies show that
furnishes B-vitamins, iron and
some protein. When breads are many young people still rely on
made with milk, they also give their parents, particularly mother,
you the additional values of milk. for food preferrnces. So, parents,
Being carbohydrate foods, breads set a good example. Base your
and cereals are important, too, as meals on a wide variety of comenergy foods.
monly available foods, and not
• Even people who are trying to too many calories
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Sportswear

Pretty

Machine Washable Polyester Print

GIFT ROBES

PANT TOPS
1088

6" 8"

es involve
als left over
mpleted, bat
offered to
runs the

LADIES T—TOPS

Others to 14"
Fashionable sport tops for
wear with pants or skirts.

Reg.'12

co lumber
ed a novel
been told a
at our prices
and that it
to get GSA
using a wait

Misses and Girls

Leda Top Value

Button Front or Stock Tie
in Uttressa" Print

KNEE SOX

PANTY HOSE

Famous Double Knit
Proportioned Pull-On

These perfect sox come
in white and colors. 75%
orlon acrylics and 25%
nylon. Sizes 5-11.
Stretch. Reg. $1 pr.

REGULAR or SHEEN
TO WAIST

Regularly 14"
Crushed vinyls, corduroys, and
other favorite winter fabrics

3

pr.'
for

VIM

PANTS

"the cony the General
istration to
$ of private
axpayer exMilwaukee
told
the
is, in effect,
mpete with
bill for their
ow can we
to grow?"
er fire from
the Pts`tal
1 to operate
t offices as -a
e public."

Nylon Double Knit

SPECIAL
Women's and
Misses
COFFEE
COATS
350

088

Navy, Brown, Berry, Ivy Green

Reg. 90
‘
.
1
Polyester Double Knit

1fl088Reg.

Navy, Plum, Brown

Reg $1.00 pair
4 size stretch in favorite shades
reinforced waist and toe.

92
All pant colors match print tops

PEIGNOIR
SETS
799 /

ONLY

people ar-e
ainst military
ling there is
except where
from shopping
many people
0 taxpayerndise.

Antron III Won't Cling, Creep or Crawl

SLIPS
$350 $399

LACY ACRYLIC
--COVEL—UP

Jacket Sweater
with Vienna
lace Styling
nylon banded.
Sizes S-M- L- X L.
White.

Beautiful gowns and negligee
sets in nylon tricot. Daintily
trimmed with lace white and
gorgeous pastels.

Girls Nylon Stretch

TIGHTS
$1 Sizes 2

L.-ish with Lace in beautiful white and
ct-ors. Avg. Short and tall proportional
lengths.

uncil
Hollywood briefs and Bikini's in Nylon Tricot
or Nylon Satins with pretty lace. White and
Coiu;s. 5 to 8.
some fats in
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flavor can be
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Featuring the same anti-cling qualify.
White and colors.

Be Ready For Those Wintry Days

MEN'S EXTRA STYLE
BUSH COAT

Ever Popular

DRESS SHIRTS
399 499

SPECIAL

Hollywood briefs. Washable
cottons. Size 4 to 14.

3

Sizes 28 44

4 pc. Oval Shape

BRAIDED RUG SET
Tanglewood

Famous Hanover

'4499 '4999

TOUR
0

FLANNEL SHIRTS

1

Boy's SPECIAL

NOVELTY JEANS
by MR LEGGS
Values to
4"

for $5
2" ea.
Reg. 2"

In a variety of
solids and prints.

Stylish Flare Legs. Slim and Regular
Cut. Sizes 8 to 18.

Nationally Advertised

WEMBLEY 'PIES
Patterns Sure To Please

Heavy weight preshrunk assorted
colors of popular plaids.

3/31?1,q

Big Two Slice

PASTRY TOASTER
Automatic Pop Up
Long Cord
Highly Chromed
4
Finish

Red, Green, Gold
Polished
Aluminum

'i

Reg. 2" ea.
Choose from many styles in
assorted colors and prints

2

Reg. '3.99
ea.

Slice 14"

COOKWARE SET
Firmly braided and reversible for longer
service. 99% nylon and 1% miscellaneous
fibers. Country-fresh colors stay bright..
by Charles and Rugby Co.
Sizes are approximate

3 for

'BOY'S

\

for 295

SHORTS

SPECIAL

SPORT
SHIRTS

Permanent Press

Smart Styles and

2" each

\*)
• Permanent Press

UNDERWEAR
Pkg.

Values to 18"

KNEWRE
ned
riday

GIRLS' PANTIES

2 for$5

8

Famous 'Stoneswear' quality.
Built-up shoulder. Adjustable
strap. Size 4 to 14.

31 Inch Simulated EuropeanLeather

Tee shirts, knit briefs and
athletic shirts S,M,L, XL,

FO

SPECIAL

Long Sleeve Cotton

trim

eirlirrrwre mob,pour
r owrorprrrov,1 FL
lf\l'

Closely knit stretch
nylon tites.

Permanent Press also made of E-Z
Care Polyester-Cotton Blend. Choose
whites, solid colors or stripes and patterms.

MEN'S SWEATERS
Suede leather

to 14

I

HALF SLIPS
$25°

WARM SLIPPERS AND BOOTS

Teflon
7 PIECE

FABRIC SPECIALS
DOUBLE KNITS

LADIES SIOUX MOCCS

1 -5 yd lengths
Solids, Colors

Acrylic Plush Bootee
padded soles. Blue or
Gold. Pink. 6 to 10.

Fancies Cut Froms n 99
FULL BOLTS
yd.

LADIES PULL ON BOOT

BONDED TURBO $ / 1 9yd.
ACRYLIC
Wear dated by Monsanto. Machine washable, little or no
ironing. 56" to 5" wide.

By Chilton

Armor Coated

"IL
MILLIKEN

MEN'S CORDUROY OPERAS
Terry cloth lined with 299
rubber soft soles. Green
&Brown. Size 614 to-12.,

BROCK CANDIES
Chocolate
Covered
alerries (0 or.

Box

59
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California Acquires Slugger
Robinson At Winter Meetings
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
HONOLULU AP - After
hooking five players in the big-gest--deal thuslar. at the tradehappy winter baseball meetings, General Manager Harry
Dalton of the California Angels
announced that he was still
fishing.
•'Just because we made this
deal, it doesn't mean that we
have everything we need," said
Dalton. "We still have to fill a
few more positions. And we can
still use more hitting.**
The Angels did all right,
though, in the hitting department by acquiring slugger
Frank Robinson from the Los
Angeles Darters Tuesday in a
seven-player deal that kept
trading activity here at a roller
coaster pace.
The seventh deal of the young
meetings sent Robinson, pitchers Bill Singer and Mike Strah
ler and infielders Bobby Valentine and Billy Grabarkewitz
from Los Angeles to California
for pitcher Andy Messersmith
and
third
baseman
Ken
McMullen.
A total of 28 players have
chAnged uniforms since the
free-wheeling general managers got things started Saturday.
And, according to Dalton,
there's more dealing in store
before the 71st annual affair
locks up this weekend.
Were still talking
a
couple of clubs,'.said DMton,
who helped build a Baltimore
Oriole powerhouse before moving to the Angel organization
last year.

Tuesday's trade reunites Dalton with Robinson, an All-Star
outfielder he pried loose from
the Cincinnati Reds when Dalton was director of player personnel at Baltimore. While Robinson will split his
time between left field and first
base on the Angels, Singer will
move right into Messersznith's
spot in the starting rotation.
Bothered by injuries in recent
seasons, the right-hander is one
of the hardest throwers in the
big leagues and once had a
20 game-winning year and a nohitter.
Valentine and Grabarkewitz,
among the Dodgers' prized
baby brigade, can play most of
the infield positions.
Strahler, another of the coveted Dodger babies, could be
"a sleeper in the deal," said
Dalton.
The main man, though, for

jty THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Cleveland Crusaders, the
slumping East Division leaders
of the World Hockey Assoc'.
ttion, seem to think their probms might have seen schedties.
i "Everbody seems to be workng hard, but with 10 games in
1
- 7 days, you tend to get a little
stale," said Cleveland defensepan John Hanna after the Cru"aders, playing for the fourth
Ilime in five nights, lost 3-1 to
e Houston Aeros Tuesday
ight for their third straight deeat.
The first period has been
ating us the last few games,"
id Hanna-and it did again
uesday in Cleveland as Frank
Hughes and Jack Stanfield
for the Aeros in the
.cored
s
;opening 20 minutes.
; The loss left the Crusaders'
'lead over idle New England at
4
,two points.
t In other WHA action, Winni'.:peg blanked Alberta 3-0, Ottawa shaded Minnesota 3-2 in
'overtime, Quebec overpowered
Chicago 6-2, and Philadelphia
tedged Los Angeles 4-3.
:
' Ernie Wakely stopped 28
shots for his second shutout of
the season as Winnipeg beat Alberta and increased its West
!.: Division lead over Minnesota to
eight points. Milt Black, Dune
?: Rousseau arid Wally Boyer`
'. . . scored for the Jets on home ice
!'.. Rick Cunningham excited a
...., home crowd - of 1,212 when he
: scored at 111'of 'overtime for
t':• Ottawa's victory over Min.' nesota. Terry Ball's goal with
.., 19, seconds left in the second peA-.. nod had given Minnesota a 2-2
tie.
Quebec had little trouble with
visiting Chicago as Jean Payette and Bobby Guindon each
scored two goals.
Two goals by Danny Lawson
and one by John McKenzie in
the second period gave Philadelphia a 3-2 lead over Los Angeles 3nd then Andre Lacroix
scored the clincher for the
home team Blazers on a deflection in the third period.

1

i

Players of the Year
HONOLULU r AP)- Dick Alien, the American League's
Most Valuable Player, and Billy Williams, who led both major leagues iri'hitting with .333,
have been selected as the Chicago Players of the Year by
Chicago baseball writer:" "
Allen, the White 5ox first
baseman, and Williams, the
Cubs' ironman outfielder, will
be presented with their awards
at the writers' 33rd annual Diamond Dinner in Chicago Sat.,
Jan. 13.
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Minnesota Play Earns
Harris Offense Honors
By BRUCE LOWITT
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK AP) - The
game was tied 10-10 in the
fourth quarter when quarterback Terry Bradshaw handed
the ball to Franco Harris.
al was supposed to go to the
left," said Pittsburgh's rookie
running back. "But there was
nothing there-so I just stopped
and went back to the right."
Smart move. He wound up
dashing 61 yards-within one of
a touchdown-before two Minnesota defenders hauled him
down. One play later, Bradshaw bulled over for the touchdown that sent the Steelers on
the way to a "must win" last
Sunday, a 23-10 triumph over
the Vikings, who needed it just
as much.
The game-breaking 61-yard
draw play was only one indication of Harris' contribution
to the victory that kept the
Steelers tied with Cleveland
atopathe American Conference
East.
A better indication-and the
one that won him the selection
today as The 'Associated Press
Offensive Player of the Week in
the National Football Leaguewas the 128 yards he rolled up
against the tough Minnesota defense, 12 of them corning on a
first-quarter touchdown sweep.
It puts the Steelers' top draft
choice, a 6-foot-2, 230-pounder
from Penn State, in a unique
and exclusive club since it's the
second time this season Harris

Islanders
Fall To
Buffalo
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The expansion New York
Islanders of the National Hockey League are taking all the
fun out r(f show-and-tell for Phil
Goyette.
"I feel helpless; I can only
show and tell them what they
h.,ve,•todo7," said Coach Goyette after the Islanders were
smashed 7-2 by visiting Buffalo
Tuesday night for their 16th defeat against just three victories
and two ties.
''I can't do the shooting, the
passing and the anticipation,"
said Goyette, who starred as a
player for Montreal and the
New York Rangers.
Center Gilbert Perreault
scored two goals and got an assist, Rick Martin picked up his
19th goal and also got an assist,
and Rene Robert got a goal as
the NHL's most productive line
boosted its season output to 40
goals and 48 assists as Buffalo
won its first road game after
six losses and four ties.
In the only other NH!. action',
Vancouver edged the New York
Rangers 2-1 on the West Coast
and St. Louis scored a 4-2
home-ice victory over Toronto.
Vancouver's Jocelyn Guevrewant broke a scoreless tie with
a goal at 7:34 of the final period. Then, after the .Rangers'
Glen Sather tied the game 65
seconds later, Bobby Lalonde
won it for the Canucks at 10:25.
St. Louis rode third-period
goals by rookie Mike Lampman, Mike Murphy and Phil
Roberto to its triumph over Toronto_

has been selected Player of the
Week, joining Larry Brown of
the Washington Redskins. Harris was chosen- two weeks ago
when he ripped through the
Kansas City Chiefs for 134
yards.
Other nominees this week included wide receiver Otto
Stowe of Miami, quarterback
Daryle Lamonica of Oakland
and running backs Attie Taylor
if Detroit and Ron Johnson of
the New York (*ants.
Stowe, playing in place of injured Paul Warfield, caught six
passes for 140 yards and two
touchdowns as the Dolphins
beat St. Louis 31-10 while
Lanionica completed 14 of 21
passes for 174 yards, including
nine of 10 for 126 in two secondperiod drives that ended with
touchdown tosses and carried
the Raiders past Kansas City
26-3. And Taylor and Johnson
each rushed for 123 yards, Tayair in the Lions' 37-2,0 victory
over the New York Jets and
Johnson in the Giants' 62-10
stampeding of Philadelphia.

NOT EXACTLY A BATH - Track in New York City's record-November downpour
turns into sea of mud. Horse and lackey John Tartaglia slither along toward what will
eventually lead to a bath for each Neither horse nor iockey was injured Spill occurred
at Aqueduct

Season Tonight Against Brown
No. 3 Maryland Terps To Open
By GORDON BEARD ....
Associated Press Sports Writer
tOLLEGE PARK, Md. ( AP)
- "Being No. 3 is all right to
start out with-but I'd rather
be No. I," says Lefty Driesell,
the Maryland basketball coach.
Maryland, No. 3 nationally in
the preseason poll, is ailing as
it opens its season tonight
against Brown but is eager to
launch a new campaign.
The .Terps face Brown with
Len Elmore, the team's top rebounder, bothered by a strained
knee and two other players
sidelined by more serious knee
problems.
Howard White, who averaged
nine points a game as Maryland rolled up a 27-5 record last
year, has only recently resumed practice while recuperating from a knee operation.
Jap Trimble, another guard
who averaged 6.5 last year, is

Beck of Auburn and punter
Greg Gantt of Alabama.
Davis passed for 761 yards
and six touchdowns and rushed
for 257 yards and nine scores in
directing the potent Alabama
attack. Henley led the league in
rushing with 804 yards in 199
carries while Moore picked up
702 in 113 trips. Henley and
Moore share the scoring lead
with 66 points each. i
Among the receivers,buckley
was the SEC leader with 47
catches for 776 yards and six
touchdowns, Wheeler caught-3a
for 573 yards and seven scores
and Veazey had 29 for 374
yards and eight TDs.
Jones. the SEC's passer leader with 1383 yards and 14
touchdowns, headed the second
teani.

Joiningthe trio on the first
offensive team were wide receivers Bill Buckley of MisOthers named to the second
sissippi state and Wayne Whee- team offense were wide receivler of Alabama, tight end Butch ers Gerald Keigley of ISU and
Veazey of Mississippi, tackles Walter Overton of Vanderbilt,
Mac (mend° of Auburn and tight end Brad Boyd of ISU,
Don Leathers of Ole Miss., tackles Paul Parker of Florida
guards John Hannah of Ala- and Li'. Southall of Vanderbilt,
bamatand Bill Fanendorfer of guards Tyler Lafaiici of ISU,
Tennessee, center Jim Krapf of Art Bressler of Ole Miss and
Alabama and kicking specialist Jay Casey of Auburn, center
Ricky Townsend of Tennessee.
Chris Hammond of Georige,
running backs Basket Stanback.
Hannah, a massive 277-poundof Tennessee and Steve Biser, and the 242-pound Kraph
ceglia of Alabama and kicking
were the only repeaters froin
specialist Gardner Jett of Authe 1971 team, Krapf having
Burn.
previously made it at offensive
tackle.
The No. 2 defense consisted
The defensive unit was led by of ends Ricky' Browne of Floria trio of hard hitting line- da and John CroYle of Alabackers-Jamie Ratella of bama, tackles Skip Kubelius of
Tennessee. Warren Capone of Alabama and Benny Sivley of
LUS.and Fred Abbott of Flori- Auburn, linebackers Ken Bernich rif Auburn, John David
da.
Calhoun of Mississippi State
Also named to the defense and Art fleynalds of Tennessee',
were ends Danny Sanspree of backs Darryl Mahal) of KenAuburn and John Mitchell of tucky, Jim Revels of Florida;
Alabama, tackles John Wood of Ken Phares of Mississippi State
!SU and John Wagater of and Mike Williams of'ISU and
Tennessee, • backs Bobby punter Rusty Jackson of ISU.
McKinney of Alabama, Conrad
Mitthell nosed out Browne by
Graham of Tennessee, Ken a 4-3 margin for a first team
Stone of Vanderbilt and Dave end berth.

Western Kentucky has four
representatives,
Middle
Tennessee and Eastern Kentucky three each. Morehead
and Murray two each and Austin Pea)' one.
In the offensive_ backfield
with Axel are quarterback
Dave Schaetzke of Morehead
and running backs George
Greenfield of Murray and Clarence Jackson of Western Kentucky.
•
Others in the offensive line

Pro Cage;
Standings

LEXINGTON. Ky.(API -= A
fiveanan ad hoc committee is
expected to begirt almost Munediately the search for a new
head football coach for the University of Kentucky.
The conu»ittee was named
Tuesday by UK President Otis
Singletary. who urged the
group to naive "with as much
speed as possible to the task of
finding a head football criach."
, Chairman of the conunittee is
UK Athletics Director Harry
Lancaster.
The new coach will replace,
John Ray, whose contract with
the uniVeraity runs out Dec. 12.
The Athletics Board voted Monday against renewing Ray's
contract. He had been Kentucky's head coach for four
seasons-all losing campaigns.
The other ineibbers la the ad
hoc selection coMddttee are
Dr. Ralph Angelucti, an alumni
member from Lexingtrin;
-George Griffin, a trustee from
Landon, Ky.; Dr. W. L. Matthews, faculty chairman of athletics, and Dr. N. .1. Pisacanii,
a medical faculty member.
Dr. Siagletary said he had
asked Lancaster to. pall the
mama tagether as 1,4/on as possible.

College Back Of Week

Armstrong Is Only Two
Time Winner This Year
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON.
Associated Pness Sports Writer
- Otis - --Aimstrania. _.Pardue's
star running back, just' keeps
getting better.
Five weeks ago, Armstrong
was named Natiatial College
Baia la the Week by The Associated Press after carrying the
football 32 times for a school
record 23.1 yards arid two touchdowns against Northwestern.
Saturday against Indiana he
lugged it 32 naire times, gained
276 yards - and scored three
touchdowns. That perforinance
earned him Back if the Week
tamers once mire, the only t
limit' winner this season.
The 5-foot-11, 194-pound sen
air fawn Chicago scored ion
dashes of two, 71 and 53 yards
as he not only broke his own
single-game Purdue mark but
also wound pp his three-year
career with 3,316 yards, erasing
the previous Big Ten record of
3,232 set M foua Seasons by
Wiscanain'.s Alan Ameche, and
Jul ped. from 16t11 to sixth'on
the all-time NCAA malting list,
passing such., maables as
Amette, O.J. Simpsila 011ie
Matson and Mike Garrett.
••I just go out theie and try
run," Armstrong says. "I

are wide receiver Larry Kirksey of Eastern Kentucky, tight
end Gary Shirk of Morehead,
tackle Bob Orsillo of Middle
Tennessee and guard Charlie
Holt of Middle Tennessee.
Aslo on the defense are end
Brad Watson of Western Kentucky tackle Bonnie Sloan of
Austin . Petty, tackle Wally
Chambers
Eastern Kentucky, linebacker James Croudep of Eastern Kentucky, defeasive backs Ray Oldham of
Middle Tennesee, and Mike
McCoy and Andrew Francis,
both of Western Kentucky, and
punter Chuck Cantrell of Murray.

By MIKE BRA
Ledger & Times Spo
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Calloway County nig
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County 67-53.
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But with the Lake
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Tech's Axel is the only offensive player who also was chosen for last year's squad.
Teammate Youngblood, a Little
All-America last year as only a
ju ior, and Austin Peay's Sloan
also were on last year's team
while Eastern Kentucky's
Chambers and teammate Croudep were also on the 1970 honor
squad.
One freshman, Middle
Tennessees Orsillo, is on this
year's team. There are 17 seniors, four juniors and two
sophomofes
Middle
Tennessee's Byrd and Tech's
Groonis.

It was 6-7 sopho
Wells who brought
life early in the
After a tied score
Hiciunan County
28 lead in the first

Chicago Coach Protests
Call In Kansas Contest

slated for knee surgery on Dec.
John Wilson bucketed 23
14.
points to pace Texas to victory
But the Terps, who won the while Robert Parish guided
National Invitational Tourna- Centenary with a game-high 20
ment to close out the 1971-2 sea- points.
son, are deep at every position - Sophomore Van Gregg made ..By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
and should maintain a high his varsity debut with Clemson
There was plenty of exranking provided Elmore re- by scoring 33 points while John citement during the Chicagocovers.
Brown's 24Tioints provided the Kansas City National BaiketWhile 6-foot-11 Tom McMillen offensive spark for Missouri.
ball Association game, but the
paced' Maryland with a 20..8Bobby Iverson, who scored 21 real fireworks went off after
point scoring average last sea- piiints, snapped a 54-54 tie and the final buzzer-and E1ulls'
son. Elmore was a key factor poured in five points in the fi- Coach Dick Motta was the one
as he averaged 10.8 points and nal minute, keying North who exploded.
tripped McMillen in rebounds, Texas' nonconference triumph.
"My team was deprived of an
11 to 9.6. Both are juniors.
Baylor weathered a-Sta-Mary's opportunity to win," Matta
McMillen and either Elmore rally and rode Charlie charged Tuesday night after
or sophomore Tom Roy-both McKinney's 25 points and 18 Kansas
City-Omaha edged Chi6-9 players-will start at the rebounds to victory.
cago 92-91. "I'm referring to
double post positions, with senthe call on the basket by Sam
aa Bob Bodell as the swing
Lacey."
gtard and senior Jim O'Brien
With only 2:20 remaining, a
it in the front court.
ghat by Johnny Green of Altre
Kings sailed over the top of the
John Lucas, one of only two
backboard, and was grabbed by
freshmen recruited this year by
Lacey who connected op a layDriesell, will open at the point
up. "That was put in after the
position in the backcourt. The
first shot had hit the top of the
anthee-frosIaaMo Hawaadais ek, _Ey :raja_ ASSOCIATED PRESS backboard and had gone out of
pected to set a lot of action as
brarratsaa-Motta
-Eastern Conference
a substitute for Bodell when he
In other NBA games, PhilaAtlantic Division
W L. Pct. G.B.
fully recovers from a chipped
delphia defeated Buffalo 101-94,
Boston
Y7 3 850
ankle bone.
Baltimore downed Houston 108New YOr k
19 4 826 4 18 182 14'
Buffalo
90, New York whipped CleveIn college cage action Tues- Philadelphia
2 21 087 17
land 107-84, Detroit outlasted
day night, results included:
:Portland 120-116 and Golden
Central Division
Texas 81, South Alabama 67;
State beat Phoenix 110-102.
11 11 500
Baltimore
Centenray 99, Southwestern Atlanta
10 12 455 1
While the questionable basket
Texas 77; Clemson 86, Georgia HOuston
9 12 .429 1'1
provided an edge, some clutch
Cleveland
8
16
333
4
Tech 77; North Texas State 63,
shooting by NBA scoring leader
Western Conference
Fullerton State 54; Missouri 11,
Midwest Division
Nate Archibald provided the
Milwaukee
15
6
714
--Michigan
Louisiana Tech 61;
Kings' offensive spark. Archi14 6 .700
Chicago
7
State 98, Toledo 96 and Baylor K C. Omaha
13 10 .565 3
bald, who scored 32 points,
Detroit
63, St. Mary's 61.
8 13 381 7
bucketed two free throws with
four seconds left, lifting the
Guard Mike Robinson scored
Pacific Division
Kings to their 13th victory and
Los Angeles
19 3 864
25 points as Michigan State
Golden State
15 7 682 4
knocking the Bulls out of first
edged a stubborn Toledo team
Phoenix
9 13 409 10
that surged back from as much
Seattle
•
8 17 320 12'2 place in the NBA's Midwest DiPortland
.6 15 286 12'
vision.
as a 16-point deficit.

Committee To
Begin Search
For UK Coach

Calk
Hick

Two Murray Players
Named to OVC Team

Other Tech players on the
team are offensive tackle Allen
Byrd, offensive guard Howard
Cochran, center Jim Dorsey,
running back Jeff Axel, place
kicker Butch Gentry, defensive
end Elois Grooms and linebacker Mike Hennigan.

Davis, Weillef, Moore
Win SEC Backfield Jobs
By ED SHEARER
ATLANTA
API-Terry
Davis of Alabama, Terry Henley of Auburn and Nat Moore of
Florida nailed down the glamor
positions on The Associated
Press All-Southeastern Conference football team for 1972.
Davis, who led the Crimson
Tide to its second straght SEC
championship,. nudged Louisiana State's strong-armed
passer Bert Jones for the quarterback spot by a 4-3 margin in
voting by The AP's Southeastern All-American Advisory
Board for football.
Henley, the durable tailback
who led the league in rushing,
and Moore, one--nf the most exciting runners in the league
ever, won the running back
spots.

WEDNESDAY-NOVEMBER 29, 1972

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (A13)
Tennessee Tech, the Ohio Valley Conference champion, has
doniinated the All-OVC football
team by placing nine players
on the honor squad picked by
the league coaches.
Tech's Jim Youngblood, a
linebacker, and teariunlre John
Fitzpatrick, a defensive back,
are the only unaniatous choices
for the team, annqunced today
by the OVC commissioner's office in Nashville.

Dalton was Robinson. Dalton
triad to acquire him from the
Orioles last year, but the Dodgers beat him to the punch.
If Dalton was happy to get
Robinson, then the Dodgers
were just as thrilled to get the
much-sought-after Messersniith. lais Angeles, along with
several other clubs have been
making overtures for him.
Messersmith won 20 games
for the Angels in 1971, but
slumped to an 8-11 record last
season while spending six
weeks
on the disabled list with
an injured finger. But his
earned run average was below
the three-run level, the mark of
a good pitcher. Lifetime, he's
fashioned a 2.77 ERA.
Along with a certain starter,
the Dodgers acquired a third
baseman who can field and hit.
The Dodgers needed both.

NFL Offensive Player

Crusaders
Blaming
Schedule

r

MIR

•

wasn't thinking of recards.
think this was the° best game I
ever played. I really was up for
it. It was my last game and I
wanted to give it all I had."
In winning Back of the Week
honors, Armstrong beat out:..
-Running
backs George
Palmer of Oklahoma State,
Tommy Landry
if Texas,
George Georges of Columbia,
Dick'Jauron of Yale. Ted DeMars of Harvard, Jim -Jennings
of Rutgers and- Pete' Van Valkenburg of Brigham Young.
--Quarterbacks Norris Weesc
of Miasisaippi. David Jaynes of
Kansas, John Hufnagel of Penn
State, Don Strock of Virginia
derson f North'ch.
- Mitch
Wes
d S we Marshall of
-Defensive back Kenith
Pape of Oklahoma.
-Flanker Isaac Curtis of San
thew, State.

PASSING FRESHMEN
RICHMOND. Va- IAP1 Two Atlantic Coast Conference
football teams are using freshmen quarterbacks this fall
They are North Carolina State's
Dave Buckey and Duke's Hal
Spears

NFL Defensi

Skip V
NFL D

Bob Lanier posted a career
high 48 points, including a torrid 20-point third quarter, for
the Pistons. His stellar efforts
nullified a 39-point performance
by Geoff Petrie, whose 17-point
first period helped the Blazers
to a 64-54 halftime edge.
Earl "The Pearl" Monroe
scored 14 of his 16 points in the
first quarter as the Knicks assumed first place in the Atlantic Division, one-half game
ahead of the idle Boston Celtics. Walt Frazier topped New
York with 19 points while Lenny Wilkens led Cleveland with
22.

Elvin Hayes poured in 10
points during the third quarter,
rallying the Bullets to a victory'
over Hayes'former teammates.
Mike Riordan had game scoring honors with 27 points while
Japaapy Walker and Calvin Murphy each fiad-TiciantrT15-1ead--,-----the Rockets.
John Trapp and Kevin
Loughery fueled a fourth-period
surge as the slumping 76ers
recorded rheir second victory in
23 games.
Jim Barnett scored six
straight points in the final
quarter, igniting a Golden State
comeback. The Suns led by six
early in the third period but the
lead changed hands several
times. until Barnett's scoring
drive gave Golden State a 93-88
edge with four minutes left.
Barnett led the Warriors with
24 points while Charlie Scott
paced Phoenix with 24.

Tuesday's
Basketball
College By The Associated Press
EAST
Temple 80, Hofstra 48
Geo Wath 77,- Loyola, AAd 62
Howard 85, Monmouth, N.J.
83
SOUTH
Clemson 86, Givrinia Tech 77
Millsaps 76. Bellhaven 75
Delta State 79, Australian Na
lanais 57
East Carolina 78, BaltiMOre..
S8
Georgetown 81, Berea, Ky. 41
miowgsi
Missouri 81, Louisiana Tech
61

Michigan State 98, Toledo 96
Lake Forest 67, Lawrence 59
Ohio U 86, cent Mich 84,
OT
Miam, 83, Cleveland St 59
Tf•xac AS., 69. Wis Stevens
Point 68
SOUTHWEST
Centenary 99, Southwestern
Ti•xas 77
Baylor 63, St Mary's San An
tonio 61
Tcras Tech 80, Athletes In
tiOn 66
Texas 81, South Alabama 67
Texas
ABM
100, Wayland
Baptist 60
FAR WEST
Cal Poly SLO 87, Hayward
State 84
Oregon 76. Sub Pac 59
Weber State 93, Chile Nat,on
als 61
TOURNAMENTS
Elm City classic
St
82, Southern
Conn...81
L A. State 90, Boston U 70
McNeese State Tipoff

mamma

championship
Mi Neese St 81, Houston Bab
1st 73
Consolation
Jackson St. 74, u
of West
Florida 73
•

-

•
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second half. But the advantage in the first half was a surprise to
was short-lived at Wells scored both sides of the gym. Hickman
under the basket twice in a row County, one of the few teams
to lift the Lakers to a two point who could run with the Lakers,
edge.
did just the opposite.
Beautiful passing by Randy
The Falcons used a slow and
Skelton and Greg Howard deliberate type of offense and
Keyed the Laker splurge. Five the Lakers were satisfied to do
times in the period Wells caught the same. Both teams used
lob passes and scored from short and snappy passes an
under as the super-soph hit 7-8 worked for the open shot as the
from the floor over the eight quarter ended with the Lakers
minute period.
on top of a 14-12 low scoring
Shelton's charity toss at the contest.
3:26 mark gave the Lakers a 35Action didn't pick up a great
32 lead. The Lakers proceeded deal in the second period as
to rattle off eight consecutive Hickman County stayed with
points and with 1:14 left in the their slow-down offense.
third frame, the rejuvenated
A three point play by Howard
Lakers were holding a 43-32 at the 4:28 mark gave the
cushion. .
Lakers their largest lead of the
Calloway County played an half at 23-16.
airtight defense in the period as
Hickman County used the
the Lakers entered the final
frame with a 50-36 advantage. press to some effect during the
Six straight free throws by last two minutes of the half. The
Howard at the outset of the Lakers continued to hold their
fi•urth quarter gave the Lakers lead until, with three seconds
their largest lead of the game, left in the half, Rick
56-38. The Lakers, who had only Weatherspoon meshed two free
It was 6-7 sophomore James
two field goals in the final throws to tie the game at 26
Wells who brought the Lakers to stanza,
were able to hold on to apiece.
life early in the third period.
The offensive style of the
the large lead as the Falcons
After a tied score at halftime, could come no closer than
13 game did change some in the
Hickman County grabbed a 30- points.
third period when the I.,a)ters
28 lead in the first minute of the
The way the two teams played went to Wells to build the lead
and the Falcons were forced to

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Picking the 'front runner in
early season basketball is a
tough task. The job was made
even more difficult last night at
Calloway County Nigh School as
the Lakers rolled over
previously unbeaten Hickman
County 67-53.
Hickman County entered the
game with a 4-0 slate, made
even more impressive with the
inclusion of wins over Carlisle
County and Ballard Memorial.
But with the takers' victory
last night, the scramble for the
top spot in the region is even
more spirited.
Excellent marksmanship
from the free throw line combined with an outstanding team
effort provided the punch for
the Lakers' knockout. The
Lakers hit on 19-24 free throws
during the game with 13 of them
coming in the final quarter to
gain their third win in 'four
contests.
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Calloway Rolls Over Unbeaten
Hickman County 67-53 Tuesday

West

Skip Vanderbundt Named
NFL Defensive Player
REDWOOD
Calif.
I AP — William Gerald -Skip"
Vanderbundt, San Francisco
49er linebacker who carried a
fumble and an intercepted pass
to a pair of touchdowns against
Dallas, says he was "just
lucky." But his coach said ther
was more to it than that.
"Sure he had luck on a
couple of plays, but he was
there because he was so alert,"
said Coach Dick Nolan of the
Vanderbundt a performance
that earned the linebacker selection Tuesday by the Associated Press as Defensive Player
of the Week in the National
Football League.
"It amazes me," said Vanderbundt. "I make a couple of
lucky plays and get all this at-

Pacers Take
Close Win
Over Chaps
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Indiana's George McGinnis
was the big gunner but it took
a couple of late—and timely—
snipes by Mel Daniels and
Freddie Lewis to give the Pacers a victory over the Dallas
Chaparrals.
McGinis scored a club record
58 points, 21 of them in the
third quarter, but the Pacers
didn't get a 120-117 victory over
the Chaps in Dallas Tuesday
night until Daniels scored a
lay-up and Lewis made two foul
shots in overtime.
Former Chap Donnie Freeman scored five of Indiana's 12
overtime points and stole a
Dallas pass with three seconds
left as the Pacers opened up a
212-game lead over idle, second-place Denver in the West
Division.. Rick Jones and Bob
Netolicky each scored 31 points
sfor
Elsewhere, Carolina beat
Utah 120-109 and maintained a
1 1 2-game lead in the East over
Virginia, which edged Memphis
120-115 and Louisville trounced
San Diego 133-111.
Billy Cunningham scored 28
points and helped sparked a
fast break that led the Cougars
past Utah at Greensboro,,N.C.
Willie Wise scored 31 points for
Utah after hitting 17 of 25 foul
shots.
Virginia led Memphis for
three periods before the hometown Tams rallied to tie at 104104. Virginia, winning its third
strairM, then went ahead by
five before Memphis drew within two with 29 seconds left. The
Squires then clinched it when
Neil Johnson made a free
throw and Jim Eakins tipped in
the rebound of a missed foul
shot. George Irvine led Virginia
with 21 points and Warren
Davis topped Memphis with 28.

take bad shots to play catch-up difference," Conley said.
"Our guards played much
Surprisingly enough, the better ball and our shooting was
teams battled to a stand off on much improve. I believe we are
the boards as both clubs beginning to play as a team.
brought down 30 rebounds. Looking to Saturday's game,
Wells led the Lakers with 14 anytime Murray High and
caroms.
Calloway get together, no
But the real difference in the matter how many games-either
game was the great per- team has played, it will be a
formances by Howard and tough game," Conley added,
"They will be up for us and
Shelton. Both played outstanding defensive games and likewise we will be up for them.
were very unselfish on offense. We hope to change things
Wells paced the Laker scoring around a bit this year since they
with 25 points, 15 of which came beat us three times last year,"
in the important third period concluded Conley. The preliminary game
rally. Howard, who hit 12 consecutive free throws, fired in 24. Saturday night will begin at 6:45
Shelton hit in double figures by p.m, with the war between
Murray High and Calloway
scoring 11.
Jerry Duncan played one of getting underway at 7:45 p.m.
his best defensive games and hit The games will be played at
for seven while Dan Thompson, Calloway's Jefferey Gymwho did a fine job on the boards, nasium.
,Lakers
did not score. Thompson atFG..FI'..PF..TP
tempted only two shots.
Calloway County hit on 24-52 Duncan
7
3 4
2
for a .461 mark while Hickman Thompson
0
0 1
0
County was 23-58 for a cool .396 Howard
6 12 2 24
clip. In the third period, the Shelton
1 3 11
5
Lakers were 11-17 for a red hot Wells
11
3 3 25
.647.
24. 19..13..67
Totals
Coach Jerry Conley was very
pleased with his team's victory.
Falcons
"Our
defense
and
our
FG..rr PF..*TP
ballhandling is what made the Spates
7
2
3 1
4 10
5 0
Jordan
3 14
6 2
Grundy
3 12
5 2
Childress ,
8
3 2
Weatherspoon
2
2
4
1 0
Fitts
23..7..18 53
Totals
Hickman
12 14 10 17-53

tention. Don't get me wrong. I
like it, and it probably was one
of my better games this year."
Ends Claude Humphrey Of
Atlanta and Bob Pollard of
New Orleans also were nominated for defensive player of
the week, along Baltimore linebackers Mike Curtis, Ray May
and Ted Hendricks.
Vanderbundt, a 6-foot-3, 224pound fourth year man, said,
"I know I had a better game in
Los Angeles against the
Rams—sounder fundamentally
than I did in Dallas, and we
lost the Ram game, 31-7."
The 49ers beat the Super
Bowl champs 31-10 in Dallas on
Thanksgiving Day, and the victory gave them first place in
the National Conference's West
Division.
Vanderbundt ran 73 yards
with a fumble for one touchdown, carried Un intercepted
Craig Morton pass 21 yards for
a second score and stopped a
Cowboy drive near the 49er
goal line by grabbing another
fumble. lie made 12 tackles.
Randy Shelton 1211. Ricky Weathe:spoon (321, and Greg
"I've run with fumbles before, Howard, partially hidden, go after this loose ball after
but they've always been called Weatherspoon had tried to get off a shot for Hickman.
back," said Vanderbundt.
I Staff Photo by David Hill)

Weekend Games Not Too Hard
To Pick As Season Nears End
NEW YOFtK (API —This is bered into Tuscaloosa, Auburn
—Astro-Bluebonnet Bowl.
it ... the last chance to better led the series 12-9-1. It now Louisiana State over Tenlast seasons's record and keep stands 19-16-1 in favor of the nessee.
Crimson Tide. Time and tide
the alumni off our backs.
—Gator Bowl: Colorado over
With one weekend left in the wait for no man, 'tis written. Auburn.
college football season—plus, of Alabama.
—Orange Bowl: Nebraska
Oklahoma State at Okla- over Notre Dame.
course, the bowls—the 1972
record shows a percentage of homa—The Cowboys have beat—Sugar Bowl: Oklahoma
.715. A year ago, the final regu- en three Big Eight bowl teams over Penn State.
lar-season accounting read .720. in Colorado, Missouri and Iowa
—Rose Bowl: Southern Cal
There shouldn't be any prob- State, but they're going to over Ohio State.
lem in bettering last year's spend the holidays at home.
—Cotton Bowl: Final Upset
mark ... not with such easy They'll really have a lot to Special of the season ... Texas
games to pick this time as crow about if they beat ... Ok- over Alabama.
Southern Cal-Notre Dame, Ala- lahoma,
Army vs. Navy at Philabama-Auburn and Army-Navy.
Notre Dame at Southern Cali- delphia—This is the best Navy
fornia—The last time Notre team since the Roger Staubach
Dame won the national cham- years. This is the best Army
pionship was in 1966 and the team since last year. Navy'.
Louisiana State at Tulane—
Fighting Irish did it conTennis
vincingly with a 51-0 rout of ISU stumbled into a 3-3 tie
BRISBANE, Australia—Top
Southern Cal in their final with Florida last week but seed Ken Rosewall of Australia
don't the Tigers always beat topped countryman Ian Brady
game.
That, by the way, was also Tulane? They have every year 6-1, 6-0 in opening round action
the last time Notre Dame beat since 1948, except for two ties. at the Queensland Lawn ChamUSC and it is said that Coach ISU.
pionships..
Tennessee at Vanderbilt—T
John cMcKay took a vow he
Baseball
would never again lose to the for two isn't Vandy's cup of
HONOLULU—The Los Angethe last two les Dodgers sent veteran outIrish. He's won three and tied tea. To
weeks the Commodores have fielder krank Robinson, pitchthe other two since then.
Notre Dame, 8-1, won't win lost to Tulane 21-7 and Tampa ers Bill1 Singer and Mike
any championships this year, 30-7. Now, it's T as in ... Ten- Strahler, and infielders Bill
but Southern Cal might. The nessee.
Grabarkewitz and Bobby ValenAnd in the bowls:
Trojans have been ranked No. 1
tine to the California Angels for
--Tangerine Bowl Tampa pitcher Andy Messersmith and
since the opening week of the
season, while Notre Dame, cur- over Kent State.
third baseman Ken McMullen
—Liberty Bowl: Iowa State in a seven player inter-league
rently 10th, has been in and out
over Georgia Tech.
of the Top Ten. Southern Cal.
transaction at the winter meet—Peach Bowl: West Virginia ings. •
Alabama vs. Auburn at Birmingham—Bear Bryant leads over North Carolina State.
Basketball
—Fiesta Bowl: Arizona State
Shug Jordan 10-4, including a
GREENSBORO,N.C.—Center
31-7 rout last year over Heis- over Missouri.
Ira Harge, a veteran ot five
man Trophy-winner Pat Sulli- , —Sun Bowl: North Carolina seasons in the American Basvan de Co.. Before the Bear lurn- over Texas Tech.
ketball Association, retired.

Sports In
Brief

FULL COURT PRESS—Jerry Duncan makes his move around Hickman's James Jordan Tuesday
night at the Calloway-Hickman game. The Lakers handed previously unbeaten Hickman their first
loss.
(Staff Photo by Dal,id

Calloway
14 12 24 17-67
Preliminary Game Hickman,
31-30.
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-liar

Toaster Pasteries 'kg.

3f0,39'

S-P-E-C-I-A-L!! *

•

Flavor-Kist

300 can

'7. .

SPECIAL PRICE
THIS COUPON

WITH

81(t
a
.i,„..7
,

Bacon
4,

:
-tf-

t
•in

.
..sr
•O
A

R

1

491 I
970
" :.1__
:'-dGood thru Dec77,—.1-

Pork Liver

12-oz pkg.

75c

lb

39c

All-Meat

Bologna
•

_

II

st, 69c
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Trudeat
facing
challen
By ERIC FOREST
Copley News Servi

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
OPEN 9 A.M.-10 P.M. MON.-SAT.
1-6 P.M. SUNDAY
BANKAMERICARD
45-PIECE SET

MELAMINE DINNERWARE

Prices In This Ad Good Thurs., Fri., Sat., Sun., Nov. 30-Dec. 3
FOR
HOME
AND
CAR

•Unbreakable
Sir

AM/FM PORTABLE
RADIO
Uses AC or DC

•4 Patterns
Stock
Up
Now

Reg.

Current
Vinyl Case

1-PC. GLASSWARE SET

13.88

Reg. '8.88
$944

$L88
Reg. '19.84

25"x45" POOL TABLE

CAR & HOME STEREO SET

Cue Sticks - Rack

COLEMAN STOVE

Consists of walnut home unit, 2 walnut speakers,
auto dash mount, 2 auto speakers.

Balls & Table

2 Burner. Compact,
economical Camp Stove. Dependable

Reg.
Reg.

'109

5 14.97

BEGINNERS

_CASINO PINBALL Sleeping
Bags
A Fun Game for the
Whole Family!

ALL WEATHER A.F.C.
DOUBLE MANTLE
LANTERN

CYCLE

•Full Size

For Ages
2 to 4

•Automatic
Scorer

Gives 100 Ft. Circle of Light!

Reg. '10.88

Reg. 5 11.97

Reg. $1344

EVEREA DY

LANTER N

Cloth
•4 Wheels

3-PC. SNOW WHITE

KITCHEN

SAVE
$1.00

.Wide

3 STORY

GUN CASE
Reg. 53.96

$264

$296

Track

DOLL
HOUSE

ROSSI SINGLE BARREL

DUNE BUGGY

SHOTGUN

Full Adjustable
Pedal Drive

Folds into
compact

12 or 20 Gauge
Full Choke

40- Long

vinyl case

A Great Christmas Gift!

14" Wide

96

Reg.

Reg.

22.94

34.88

.22 LONG

RIFLE
Single shot. Bolt locks with
key. Ideal first rifle.

Reg. 24.8'
SAVE
10

$2688 $1488

LITTLE WHEEL
Regular '8.84

By AMF

Reg.
• Front Wheel Power
• Rugged Plastic and
Steel

(:))1 '6.44
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Trudeau
facing
challenge

Hunt's
Yellow

By ERIC FORESTER
Copley News Service

AVE
$1.00

ERN

ERN

96
LONG

IFLE
olt locks with
I first rifle.

24.88

heel Power
lastic and

OTTAWA — No prime minister in Canadian history has
faced the challenge awaiting
Prime Minister Pierre' Thideau as he prepares to meet
his precariously balanced
House of Commons in midDecember.
With his Liberai".Party
thoroughly chastened by the
electorate in the Oct; 30 election, Trudeau deCided to
carry on as prime minister,
although the opposition Progressive Conservatives won
exactly the same number of
seats — 109 in the 264 seat
Parliament.
He opted to face Parliament
for two reasons; first because
of the traditional Liberal belief that they and they alone
are best suited to govern.
The second reason is national unity. A Conservative
government with the present
representation in Parliament
truly could be disastrous for
Canada's chances to survive
as a single entity.
Trudeau and his Liberals
won 57 of the 74 seats in Quebec, losing only two to the
Conservatives and 14 to the
totally Quebec-based Social
Credit Party. In addition, the
Liberal won Francophone
seats in New Brunswick; one
in Manitoba; and three in Ontario which are predominantly French-speaking.
Hence, 65 seats of the total
Liberal strength are Francophone. The Conservatives
won only two in Quebec; no
Francophone seats in the rest
of the country.
Imagine the uproar in
French Canada if the party
they had supported so solidly
resigned the government,
simply because another party
— the Conservatives --a had
tied them in strength.
Trudeau has denied that
animosity between French
and English-speaking Canadians — the Anglo backlash —
was a major factor in the
election results. The voting*.
figures demonstrate otherwise. The final tallies show
French-speaking Canadian3
were extre,me1y...404ppy wit&
Trudeau's policies of smiling
a fair share of civil service
jobs for Francophones — for
pushing bilingualism in Canada.
The vote against Trudeau in
English-speaking Canada,
where he won only 43 seats out
of a possible 181„shows there
was deep dissatisfattion with
something. Some argue that it
was economic policies, welfare statism,or change in lifestyle programs. Admittedly,
some voting weight can be assigned to the favorite son
theory, with Quebeckers voting for Trudeau as one of their
own. But the ugly fact of
French-English polarization
still exists. And it exists
largely because of Trudeau's
personal tactic of polarizing
issues so he could more clearly pick which side people are
on.
Bilingualism and a fair representative place for Frenchspeaking Canadians in the nation's public life are goals that
few people deny. But Trudeau
has set one against the other,
and in so feeding his personal
ego, done severe damage to
the nation.
He pledged at his press conference shortly after the election that he would learn from
his mistakes and correct the
errors. Many hope he recognizes this one. Canada needs
cooperation between French
and English, not confrontation. Ruling Canada is not an
exercise in one-upsmanship.
PRESCRIPTIONS
FOR LOVE LIFE
LONDON (API—Sex aids
should be prescribed for couples
with unhappy love lives, a
doctor recommends. Writing in
the „medical journal General
Dr.
Brian
Practitioner,
Richards said "these aids are in
no way kinky but of great
medical value."

r '39.94

288

finY
PRODUCE VALIJEk
APPLES.

HALF BILLION MADE
JUST IN JUNE
NEW YORK tAPO — The
more than half a billion plastic
bottles produced in the U.S.
during the month of May 1972,
are now reaching American
consumers. People are buying
more and more products — like
detergents, drugs and cosmetics and food — packaged in
Plastic bottles than ever before.
reports the Society of the Plastics Industry.

Whipped

Miracle

Kleenex Facial

TISSUE
200 Ct. Box

(((

29c

COFFEE
With coupon belo
1Ooz. jar

15-oz Jar

Kraft

PET RITZ

PIE SHELLS
Frosty Acres Pre-Baked

SUGAR
j Limit: 5 lbs. per customer

ILL—v="t-

Parker s Market

FLAVO RITE
BRAND

Sliced
Bacon
1 -lb. pkg.

59;

GIRL'S

ICYCLE

VIENNA SAUSAGE
CAKE and FROSTING
MIX
box

SAVE 40c
With This Coupon When
YOUINSTANT
BUY A 10-01. JAR of

MAXWELL HOUSECOFFEE
AT

PARKER'S MARKET

ONE COUPON PER FAMILY • OFFER EXPIRES

12/30/72

40c:
_j
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The Research and Development Effort of Fisher-Price Toys
Unheard is the typical language of research.
There are no white-smocked scientists probing
mysteries in test tubes and few of the accouterments of the modern-day laboratory.
The building itself, perched on a grassy hill and
flanked by trees that abound in the East Aurora
countryside, looks more like a Swiss chalet than the
home for 55 employees of Figher-Price Toys, men e.
and women who have had a singularly successful
record in creating salable playthings for the
preschool consumer.
It is a mixed bag of designers, engineers, artists
and gadgeteers who collectively make up the FisherPrice research and development team. In the last
.several years, they have won enough victories to
impress the industry and the toy-buying public, to
say nothing of The Quaker Oats Company, which
acquired Fisher-Price in 1969.
Robert H. Hicks, vice president of research and
development,oversees the activities of the group. In
measured words, he describes what research means
to the world's largest producer of preschool toys.
"Ours is a pragmatic research effort," he says.
"We try to relate what we're doing to children, how
they act, how they develop their likes and dislikes.
We want to know what parents think, of course, but
our real concern is for children. We're out to create
toys that are fun forFishersc
chilcl en."
Toward that end,
rice has developed a
research capability that leaves few stones unturned.
The R and D building houses a fully-accredited
nursery school, staffed by trained professionals and
attended by scores of pint-sized pupils who play a
definite role in deciding what toys finally make their
way to store shelves.
In session weekday mornings, the nursery school
plays host to preschool children who spend roughly
two hours engaged in a variety of normal
educational activity. Predictably, playtime is

closely scrutinized. Behind a wall of see-through
mirrors, trained staff carefully observe the way
children react to a large assortment of toys, many
experimental, some Fisher-Price's and some the
competition's.
Playtime is largely unstructured. Children are
free to drop, bang cuddle or ignore the toys as
Fisher-Price staffers look for ways a particular
model might be modified or improved. For example,
the ATV Explorer, a ride toy, was revised after
children were observed in the nursery school. As
initially conceived, the toy was fairly stark, minus
many of the small details that were to be added
later. As children rode the toy over the carpeted
floor, they invariably provided their own sound
effects. They also were interested in carting other
objects, moving them from one corner of the room to
the other. The decision: install a mechanism that
would create a realistic "Whirr" sound and provide
for a cargo hatch that would store what the child
considered necessary for his trip.
Solutions of that kind are commonplace. What
Hicks and others attempt to do is to create toys that
have a maximum amount of "play value," a term
that has special significance in the toy industry.
Certain company staples constitute the "Play
Family" series, large toys complete with "little
people," the diminutive figures that populate the
Fisher-Price school, garage, house, farm and airport. Before Fisher-Price introduced the first "Play
Family" toy in 1955, doll houses, for example, were
miniaturizations carefully constructed to scale. Few
toys at the time came with "people," though it was
no secret that children enjoyed role-playing and
acting out the countless dramas of family life.
"Through our observation, we became convinced
that life-like figures, while not.completely realistic,
would add tremendous play value to our toys," says
Hicks. "It was a case of being aware of how children
act. Today it seems like such an obvious answer to a

problem. Usually viable solutions are like that—so
obvious that most people miss seeing them."
By anyone's standards, the "Play Family" toys
have enjoyed phenomenal success. This year's big
seller, the airport, was sold out by the second week
of Toy Fair, the annual event staged in New York
City for the benefit of buyers and retailers. Someone
has estimated that there are over 200 million "little
people" scattered throughout the country and
around the world. Such universal acceptance constitutes something of a revolution in the toy industry.
Because Fisher-Price directs its research and
marketing effort to the preschool population, it is
critically important to know what mothers, grandmothers and other relatives think about toys.
Fisher-Price has carefully avoided structuring its
promotional appeal to children. Company officials
argue convincingly for the low-key, believable
approach that talks directly to mothers between the
ages of 18 and 49, the primary purchasing group.
In an attempt to gauge what mothers look for in
toys, Fisher-Price has devised a consumer research
program that makes use of a battery of research
techniques, including consumer panels, in-depth
interviews, direct mail questionnaires and the like.
Information gained from communication with the
consumer is particularly helpful in deciding what
new toys should be introduced to the market.
Recently, Fisher-Price has averaged between 12 and
14 new t7Sys each year. Before any proposed product
gets the green light, the research staff sifts children's reactions and thinking of mothers. Engineers and
financial people prepare feasibility and cost studies,
making sure that the toy can be manufactured at a
marketable price, that it will meet high standards of
safety and durability and that it can be merchandised in such a way as to provide maximum
appeal at the point-of-purchase. It is a process involving input from virtually every area of company
operations. Colors are determined, packaging

selected and advertising slants discussed. The
model, actually a working facsimile of the proposed
toy, must then pass the review of the product
selection committee,consisting of the vice president
of marketing, Hicks, and Henry H. Coords, president
of Fisher-Price.
"Even then, when we think we've considered
every possibility and have pulled together as much
information as we thought we could, it comes down
to a 'gut' feel," says Hicks. "We're thorough and
analytical up to that point, but if you don't get that
positive feeling about a toy, itill never make
production.
In an intensely competitive industry, Fisher-Price
has flourished. Sales last year topped $80 million and
the growth continues. The company employs about
4000, operating separate manufacturing facilities in
East Aurora and the Western New York communities of Holland and Medina, with interests in
the United Kingdom, The Netherlands and Belgium.
The research and development effort has helped in
establishing Fisher-Price as the leader in the
preschool field and the prospects for the future are
very good, indeed.
Henry Coords, in an address to the Toy
Manufacturers Association, perhaps best stated the •
case for Fisher-Price, and in doing so, sounded a
warning to other toy companies whose performances in recent years have been agonizingly
flat: "In the long run, the companies which make
high quality, safe toys are going to survive. The
manufacturers of shoddy merchandise, poor
quality, unsafe toys are going to go down the drain.
We have 900 companies now in our industry. I
wonder how many of them will survive the next five
years with the growing wave of consumerism thtit is
going to demand superior products and good value."
Coords is confident that continuing research will
keep that wave from swamping Fisher-Price.
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Royal Kain, Plant Manager Fisher-Price
"....we are so glad to be here."

UlllUERS

John Zahorjan. Vice-President of Fisher-Price
and Chief Operations Officer
".,..we are pleased to be in Murray."

Henry H. Coords, President of Fisher-Price Toys
and Vice-President of Quaker Oats
"....we hope to make Nturray the future to
Capital of the South."

Y BR1111CH

8nnK 5 MURRAY

Harvey W. Busch, Vice-President, Facilities Planning
not going to steal the thunder from
my boss, I'll let him make the announcement."

Joe Dick, President of the Bank of Murray
"....thank you for choosing our community."

Staff Photos by David Hill

Damon W. Harrison. ommissioner Kentucky Department
of Commerce
this is a real economic blockbuster "

A Profile Of Fisher-Price Toys
"Our work is child's play,- reads the colonial sign
greeting visitors to the East Aurora (NY)
headquarters of Fisher-Price Toys.
No empty slogan, it characterizes the manufacturing effort of this Division of The Quaker Oats
Company, a busy, booming toy company whose
growth pattern in recent years has become the talk
of the industry.
Last year, Fisher-Price sales surpassed the $80
million mark, ending another chapter in a success
story that has impressed toyma-kers, even the most
jaded, in this country and around the world.
Doubling its business in two years and tripling it in
five, it means work and profits for some 4,500 happy
Fisher-Pricers.
Analysts are not reluctant to pinpoint what they
consider to be the Fisher-Price strengths: key
management, a profit-oriented employee group, a
well-conceived program to insure quality control,
high trade acceptance, and the public's disenchantment with toys it considers dangerous or
poorly_ made
Henry H. Coords, President, says it's a combination of factors, not the least of which is an attractive employee benefit package that does wonders for morale. Last year, Fisher-Price paid $3.4
million in profit sharing to employees, which
amounted to 20 per cent of each worker's wages. The
company "family," a term used with considerable
justification, is closeknit and zealous in its Wong to
enhance the reputation of Fisher-Price as a quality
manufacturer. Company officials too, have helped to

shelves.
maintain an informal, friendly atmosphere despite
However, long before tests for quality come
an ever-accelerating rate of expansion.
Today, slightly over 40 years old, Fisher-Price is
brainstorming sessions and a unique way of
evaluating the playtime of typical preschoolers.
anything but small. In addition to the East Aurora
Weekday mornings, small groups of young children,
plant and administrative offices that adjoin it. the
attending a fully licensed nursery school housed in
company operates manufacturing facilities in the
the Fisher-Price Research and Development buildWestern New York communities of Holland and
Medina. Production schedules allow little breathing
ing, ride, drop, bang. ignore and cuddle a variety of
experimental toys as part of their daily routine. Toy
room. Several new Fisher-Price toys were comdesigners watch attentively behind a see-through
pletely sold out at the annual Toy Fair held last
mirror for further clues into the mind of the
March in New York. Sales and marketing personnel
preschool child.
were faced with the unusual problem of assuring
The Chatter Telephone, a Fisher-Price favorite.
customers they'd meet the overwhelming crush of
was one toy revised after designers watched
orders.
preschoolers at , play. Children liked the toy
Directing its effort to the substantial preschool
market. Fisher-Price has actually benefited from
telephone and were especially fond of pulling it
around the room by its receiver. The solution was-to
the interest in toy safety and durability. Coords feels
put wheels on the base to make a pull-toy, thereby
confident Fisher-Price toys will continue to attract
adding
another dimension-to its play value.
on
insisting
are
numbers,
increasing
buyers who, in
The 1972 Fisher-Price line includes over 90
quality. As Chairman of the Safety Committee of the
Toy Manufacturers Association. he is in a good" "-separate items. Consequently, the job of marketing
position to gauge national sentiment. Everywhere, millionsof-toys is a big one. The company sales force
totals 28, not including a New York City export
Coords reports. parents are asking about toy quality
agency for sales overseas, another firm that deals
and safety, and Fisher-Price's emphasis on quality
directly with the world-wide military market and a
control is paying dividends in the marketplace.
three-member group covering Canada.
As new toys are being developed and engineered
The yearly sales effort is somewhat predictable. It
for production, the quality control team works
begins with the New York Toy Fair. at which time
closely with research and development personnel in
designing series of tests that subject their creations
the country's major w)iolesalers and retailers make
to punishment far greatef than that which would bc;. 'substantial initial commitments. • In the spring,
infliCted by the average four-year-old. Only the safe
salesmen call on accounts in their individual
and the sturdy survive to find their way to store
territories and attend_g variety of regional shows

held in major markets across the United States. A
relatively recent merchandising innovation has
been the development of 100 test stores that are
carefully checked each month for information on
how individual toys are selling. The data is fed back
to the sales-force, enabling field men to serve better
their accounts.
Traffic and product distribution are the responsibilities of more than 70 people who must meet
demands that nowadays are far less seasonal.
Preschool toy sales are still heaviest during the last
three months of each year. but Fisher-Price has
succeeded in generating customer interest on art
around-the-calendar basis. Besides maintaining
finished goods warehouses in East Aurora and
Albion, a community adjacent to Medina. FisherPrice uses public warehousing in New Jersey, Utah.
Ontario and Antwerp. Belgium. Total finished
goods warehouse space is 555,000 square feet.
Last year. Fisher-Price shipments were in excess
of 68 million pounds, or 4.6 Million cartons of toys. A
full 65 per cent was sent by truck to wholesalers and
retailers around the country.
Like most successful companies. Fisher-Price has
clearly identified what it is the public wants and has
gone about answering that need. Toys—durable,
safe, .cleanly designed, and with a maximum
a.mount of play value—are what Fisher-Price is all
about. Significant numbers of consumers are saying
in effect that quality counts. and Fisher-Price, the
little company that grew big, has absolutely no intention of changing the gamCiplan.
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Prices Good thru December 5th

Your Indivik
Horoscope

all the way
&erg Red & White product
is guaranteed to please
you or your money
RED&
will be refunded s WHITE
NABISCO PREMIUM

Crackers
Coffee
Sugar

MAXWELL HOUSE

JOHNSONS

—where
friendly people
help you saveI

35s
69,

1 Lb
1-Lb. Bag
(With Coupon)

JELL°
u

/ 160Z C9C
BOX

ALL FLAVORS

2pkRot.
G.I. $109

3
T
Orange Drink
49c
3
Wishbone
39c
Liquid Lux
Final Touch
59'
69c
Date
Deter
•T
E
2
Doye Soa
Chocolate Beads 12PoD,A9(
O
99c
39;
Toilet Tissue
Plumber
3

54 OZ.
RUSSIAN DELUXE FRENCH
8 OZ. $100

rloin

LEVER COUPON SPECIALS

GIANT SIZE
WITH COUPON

GIANT SlIF
WITH COUPON

NEW

folgert
aitfee
1

,..z.$ 15

FOR 49C

16

ven Spray EOZFYF

RLEEGMOONR 0
121

RED &
WHITE

4 ROLLS

Steak
s'n's PRUTEN

1 1.0
PKGS

ilggarine

Cheese
uAgp Cheese
Cream

2 LB. BOX

2
Marshmallows 2

COUPON

RED & WHITE

ALUMINUM
FOIL
HEAVY DUTY

Braunschweiger

59'

B
Jowl Squares
Short Ribs of Beef
Aram/ere
Red Potatoes

89'
59'
49'

acon SWIFT PREMIUM

SLICED

SUN SPUN

• ••
Johnson.
SCOTT'S
REG. TOWELS
'bite Ass't DeCorated

RED &
WHITE

C1.1111.2.CP*1.

RED&' Johnson%
WHITE
LIQUID LUX
Giant Size

20,1,
:
R 1109

R273
R10
10c Expires 12-5-72

I ACRES
Orange Juice
Rolls

ALL FLAVORS

Expires 12-5-72

Expires 12-5-72

WHITE

Johnsons
DRIVE
DETERGENT
Giant Size,'

HIS

69c

Expires 12-5-72

i RED &
\ WHITE

Johnson%
FOLGERS
INSTANT COFFEE

"
io oz. $115
Expires 12-5-72-

12 OZ. CAN

MORTON PARKER HOUSE

cwiomonn

FINAL TOUCH
Giant Size

59'
39'
65'
10'
49'

English Walnuts
Bananas
Tomatoes

FS!

Johnson's

'1'9

FROM OUR FREEZERS

BETTY CROCKER

RED&
WHITE

SWIFT "WEN

Kraft Specials

KAY

ipoc>”
RED &T--"C
Ji hnson's
WHITE
JELLO
All Flavors
3 oz. pkg.

49'
'129

KREY

Steak SWIFT PIMEN

WITH

GICAETPIIIZ
NE

OR P
BATH SIZE

Bacon
Ground Beef
Si
1-Bone Steak
Rib

013,
^
IEDit €1,
trCrockerBu Ds
TTg
WHITE BettyJohnsons
,•

2 FctrI"0 49c
No. MC 44097
Ex ires 12-5-72

Nr"`„,••
RED a
WHITE
Johnsons

2 DOZ. PAK

(RED a
WHITE

MAXWELL HOUSE
COFFEE
RIO
1

lb.

69c
39'
39t

Johnsons
LIQUID
PLUMBER
Full Quart

Bog

Expires 12-30-72
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FIELD'S CHESTNUT

Wieners

KT
F:
, rak
1
7Rs
ncD
eAsyD

Look in the section
ur birthday comes
hat your outlook is, ac
itth
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FOR- CHRISTMAS

JUST-IN -TIME

Your Individual
Horoscope

Open til 10 p.m. every night
il ristmas
DRESS OR unt Ch
LADIES

Frances Drake
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•
NOVEMBER 30002

2-PIECE SUIT

Look in the section 111 which
ur birthday comes and find
hat your outlook is, according
the stars.

Perfect- for the holidays, choose from two
lovely dress s. Two
piece Suit of ouble
knit with rii3 top,
buttbn placket fr.gint,
print collar and long
sleeves or a dress
with 100% Poly skirt,
top,
nylon
Arnel
ruffle trim neck. Sizes
Compare at 14.99 10 to 18.

Your Choice
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A seamless basketball, just like the
one Pete Maravich
uses!

Red, white and blue

FOOTBALL OUTFIT
Let him find a real football outfit under the tree
this year! Includes pants,
jersey, shoulder pads anu
he

Reg $1,99

1"

$

Mens Corduroy

SLIPPER

Not exactly

Reg. 11.88

6089ilb
rs
- Cotton corduroy uppe
g
linin
h
clot
terry
- Soft
- Molded comfort sole
Sizes 7-12 in brown

.124,g

24 to Aug. 23)
tar influences indicate a
wider scope of interests,
possibly greater activity. Don't
go to extremes; however.
Respond only to offers that
really mean something.

6 72 ft.
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day!
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Better opportunities than for
soma:Aline, but aspects warn
against rushing into things, then
having to retreat—which could
bring problems.
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ANTS IN THE
PANTS
Great game for kids
as a gift! Make ants
s.
lump in the pant
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ST-105
Operates on 9 volt
transistor battery, 5
ETCH A SKETCH
transistors, 2 complete
units. Includes batteries
and antenna.
Reg. 3.33

Reg. 2.77
A smart idea for
Christmas! Keeps
children busy for
hours!
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SAGITTARIUS
(No'. 23 to Dec. 21)
Good influences! Plan your
schedule early, isolate top
objectives quickly and go
ward with new vigor.
arhead your drive with
cOnfidence in success.
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Reg. 17.44

6930-6072
- Soft cozy manmade plush
uppers
- Comfortable cushii,ried
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- Cozy footwarmers for
easy tinie - living
Sizes: Girls 10-3, Wonicns
10 in asst. colors
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CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) VM
Your active mind will relish
Ohs challenging day. Creative
Writing, literary pursuits
generally and educational
tters should hold special
terest.

SUNBEAM
PERCULATOR
Model MM100W
2
,
eds
12 spe
mixing bowls, Reg. 48.97
book.
recipe

YOU BORN TODAY, as a
Sagittarian, are governed by
Jupiter, the planet of op-.
portunity—and you rarely miss
one as you wend your way
through what should surely be a
most successful and interesting
life. You are extremely versatile and could have a wide
choice of careers from which to
choose but, more than others of
your Sign, your choice wW
depend largely on your early
education and environment.
Others may change careers in
mid-stream or drift into a
successful field through circumstance—but not you. Your
destiny will follow the lines of
your intellectual development.
Fields in which you- can excel,
depending upon these factors:
Business management, science,
the law, statesmanship, journalism, music, the stage,
literature. Birthciate of: Winston Churchill, Brit. statesman,
writer; Mark Twain, Amer.
author, wit; Efrem Zimbalist,
Jr., actor.

Brews 4 to 12
Resists
stains and chips.
Reg. 1 5.88

Compare at 79C

Mod. SMLB

SUNBEAM
FRYPAN

TINSEL 97C

Model F-63
•Steam Button
•Fabric Dial
.Temperature
Selector

1588
ELECTRIC
BLANKEenTsize with dual con

FINAL NET
HAIR MIST

ROUX
HAIR COLOR

BRUT

22 oz. jar

Compare at 99C

25-Light OUTDOOR
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NATIVITY
SCENE

Your Choice
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*
- pular rinsi
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8 oz. size

shades.

—
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1

753 8111

Req. 1.66
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Put that final
touch on your
hair with This!

Reg. 99C

until 10:00 P. M.
Big K will be open every night
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Christmas, for your shopping conven
1-6 Sunday

INSTANT
NON-DAIRY
CREAMER
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Choose king or que comfort. Assorted
trols for complete
colors, 100% acrylan

WHITE RAIN
HAIR SPRAY
OR
DIPPITY-DO
SETTING GEL

Choose from 13
oZ. White Rain
hair spray or 8
oz. Dipoity-Do
setting gel.
Limit 1

,uremor

Ill

IRON

your choice
King
or
Queen

25' strand gold or silver

Reg. '29"

Wordew.i.

Steam & Dry

NORTHERN

6ns n torte
Lustrous decorat,
Box.
seasonal colors 9 To

Hi-dome cover
for roasts, fowl.
BeaOtiful buffet styling.

THIS AND OTHER
RECIPES ON CAN

cups.

SATIN BALLS

QUARTUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Your planets now stimulate
een and quick thinking;
enerate inspiring ideas whit+
ould be of great benefit to
rganizations or to your cornunity.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Especially encouraged under
present influences: Improving
relations between heretofore
opposing factions and condeals.
business
cluding
Capitalize on your ability to
sense situations even before
they arise.

—
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Dexter Club Holds
Regular Meet At
Mitchuson Home

.4_1*
mei
"Deco_ -14ciA1,P
-‘4 Eyes': Better to see
the pass that's coming
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY A high school girl signed, "Four Eyes,"
wrote complaining because she had to wear glasses. "And
to make matters worse," she added, "someone wrote me a
note. saying, 'Guys never make passes at girls who wear
glasses
You sought to comfort her with your own verse, "Guys
will make passes at girls who wear glasses. providing the
dames have good looking frames"
Your reply puts you in first-rate company, as Christopher Morley wrote a two-line postscffipt to that famous
verse
-But glasses can always be checked
"By a girl who's about to be necked "
In case you have further correspondence with "Four
Eyes," please remind her that a young man's character,
disposition, and behavior are much more important than
whether he wears spectacles. Likewise, any male worthy of
her attention will judge her by her essential qualities rather
than by her optical equipment. Greetings,
G. P. IN ANN ARBOR, MICH.
DEAR G. P.: You're right! I once fell in love with a
shy college man who wore glasses. I can still remember
bow my heart pounded when he walked me to my door and
removel his glasses. beats. tan I knew
(he planned to
kiss me goodnight. (P. S. I married the man.I

Miss Janey Kelso
Presents Program
For Calloway FHA

,Jane, Kelso
presented
special entertainment at the
meeting of the Calloway County
High School Chapter of the
Future
Homemakers
of
America held on November 20
at eight-thirty o'clock in the
morning in the school cafeteria.
For her entertainment, Miss
Kelso, who is president of the
DEAR MATTISON STREET: After this hits print, you
Kentucky Lake District of the
may sot have to.
FHA, sang some songs and
accompanied herself on the
DEAR ABBY The man who reduced his wife to tears
guitar.
when he suggested that instead et a family vaoation, the
Theresa Rudolph, president.
money be spent for "a face lift for mother" may not have
presided. Alene Paschall,
deserved the rebuke you gave him.
secretary, read the minutes,
Perhaps he had stood around the bedroom day attar
and Mary Beth Hays, treasurer,
day listening to his wife complain [during menopause, no
gave her report. Patsy Burkeen
doubtl about how terrible she looked and how depressing it
encouraged the members to
was to see her wrinkled, sagging face in the mirror. and he
read the FHA magazine, Teen
thought a face lift woukl make her the happiest woman in
Times.
the weld.
It was announced that the
Maybe he deserved to be chastised for making the offer
Christmas party would be held
at the dining room table in the presence of the children
December 5 at seven p.m.-arid
without first having done a little personal exploring, but
members would exchange gifts.
--ricbody's perfect.
Each member was enNo, I didn't make the same mistake. But I might have."---"
CotifigNI tr-partieipate Ia
MR. AVERAGE
Stanley sales November 13 to
November 27.
DEAR MR.: I agree. hb offer was lovely, but his
This meeting was adjourned
timing was lousy. And that's why I chastised him.
with the closing ritual.
DEAR ABBY: A tip from another veteran letter carrier
for "Afraid of Dogs":
I carry an umbrella, rain or shine When harassed by a
dog, I simply open it in his face and Fido retreats in
confusion because he can't figure out what it is, especially
BRYANT BOY
if I get fancy and rotate the handle and flap it open and
Capt. and Mrs. John T.
shut a time or two.
Bryant III of Morehead anIf be attempts to circle me, I ease the umbrella behind
nounce the birth of a baby boy,
me with the grace of a bullfighter and keep the shield
John T. Bryant IV, weighing
between me and the dog.
EUGENE
eight pounds twelve ounces,
DEAR EUGENE: Beautiful! Your suggestion may
born on Monday, October 30, at
start a boom in the umbrella business.
a hospital in Lexington.
They have one daughter,
Problems? Trust Abby. Far a personal reply, write to
Polly Anna,age four. The father
ABBY. BOX 147011. L. A., CAL1F. MOP and enclose a
is serving with the United States
stamped, addressed eavelope.
Army.
Grandparents are Mrs.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
Pauline G. Bryant of Louisville,
MO.
Cal.
Angeles,
Los
119700,
send SI to Abby, Box
Colonel John T. Bryant Jr.,,
' of Puerto Rico, and Dr. and
7iIr A.D. Wallace of Murray.

FBIRTHSj
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Miss Shirley Faughn Becomes Bride Of
Michael Kline In Double Ring Ceremony

The Dexter Homemakers
Club held its November meeting
in the home of Mrs. Irene
Mitchuson who called the
meeting to order at ten o'clock
in the morning.
A beautiful display of
Christmas gifts made from
scraps from the sewing basket
was shown at the meeting. Mrs.
Lydia Overbey and Mrs. Mine
Pritchett discussed items in the
display and Mrs. June Higgins
gave the lesson.
Gifts were exchanged and
refreshments were served by
the hostess, Mrs. Mitchuson to
Dollie Colson, Marion Flood,
June Mitchuson, Lydia Overbey, June Higgins, Lula
Parrish, June Pritchett, Aline
Pritchett, and Pansy Pritchett.
Members answered the roll
call by Mrs. Aline Prichett by
giving
their
favorite
Thanksgiving foods.
Plans were made for the
family Christmas supper to be
held December 23 at five p.m.
The next meeting will be held
in the home of Mrs. Lydia
Overbey. A potluck luncheon
will be served.

DEAR ABBY: Each morning [Monday thru Friday] a
young neighbor honks his horn at an early hour as he
leaves for work. I presume it is intended as a cheery
goodby signal to his wife.
This honking disturbs us and others in the neighborhood. We are elderly and not in the best of health. We don't
wish to alienate our young neigh)ors, but how can we let
them know this honking disturbs us'
MATTISON STREET, FREWSBURG, N. Y.

.,,,;It;

Mr. and Mrs. Michael Kline
The wedding vows of Miss
Shirley Faughn and Michael
Kline were solemnized in a
candlelight ceremony. - Rev.
Wayne Wiman performed the
double-ring ceremony in the
sanctuary of Margaret Hank
Memorial
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, Paducah.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Faugh of
4.39 S. 17th St., Paducah, The
groom is the youngest son of
Mrs. Howard Kline of 806 Broad
Extended, Murray.
Wedding vows were exchanged before burning white
cathedral tapers in five candelabra entwined with boxwood
and white carnations. On each
side of the white lace-covered
kneeling bench were palms with
white chrysanthemums and
gladioli. The sanctuary windows were arranged with silver
bells and tall poles marking the
family pews were entwined with
boxwood and daisies.
Miss Gayle Walker attended
the guest register in the church
vestibule and rice bags were
distributed by Miss Mandy
Elliott.
A _ program-,of nuptial music
was presented b gisi—rirdce

Senior Citizens Of
Hazel Meet With
Mrs. Koska Jones

The Senior Citizens of the
Hazel Community met at the
home of Mrs. Koska Jones on
Wednesday, November 15, for
the first initial meeting.
A potluck luncheon was
served and future plans for the
Hazel Senior Citizens were
discussed.
Present were Mesdames
Ermine Stewart, Myrtle
Humphrey, Hattie Paschall,
Roberta Brandon, Hazel Alton,
Cora Jackson, Fannie Owen,
Bradie White, Pearl Miller,
Henry Dumas, Rose Peterson,
Mary Turnbow, Notie Miller,
Mary Lamb, Elbert Allbritten,
Koska Jones, (Meter Leffler,
GROGAN BOY
Thyra Crawford and Verona
Eric Lee is the name chosen Grogan, senior
citizens
by Dr. and Mrs. Eddie Lee director.
Grogan of Charlottesville, Va.,
A meeting was planned for
for their baby boy, weighing Thursday, December 14, at one
eight pounds, born on Sunday, p.m. at the United Methadist
October 29, at a hospital there. Church at Hazel.
The new father is in his first
year of
residency at the
hospital of the University of
Virginia, Charlottesville.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Grogan of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs John Collie of
South Fulton.

Miss Linda Hill Is
Honored At Shower
At Puryear, Tenn.

Miss Linda Hill, bride-elect of
Joe Pat Hutson, was honored
WALLACE GIRL
with a bridal shower held
Raquel Lee is the name recently at 'the City Hall,
*
clk
*
Free
Free
Coffee
Wrapping
m•
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Roger Puryear, Tenn.
Wallace, 314 South 15th Street,
*
The gracious hostesses for the
Charge
It
* Free Parking
Murray, for their baby girl, special occasion were Mrs.
weighing seven pounds fourteen Buck Gore, Mrs. Leroy Dowdy,
ounces, born on Friday, Mrs. Anita Nance, and Mrs.
f;
AI November 24, at 12:35 p.m. at Rita Rainey, aunts and cousins
..
k;
the Murray-Calloway County of the groom-elect.
ri
Ot!
A Hospital.
For the event Miss Hill chose
They have one son, Ricky, age to wear a red: and white floor
iall
and another daughter, length dress. The hostesses
740
740 twelve,
Paula Kay, age eight. The presented her with a corsage of
$;
11
father is employed at the white carnations.
General Tire and Rubber
Refreshments were served
Company, Mayfield.
from a beautifully appointed
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Cochran
table overlaid with a green and
of Lansing, Mich, are the beige cloth. Centering the table
.41,
. paternal grandparents and Mr.
was an arrangement of green
Murray, Ky. LA and Mri.. Melton Wolf of St. artificial flowers.
;
!
a Court Square
Louis, Mo., are the maternal
Forty persons were present
W.:*.:1000100:0$.3.37.*:43:30320Cria grandparents.
or sent gifts.
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RE• Register for '25.00 Gift Certificate
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Harris, organist, and Mrs.
Helen Dimas, vocalist, sister of
the bride.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father, wore a
formal gown of white silk
organza trimmed in white
Venice lace. The modified
Empire bodice featured a
Victorian neckline on a square
yOke detailed with Venice lace
insertion pattern through which
was drawn white satin ribbon.
The lace insertion pattern was
placed on her gown from the
yoke to the hemline, and long
bishop's sleeve§ were cuffed in
the lace trim. The gentle A-line
skirt was bordered in the lace
pattern. The chapel-length train
fell softly from the waistline of
the gown.
Her formal-length veil of silk
illusion was attached to a
Camelot Headdress, which was
accented in the Venice lace
motifs. She carried a rainbow
bouquet of pink
roses,
stephanotis, miniature carnations, daisies and baby's
breath with pink, yellow, and
green velvet ribbons tied in love
knots.

Rev. John Jones Is
Guest Speaker For

Mrs. Edna Darnell To Be Installed As
President Of Murray Woodmen Grove 126

Home Department

Mrs. Edna Darnell will be
installed as the 1973 president of
the Murray Woodmen Grove 126,
on Thursday, December 7, at
the WOW building. She is
presently on leave as assistant
professor of the Library Science

Rev. John Jones, minister of
the Kirksey and Coles Camp
Ground United Methodist
Churches, was the guest
speaker at the meeting of the
Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held on
Thursday, November 16, at two
o'clock in the afternoon.
"How- Oiled Art-Your Doors._
To The Kingdom of The Lord"
was the theme of the talk by
Rev. Jones who paid a special
tribute to the late Mrs. Virgie
Clark in his opening remarks.
He read from the 100th chapter
of Psalms.
Rev. Jones said "at this
Thanksgiving season we need to
stand in God's presence
together." He closed with a
poem, "The Prodigal Son" and
admonished each one "to thank
their Heavenly Father for the
many blessings."
The speaker was introduced
by Mrs. Max Hurt, program
leader for the day. Mrs. Carl
Harrison gave the devotion in
which she paid tribute to the
late Mrs. Vrigie Clark, a
member of the department; and
also reading from the books of
Psalms, Proverbs, and Ecclesiastes.
Mrs. Mavis McCamish announced the project of Kentucky Health Awareness Month,
sponsored by the Woman's Club
and the Calloway County
Coung,i1 for Drug Education.
The groups will endeavor to,
have all old medicines cleaned
out of medicine cabinets in the
homes.
The department chairman,
Mrs.. A.C. LaFollette, and Mrs.
T.C. Doran reported on the
clean up campaign for MurrayCalloway County. Civic clubs
have been asked to help in
beautifying roads coming into
Murray. Posters were prepared
by students from the Murray
and Calloway County schools.
During the
social hour
refreshments of pumpkin pie
and coffee were served by the
hostesses, Mrs. Claud Miller,
Mrs. Starkie Colson, Mrs. T.C.
Doran, and Mrs. Clifton
Harrell.

Mrs. Edna Darnell
department at Murray State
University, and served as -"acting chairman of that department in 1971 and 1972.
The new grove president
holds B.S. and M.A. degrees
from Murray State plus E.D.S.
in library science from Peabody

Mrs. Max Dowdy Is
Hostess For Meet
Of Sunnyside Club

College, Nashville, Tenn. She is
listed in Who's Who in Library ,
Science, international Directors of Scholars, and Who's Who
of women of the World.
professional
Her
organizations include NEA,
KEA, KLA, FDEA, and FDLA
of which she has served as
president. She also holds
memberships in the National
Audio Visuals Association and
--if•ettitiekass _ _ ettglio— _ Visual
Association.
Mrs. Darnell's husband,
Willie, is employed by the
Murray Division of the Tappan
Company.
They have one
daughter, Darlina, age twelve,
who attends Murray Middle
School, and one son, Willie, Jr.,
who is director of printing
services at the University of
Tennessee, Martin Branch
They have one granddaughter.
Lisa, age seven, and sine
grandson, Gary, age two.
Mr. and Mrs. Darnell reside
on North lah Street Extended
and attend the First Baptist
Church where Mrs. Darnell is
nursery coordinator. She has
served as vice-president'of the
Grove for the past two years.
Other officers to be installed
are Mrs. Ruth Blackwood, vicepresident; Mrs. Katie Overcast,
treasurer; Miss Ruth Lassiter,
secretary;
Heloise
Mrs.
Roberts, Mrs. Loretta Jobs, and
- Mrs. Odelle Vance, trustees;
Mrs. Carmen Horton, excort;
Mrs. Genora Hamlett, watchman; Mrs. Calista Clanton,
sentry; Mrs. Murl Robertson,
musician.
Officers of all adult Woodmen
units will be installed at the
family dinner meeting on
Thursday, December 7, at 6:30
p.m. at the WOW building.
Entertainment will be by
members of the Woodmen
Rangers and Rangerettes under
the direction of Mrs. Cynthia
Hart, Tau Phi Lambda officer.

Mrs. Max Dowdy opened her
home for the meeting of the
Sunnybde Homemakers Club
held on Tuesday, November 14,
at ten-thirty o'clock in the
morning.
The lesson on "Holiday
Foods" was presented by Mrs.
Ed Jennings and Mrs. Lyle
Pridemore.
Presenting the lesson on
"Money Management" was
Mrs. Max Dowdy, who also
gave the craft lesson on
The Arra Dunn Circle of the
"Crocheted Beads" with special
assistance from a guest, Mrs. United Methodist Women of the
Hazel Church held its regular
Richard Lamb.
Plans were finalized for a November meeting at the
husband-wife Christmas dinner church at two o'clock in the
at
House afternoon.
the
Colonial
Mrs. Russ, .Taylor was the
Smorgasbord on December 2.
The club will meet at the home leader for the progrm. An inof Mrs. Mickey Cherry on teresting film on "The First
December 5 for a lesson Thanksgiving" was shown.
The devotional reading from
"Candle Making."
The
Calloway
County
Psalms
and Luke was by Mrs.
present
member
One
was
new
Miss Darlene Graves Served'
--ffe-alligical-Sistietr• held its
as her maid of honor and Mrs. November meeting in the home Mrs. Hon Wright anti one-gue.st Jahn McCullough. Mrs. Lowes.
Sondra Cain and Miss Debbie of Mrs. Carl Lochart with Mrs. was Mrs. Richard Lamb. Other Srbotheethaff; efts
members
present,
not circle, presided."
Stone were her bridesmaids.
Clifton Key as cohostess.
During the social hour the
previously mentioned, were
Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield,
They wore formal gowns in
Mrs. Wayne Garrison, Mrs. Joel hostess, Mrs. Lois Newport,
pink, yellow, and green satin president, presided and gave
refreshments
of
Boyd, Mrs. Keys McCuiston, served
covered with organza. The the treasurer's report. The
Mrs. Danny Phillips and Mrs. strawberry shortcake and.
Victorian necklines were secretary, Mrs. Humphrey Key,
coffee.
Tomas Lane_
trimmed in lace and the long read the minutes and called the
bishop's sleeves were cuffed in roll.
the lace trim. They wore pink
A report on the sale of the
ribbons in their hair and carried book, "Bible Records of
bouquets of pink roses with Calloway County and Adjoining
gTht
_.•
satin streamers to match their Counties," published by the
44.411
gowns.
society was given. It was noted
_ Liu•;...)le
Tim Fannin served as best that all books published had
man. Groomsmen were Lynn been sold, and if enough orders
Dunn and Kevin Cooper. Kent are taken, another publication
McCuiston and Joe Geurin might be made.
Others
present,
not
served as candlelighters. The
Published at:
ushers were Ron Kline, brother previously mentioned, were
1505 Stadium View Drive. Murray, Ky,
Mrs.
Wesley
Waldrop, Miss
of the groom, and Terry YarEditor: MONA PIIIDOM
Erin Montgomery, Mrs. John
brough.
•
Livesay, Mrs. Price Doyle, and
We at Fern Terrace Lodge realize that there are two kinds
The bride's mother wore a Mrs. Ruth Johnston.
of people: Those who do the work, and those who take the
sleeveless blue knit dress.
Mrs. Lockhart and Mrs. Key
credit.
Our Lodge and employees try to belong to the first
Matching accessories were served a party plate with
group-, there is much less competition there.
worn with a white orchid.
mulled cider during the social
Trust in us to see that you lead a happy, normal life as a
The groom's mother wore a hour.
senior citizen. Our residents live in modern, spacious rooms,
pink shantung dress wit a white
The next meeting will be held
enjoy three well balanced meals a day, a full schedule of
trimm and matching ac- January 8 at the home of Mrs.
recreation, religious and social programs, have daily maid
cessories. She also wore a white Humphrey Key with Mrs. Price
service, nursing and personal care. AN this and barber and
orchid.
Doyle as cohostess.
beauty facilities for less than 87.00 a day.
Reception
Following the wedding, a
But most of all, and not for sale: COMPANIONSHIP is
reception was held in the
very high at Fern Terrace come see for yourself.
fellowship hall of the church.
NEWS
Mrs. 1.illie Sledd, Mrs. Rose
Sheara, and Mrs. Elwanda Culp
Hearty greetings and a warm welcome to our newest
served the guests.
residents: Mrs. Cordie Buchanan and Mrs. Flois Hale both
from Murray. Also:to Mrs.Grace Albritten from Hazel, Ky
The table was covered with a
•
Many thanks to Martha Crawford's Business and Office
pink cloth overlaid with silver
Miss Marilyn Mason Yarlace trimmed in pink bows with brough, December 29th bride(lass of the Murray Vocational School for the -turkey
streamers tied in love knots. elect of Robert Earl Davis, was
flivors for our thanksgiving table. Also, thanks to Girl Scout
The centerpiece was white the honoree at a bridal shower
troop No. 5 from the University School and their leader'.
chrysanthemums which ac- held at the Community. Room.
Mrs. Martha Pitman and Margaret Sams for the
miniature
cented the table in a silver and Murray, on Friday. November
"thanksgiving baskets." We appreciate your thinking of us
crystal compote. Silver can- 10, at six-thirty o'clock in the
in such a special way.
Alelabra holding burning tapers evening.
The Thanksgiving party hosted by the Alpha 1.ambcla
Delta
were placed on either side of the
Mrs. Lorene Ellis, Mrs Connie
Sorority is still the talk of the Lodge. And Mrs. I.illiam
Mccenterpiece.
Adams and Miss Sandra Adams
Nabb is certainly enjoying her "door prize."
Thanks,
girls.
for all of your trouble.
The three tiered white cake were the hostesses for the
was decorated in yellow prenuptial event.
This - is old news, but Helen Hodges is a DEAR. Fier
The honoree, daughter of Mr.
rosebuds with pink tips. Pink
delightful and entertaining book-review was well received
punch with the sMoking effect and Mrs. Chester Yarbrough,
and appreciated by our residents.
of dry ice was placed in a silver chose to wear for the occasion a
We know of no bna who can sing like Mr.(7antrell
Jones and
bowl at the far end of the table. floral wine rust pant suit with
his friends. We look forward to and appreciate
their
visits
brown accessories.
After the reception, the bride.
After games were plaYd, she
LOST
and groom left for a wedding
opened her many lovely gifts for
Mrs. Thorn's religion when she shredded
trip to Atlanta, Ga., with an
her finger instead
the guests to view.
of the cabbage. However, after all the
overnight stay in Nashville,
compliments on her
Refreshments
of
punch,
cake, .
-slaw, the pain subsided and her
Tenn.
Christian attitude was
mints and nuts were served by
evident when she found smilingly,
Mr. and Mrs. Kline are the hostesses.
resetting the tables that
Mrs Buchanan and Mrs. Sturtevant had
residing at their home in Coach
"helpfully" unset
Twenty persons were present
for her
Estates, Murray.
or sent gifts.

Arra Dunn Circle
Has Regular Meet

Genealogical Meet
Held In Home Of
Mrs. Lockhart

FERN

Bridal Shower Held
At Community Room
For Miss Yarbrough

GAZETTE TERRACE
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Crabmeat Popular
with Americans

The blue crab is available the
year round in coastal areas.
The peak season for the softshell is in July and August.
Seafood is a specialty of the
Press Box. a New York restaurant which is now observing its
25th anniversary. Mike Wayne,
the affable owner is celebrating
the occasion with a series of
seafood specialties from Lobster Dandro to Stuffed Crabmeat Crepes. Here is the recipe
for crab crepes:
Filling
Simmer about 16 ounces of
defrosted crabmeat in a
mixture of 2 ounces butter, 1
ounce sherry. 1 ounce brandy
and salt, pepper, garlic and bay
leaves to taste Simmer a few
minutes. then remove from the
flame.
Crepes
3/4 cup sifted flour
4 eggs
4 egg yolks
1 quart milk
2 teaspoons sugar
1 teaspoon salt
Miss Jill Anna Shroat
1/4 cup clarified butter
Mix flour, eggs and egg yolks
with egg beater or whisk. Add
Mr. and Mrs. John Shroat of 1605 Parklane Drive. Murray,
milk saPar and salt and beat Announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
till all ingredients are blended. youngest daughter, Jill Anna, to
Lonnie Russell Bland of
Melt butter and skim off foam. Louisville, eldest son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl R. Bland of Louisville.
Pour off and reserve clarified
Miss Shroat is the granddaughter of Mr. Charlie Shroat of
butter. Discard sediment in botMurray.She is a graduate of Murray High School and is presently
tom of container.
Heat a four-inch skillet aid a sophomore at Murray State University, majoring in Speech and
brush with clarified butter. Hearing.
Mr. Bland is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Pile of
Pour in 1 tablespoon of the batter and tilt the pan so that the Kingsvvood. He is a graduate of Dupont Manual in Louisville, and
batter spreads over bottom of will be a December graduate of Murray State University in the
the pan. Cook crepe quickly on field of photography and graphic designs.
both sides. Repeat process until
The wedding will be held at St. Leo's Catholic Church on Friday,
all crepes are cooked. Should December 22, at eight-thirty o'clock in the evening.
make 16 crepes. Put an ounce of
All friends and relatives are invited to attend.
the crab meat filling in each
crepe, roll and dress with Hollandaise sauce
Quick Hollandaise
Heat 8 ounces butter to bubbling. but don't brown Put 6
egg yolks into an electric blendmanuel Lutheran Church, 15th
Wednesday, November 29
er, plus 4 tablespoons lemon
Student recital of James and Main Streets, from two to
juice. 1/2 tablespoon salt and
pinch of cayenne. Run motor Goss, tuba, Fulton, N.Y., will be nine p.m. Free coffee and
low speed and add hot butter at 8:30 p.m. in the Recital Hall, goodies will be served.
gradually. Blend about 15 sec- Fine Arts Center Annex, MSU.onds or until sauce is thick and
The
Kentucky
Nurses
Saturday, December 2
smooth.
Associat on District 13 will have
Christmas
Wonderland
a dinner meeting at the Black Bazaar continues at Immanuel
Lantern Restaurant, Mayfield, Lutherna Church from nine
at 6:30 p.m. Each member is a.m. to four p.m. Free coffee
urged to attend and bring a new and goodies will be served.
or prospective member.
By University of Kentucky
Would you like to make your
Cotuity Extension Agents
own bubble bath? Try this
Five-Day Plan to Stop
The final presentation of
for Home Economies
recipe: 3 T powdered detergent, Smoking continues at Ellis "Androcles and The Lion" will
Planning efficient storage is
16z C hot water, 1½ T glycerine, Community Center at 7:30 p.m. be at the Murray State
important in kitchen building or
t perfume, 4,I2 t food color. Mix
University' auditorium at 9:30
remodeling. The pantry is back
all ingredients in jar and cover
Foreign Missions Banquet a.m.
in house designs now but on a
with tight lid. Store in cool will be held at the First Baptist
smaller scale. Twelve inches place. Mrs. Maxine Griffin, Church at 5:45 p.m.
St. John's Episcopal Church
is adequate depth _ and Federal
Building, Clinton, 1_(y.,
women will have their "Holiday
keeps canned good's- and other 420.31 Phone:
653-2231
Thirsday;leavvernber-80
'Bazzaar"-from ten a.m.: to two
food products within sight and
Senior Citizens of Murray and p.m. at the home of Mrs. Jules
easy reach. A pantry six inches
Weft knits can be double, Calloway County will have their Harcourt, 1710 Magnolia Drive,
In depth allows for storage of single or
flat, and are made business meet at the ComSwo cans deep provided the from one
continuous strand of munity Center on Ellis Drive
width is sufficient for your yarn forming
The Baptist Young Women of
horizontal rows of which will open at ten a.m. for
needs. This space can often be
the First Baptist Church will
interlocked loops. Double knits the regular activities.
und behind doors. Shelves
have a coffee at the home of
are made using two sets of
should be spaced to fit the items needles,
Five-Day Plan to Stop Mrs. Cindy Ragsdale, 115 South
resulting in two layers
stored—one
shelf
for
to be
of fabric which cannot be smoking closes at the Ellis 12th Street, at ten a.m.
pints, one for quarts and
separated. They stretch in both Community Center at 7:30 p.m.
another for tall items. -Juanita length and
width and are found
The Baptist Women of
Amonett, Courthouse, Paducah,
The Surinys ide Homemakers
in suits, slacks, jackets and Kirksey Church will have a
Club will have a husband-wife
Ky. 42001
dresses. Single knits mare a mission study at 6:30 p.m. with
.dinner at the Colonial House
single layer of fabric, Wter in Mrs. Paul Dailey, Sr., as
Smorgasbord.
- Long, unbroken hall space weight than
double knits, and teacher. Guests wilt be the
can be shortened by alternating often used
in T-shirts and golf Baptist Women of Sinking
decorative paper panels and shirts.
Underwear and sports Spring Baptist Church.
Monday, December 4
raid colored panels. House shirts are often
made of flat
The Licensed Practical
plants, pictures, mirrors, or knits which, can be
recital
of
Charles
Senior
shaped
Nurses will have a Christmas
very narrow pieces of furniture during the knitting
process by Tichenor, piano, Calhoun, will party at the Holiday Inn- at
can be placed against the solid increasing the number and
size be held at 8:15 p.m. in the seven p.m. For reservations
wall for added interest. - Mrs. of loops. - Mrs. Dean
Roper, Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts call Audrey' Hendon 753-1590 or
Mildred W. Potts, LaCenter, Courthouse, Mayfield, Ky. 42066 Center, MSU
Martha Miller 753-3141.
. Ky. 42056 Phone: 665-5671
Phone: 247-2334.
The Wranglers Riding Club
will have a potluck supper and
The Executive Board of the
awards banquet at the Com4 447
munity Room of Murray Murray Woman's Club will
Federal Savings and Loan meet at the club house at 11:30
a.m. Each one is to bring a sack
4
4
1
Thinking of a Piano for Christmas?
Building, at seven p.m.
.
141
lunch.
j•
Here's good news for you.
Concert of the Murray State
•
University Student Woodwind
Quintet will be held at seven
A
p.m. in the Farrell Recital Hall,
,
Fine Arts Center, MSU.
RI DOLPH 01 R1.1TZER
By TOM HOGE
AP Newsfeatures Writer
Despite the soaring cost
of shellfish in America, it
still is one of the top favorites here - at home or dining
out. .
,The late Michael Field of culinary fame reported that
Americans consumed more lobsters, shrimps, crabs, scallops,
oysters and clams per capita
than any other nation in the
world.
But then, where else in the
world can you find such specialties as oyster stew, soft-shelled
crabs and tangy chowders that
abound in America?
Crabmeat is second only to
shrimp as the most popular
shellfish in the United States.
The hard-shell or blue crab of
the Atlantic seaboard, the
Dungeness of the Pacific and
the Alaskan King crab are those
most available in food stores.
In the opinion of many cooks,
the small eastern blue crab, for
all its sweetness, is hardly
worth the trouble of preparing
at home. After all, one can purchase frozen crabrneat taken
from the Dungeness of the West
Coast.
Soft-shell crabs are something else, however. Many
people are not aware that the
soft-shell is not a distinct species, but merely a blue crab
that has shed its covering In
the Chesapeake Bay area off
Virginia and Maryland. fishermen keep close watch for
crabs about to "molt" and set
them off in special floats until
they discard their shells. These
crabs are left an extra hour in
the water until the new shell
has a chance to harden enough
to withstand the rigors of shipping.
The so-called soft-shell crabs
should be bought live and cleaned by your fish dealer the
moment you purchase them.
After cooking, all parts of the
dressed. cleaned crab are
edible. They are delicious fried
or broiled and seldom take
more than three minutes to
cook.
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Smog Snags
Stockings
With Soot
ALBANY, N.Y. (AP)
— Cats' claws, splintery
chairs, burning cigarettes
and eager dogs all represent a
threat to nylon stockings.
So does air pollution.
The New York State Department of Environmental Conservation found that sample
stockings. and pantyhose disintegrated from acidic soot in
the air. A principal Villain is
exhaust fumes from automobiles
"Never, never stand in back
of your automobile exhaust pipe
when the engine is on- was the
researchers' advice to bestockinged females.
Five years of deterioration
testing in New York communities determined the worst
places to wear stockings and
probably the best to own
hosiery stores were Brooklyn
and North Pearl Street in downtown Albany.
The Environmental Conservation department also
noted that "severe nylon deterioration'' of items besides stockings had been reported aboard
ships and inland throughout the
I nited States. Canada and England

a

Ph, 753-7575

New Shipment of Pianos 8 Organs
Just Received in Time for Christmas!

Bible Ceremony

sts

The Baptist Young Women of
the Flint Baptist Church held a
meeting at the church recently
in which was performed a
"White Bible Ceremony" in
honor of Miss Ricki Hopkin,
December 16th brideadoct
Stan Cook,

do,

A pain
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Wayne Overbey

in the face!
Certain personalities are
snmetimes called a pain in
the neck but they can give
themselves a sharper pain—m
the face
More common in women
than men, psychologists have
delineated several personality
types who suffer from facial
pain They include the matriarch, the migraine sufferer
and the aggressive-competitive Scarlet! O'Hara The pain
is not in their minds, but very
real. caused hy constant tooth
clenching and resultant muscle spasms
Tranquilizers and splints
can bring relief However recent studies supported by the
National Institute of Dental
Research have shown that
placebos—sugar pills—can be
equaily effective, especially
when the dentist explains the
cause of the pain and is
enthusiastic about the treatment he selects

Don't foil
oven's efficiency
Aluminum foil just well may
be one of the greatest boons
to oven-cooking since fire, but
improperly used it can be a
great deterrent.
For instance, check your
oven arid make sure you know
- where the air-vents are (All
ovens have them for even
heat circulation)—then for
ever, ever alter do not block
these areas with foil. Make
sure none gets crunched into
or against these vents, or
you'll be sorry: Your baking
will leave a lot to be desired.
One other place not to
place foil is directly under a
pan. Foil will reflect some
heat away from the pan. Best
bet if you want to catch spillovers is to place a piece
slightly larger than the pan
on the next lower shelf.
VISITING HERE
W.''and Mrs. Bill Birch and
four months old daughter,
Tiffany, of Greene, N.Y.,, spent
the Thanksgiving holidays with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs,
Kenneth Jackson. Also visiting
here were Mrs. Edith Birch and
Mrs. Kay Beach and two
daughters, Dawn and Kelly.
Mrs. Bill Birch arrived a week
early to be with her father who
was a patient at the Baptist
Memorial Hospital, 1071 Union
East, Memphis, Tenn., but has
now returned home.

Miss Hopkins was presented a
white Bible by the BYW's with
sincere best wishes, love. and
prayers . always. In the
presentation the leader said
they hoped that she as a
Christian will read the Word of
God daily. in that it will help
te strengthen her as an individual and also to strengthen
her and Stan through their
marriage.
After the ceremony the group
held a short program consisting
of scripture reading fr•aii
Numbers 14:18-24, and the
prayer calendar by Mrs. Dirtha
Stubblefield, program chairman. Mrs. Sue Miller led in
prayer and the pr,graii,
consistee of the scanning over
and discussion of the November
Contempo,,BYW magazine.

Mr. and Mrs. Gary Wayne Overbey are now residing on Murray
Route Eight following their marriage on Wednesday, November
22, at six o'clock in the evening at the Puryear, Tenn., Baptist
Church with Rev. Norman Culpepper officiating at the double ring
ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rehnon Wilson, 1007
Olive Street, Murray, and the groom is the son of Mrs. Ralph
Morris and Lawrence Overbey, both of Murray._
For her wedding the bride wore a floor length gown of white
satin with beaded trim and long full sleeves. Her fingertip veil of
illusion was attached to a bandeau in her hair, and her bridal
bouquet was of white carnations.
Mrs. Henry Kailimai of Belleville, Mich., sister of the bride,
was her only attendant. She wore an orchid dress with black
accessories and a corsage of white carnations.
Larry Overbey served as best man for his brother.
After the ceremony the couple left for an overnight wedding trip
and returned to the home of the bride's parents for a reception for
the family and close friends on Thursday.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Overbey are students at Calloway County
High School.

Garden Department
Has Workshop Meet
At The Club House
A Christmas Workshop was
the program for the November
meeting of the Garden
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
The workshop was directed
by' MIS James-HyrtrandJames E. Hamilton, members
of the Department.
Christmas decorations for the
table, door and fireplace were
displayed and discussed.
Members created their own
Christmas arrangements with
fresh greens, pine cones,
sprayed materials and other
holiday trimmings.
A potluck luncheon was
served following the workshop.
The devotion was given by Miss
Maude Nance.
Mrs. John 1.ivesay, chairman,presided over the business
meeting. A report was given on
the first district meeting of the
Garden Clubs of Kentucky by
Mrs. Clifton Key', delegate
Deposited to the Landscaping
Fund for the Murray Woman's
Club House as a result of the
auction held by the Garden
Department was $416.29.
Plans were finalized for the
Christmas Program to be held
at the next regular meeting of
the department.

Don't be a
water waster
Conserving water is one
way the housewife can 'contribute—and mightily—and
conserve our natural resources.
• Keep a' bottle of drinking
water in the refrigerator, instead of letting the tap run
until the water gets cold.
•Use your dishwasher for
storage until you have a full
load . . . then let the water
flow and do the job—T? once.
•If you wash dishes by
hand, use a dish-pan. or stopper over the drain Don't
wash every single plate or
knife and fork under constantly running water.
Remember—these little
things help save our natural
resources. And if you pay
water bills, they'll save you
money, too!
EASTERN STAR
Benton Order of the Eige-en
Star will have friendship night
Thursday, November 30, at 7:30
p.m. Mrs. Nina McWaters will
be presented a 50 year pen. All
members are urged to attend.

Present were Mrs. Sue Miller,
leader, Diane Beale, Beverley.
Brittain, Patsy Hopkins, Ricki
Hopkins, Vicki Hughes. Gina
Miller, and Dortha
Stubblefield,

thc k,autt o it a
by barbari. weber
fashion and beauty director
holiday magic, inc. Itt
Beaus, of the Mouth
The mouth. Focus on it.
You eat with it, talk with it,
paint it with lipstick. But
how much do you think about
its expression? Like the eyes,'
the mouth can give away
your innermost sentiment or
emotion. Smile and you can
instantly become beautiful.
The muscles of the mouth
And face are "creatures of
habit." Haven't you ever
noticed someone who often
looks as if she or he were
constantlv frowning?
Peer at your
mouth in a
mirror. Practice using it
to change
your expression. Smile
with it.
Laugh with
it. Watch
how it affects others. They'll
smile back at you because a
smile is more contagious than
chicken pox! And it will affect
you like a multi-purpose
mega-vitamin: you'll look and
,fawI more beautiful,
..
What about the condition
of your mouth? Faced with
chapped, peeling lips that
ruin your smile and your lipstick"5 Try night cream during
dream hours to soften and
smooth. During the day-apply one of the new moist lipsticks with enriching, protective Vitamin E.
If superfluous hair casts a
shadow on your upper lip, try
bleaching, then waxing, even
electrolysis if necessary. As
for your teeth, care for them,
clean them like a professional.
•(Your dentist will show you
when you see him every six
months.)
Think: a frown turns the
world upside down. Smile and
the world smiles with you!
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STORE HOURS:
— 126 p.m
pm.Saturday
Weekdays — 5-9

* SPECIALS *
Thursday - Friday - Saturday
RED VE1.-VET
SWORDS
Reg. 89'

Children's Theatre by Drama
Department of MSU will
present "Androcles and The
Lion" at the University
Auditorium at 9:30 a.m. Admission is fiftig cents.

2/$100

BLACK TETRAS
Reg. 69'

Friday, December 1
"AndrOCIes and The Lion" by
Children's Theatre will be at the
University auditorium at 9:30
a.m.
The International Women's
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. W. A. Erwin at seven p.m.

Miss Ricki Hopkins
Honored At White

Wedding Vows Are Read

Recital of Cecilia Dunn,
senior, soprano, Murray, accompanied by the MSU
Woodwind Quintet, will be at
seven p.m. at the Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Center,
MSU.

$479

e Alpha Lambda Delta
And Mrs. Lilliam Mcprize." Thanks, girls,

Mr Cantrell Jones and
appreciate their visits.
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- - - - 'Members of the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club are making arrangements at the
Christmas
Wonderland recent workshop held at the club house. Shown, left to right, are Mrs. Peter Whaley. Mrs, Kenneth
Bazaar will be held at Im- Tucker, Jr., Mrs. James E. Hamilton,and Mrs. Charles R.Cella.

Reg. 89'

2/$100

RAMS
Reg. 11.98

$ 0

REG WAG
SWORDS
Reg. 89' 2/$100
KISSING
GOURAMIES
2/$100
Reg. 89'
BLACK MOLLIES
Reg. 69,

2/$1 00

Complete 10-Gal.
AQUARIUM SET
$799
Reg. 114.00
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AOSwCr to Yesterday s Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle

01900 MOO 0000
BOOM MOO MOON
MMU UMUMO MGO
UM MUM UU 00
GOMM OUUU0
U0000 MUM 00U
MOD UMU 001[20
MOO 5100 UOMMEI
=IMO DOOM
BM MU 00011 MO
IMO MMOU0 OUIU
MMBOMUOM000010
WU00 UMO UMUM

ACROSS
3 River island
4 Biblical weed
I Talk idly
5 Puff up
6 Heaps
6 Postscript
'(abbr.)
11 Topmost
7 Pronoun
ornament of
8 Hawaiian
pinnacle
wreath
12 Gravestones
"Lohengrin"
9
14 Negative prefix
heroine
1* Snare
10 Rarely
17 Small island
Initial
11
18 Knock
13 Prophets
28 Babylonian
16 Wan
29
hero
19 Bodies of
23 Fruit drink
water
Chemical
32
47
Small
valley
24 Portico
compound
21 Birds home
49 Barracuda
26 Choose
34 Danish island 52 Ship's clock
22 Performer
36 Repasts
28 Coniunction
5.4 Wine cup
25 Stage
37 In truth
29 Taut
isper
57 Compass point
38 Depression
31 Holds in high 27 Singing voice 40
58 Teutonic deity
Indolent
regard
30 Turn inside
41 Peruses
60 Negative
33 Opera star
out
44 Loved ones
prefix
35 Measure of
'.•:•:,-1 -2 3 4 5, ::. 6 7 8 9 10 •••
weight (p1) '.:•:',
'ii
:••
36 Wrongful act I I
13
.
.12
39 Moving part
-%•
of motor
14
7'''.15t ••:•:•••••7.-}ri 7
42 Printer's
ii •:.4.
`;'',
..N..):.:,'
measure
III
19 i".'..' 20
21 22 ,' .• 23
i':::.,,,:
43 Was mistaken
;•:.:-4„.
45 Nerve network 24
25 1...7
- .-'•' 16
2-7 tn:72
--fr
......
46 Sum up
4
;
30 .,,...1.31
29
.2
.48 Pitches
Inlet
50
51 Spare
4 111i111111
1111§Cg
53 Prtb helmet
•3
40 41
55 Hypothetical 36 37
_t
4orce
M.43
42
'45
44
56 Moon goddess
i
59 Negligent
Ale
47 IC*
49 / 50
49
61 Put oft
•••
.•••••
k
••
62 Vapid
5I
::•{53
52 ;•:•••,...,
54 :V* 55
kkii
.•- it,e.:7
DOWN
5e,
5a w' 59
60
•• 61'
1 Buccaneer
;.;,rle• 62
:•,:*
__
2 Registered
Distr. lii 1 rifted Feature Syndicate, Inc
nurse (abbr.)

::$

Harlow Shapley was
'show-me' astronomer
the daily press. Television
hardly noticed.
The obituaries hardly
seemed adequate to the man,
who at long last put mankind
in its proper place.
Until Shapley, mankind
clung to a self-indulgent idea
of its own importance. True,
Copernicus had shown that it
was the sun, not the earth,
that was the center of things.
Intelligent people accepted
this fact. But, still, man hung
onto the idea that at least the
solar system was central to
the grand notion of cosrnos.
We, somehow, were still the
"masters of our fate."
But here comes Shapley,
straight from the Missouri
midlands of the United States,
to say ''show me" and "it
ain't necessarily so."
Through his pioneering
studies of a group of stars
called Cepheid variables,
Shapley was able to prove
that our sun and the planets
around it were simply a second-rate star system hidden
on the far reaches of one arm

By BOB CORBETT
Copley News Service
Dr. Harlow Shapley, the astronomer, died recently at the
age of 86 His passing was
noted on the inside pages of

f
-d
r

DR. HARLOW SHAPLEY
Peering through a
microscope on a
visit herein 1966.

MEAN UT'S

/7".. "IsliNk IT
WOULO BE VERic
lkikAKTIC iF GailEGSW
413.1 GAVE ME A
5INELE PERFECT)
RO5E

OR A CARNATON .0Ik EVEN
AN cx.:' rANaELJoN...

HOU.) MOUT A HANPFUL
• OF CRAB GRA% "'

I'LL TAKE IT!

k.-r)

off

1
,k

1 1 1_,.

1

L_)

1

BLONDIE

•

so TO MAKE UP FOR IT:
TOMORROW YOU HAVE
TO TAKE ME OUT
TO DI•JNER.!

DA G WOOD!
: DREAMED YOLJ TOOK.
A BEAUTIFUL REDHEAD
OUT TO DiNMER,AhlD I'M
MAD AT YOU

L.

THE PHANTOM
YES.. WE
NEED 7iifIR
Gocos• THE Y
NEED OURS.

CARAVANS REFUSE
70 TRADE WITH THE
JUNGLE FOLK BECAUSE

BUT THE CARAVANS HAVE

OuLLE.75

1

-1

OF THE GANT?

•

THEY SAID THE
BOUNCED
oFF HIM LIKE
t;
PEBBLES'

RIFLES -DIP THEY USE
THEN AGAINST THE GIANT?

A
•

trilrf
-)k

4

Alg

•

AR/

i/29

BEATLE BAILEY
WHY, YEG GENERAL-YOU'VE O9-5ERVED MY
LEADERGHP QuALiTtE-6
IN THE FIELD?

AND YOU'VE o96ERvED
MY ABILITY TO MANAGE
OFPICE MATTER&
A6 WELL

AUCTION SALE

0)-I, REALLY?
THAT'6 VERY
KIND OF
YOU, GIR

OBGERVE TLIE GuM
ON THE RECEIVER
BUTTON

PUBLIC
AUCTION

Rent A New
Blue Luster
SHAMPOOER

KENTUCKY
AUCTION CO.

•

Belt Auction Service

NANCY
IT'S HIS
FIRST
TIME
OUT

-ar•
ire*pr,..c/e....or. Line-.

•••.•r•

LIU ABNER
DOES IT
WHUT D'YO"
MEAN,WHUT
IS WE- DOIN'?

*

LOOK

ur- •

LIKE WE
IS DOINI'
ANY THING 9

HAS YO'
SCRAGGS
KIDNAPPED
EALOMEY?

DOES WE LOOK LIKE Ti-c TWE
0'BEAST WHO'D COMMIT A
CRiME LIKE THAT?

WE MANI HAVE COk L.I'L
FAULTS,BUT DEEP DoWN
WE IS DECENT.F.r

1)) V

410%.
T
VIAN
1 • w%

29

Irtra".
7P
gp•06"--

c214=L.,
• r••,••••••••••••••
sows Ikon ••...•

C Lca.

FOR RENT

BEDROOM, ONE block from
AUCTION SALE,every Saturday
town and one block from hospital
night at Henry Auction House,
Adult preferred. Will rent cheap.
next door to post office. Some of
Phone 753-5611.
N30C
the very best of used furniture
and appliances that will ever be
THREE BEDROOM house, plus
,sold at auction. Snack bar is
Friday, Dec. 1
garage
apartment for 2 college
open.
Auctioneer
Shorty
Mcof the Milky Way galaxy.
students.
Both
available
Worse yet - the galaxy, it- Bride-247. Sale held rain or shine.
7:00,p.m.
December 1. Phone 753-3040 or
ITC
self, was only one of a local The Pa nkis are owners.
762-2701.
D4C
Folios H'way 45 North. Sale is
group of galaxies of which
in Lone Oak, Ky. Watch for
were millions, maybe billions, AUCTION
SALE, Saturday,
Auction Sign. We will be selling NICE TWO bedroom trailer,
in the universe.
December 2, 1:00 p.m. at Bazzell
carpeted and washer. If inThe implications of Shapthe following merchandise:
terested phone 753-1236 or 753ley's universe were tough on Grocery in Coldwater, Ky.
Postponed last Saturday due to
man's psyche. Suddenly, he
N30C
Curved front China Cabinet; 3184.
had to meet head on the idea bad weather. This is the second floor
beautiful
Lamp;
big
Army
surplus
auction
to
be
that he was not only not the
ROOM
furnished
miniature Curio Cabinet; THREE
center of all things, but also held in this location. There will be Sideboard with bevel mirror; apartment, all private. Couples
the awesome possibility that Army clothes of all kinds, pants, School bells, (brass); China only. No pets. Phone 753-1600
thei e were or could be other shoes, boots, shirts, combat Cabinet, sliding
N3OP
doors; Organ 1610 College Farm Road.
thinking beings in other civili- jackets, socks, raincoats, gloves,
(
stow
ball
claw); six leg
&
zations, perhaps more ad- and anything you could mention.
Round Oak table; saddle chair; TWO BEDROOM duplex, unvanced, lurking among the There will be tools of all kinds,
dresser; Mexican fishing furnished except stove and
Oak
countless stars thal sur- also tarpaulins, tents, and some
stool;
round perforated shovel; refrigerator. Carpeted, utility
rounded him.
antique items.
Walnut Secretary, in rough); room, central air and-heat. On
Food
drinkswillbe
and
served.
We had the opportunity
Walnut Seth Thomas CLOCK dead end street. No pets. Phone
some six years ago to inter- Come dressed for cold weather.
(
strikes &
alarms); Round 753-9151 days or 753-5717 night-vie'_ and observe Shapley Sale conducted by Otto Chester's
s.
N30C
during a week-long lecture se- Auction Service, with Dan Miller, Oak Table; Refinished, EXTRA
NICE,
Iron
Bed;
Library
oak
ries he was giving at what is apprentice auctioneer. For inTWO BEDROOM trailer, electric
now known as California State formation phone 435-4042, Lynn Table; "Driftwood" magazine
heat and air conditioned, On
University, San Diego.
Grove,or 489-2375. "It pays to sell rack; Oak washstands; Oak
Kentucky
Lake, two miles from
Buffet;
dresser
Oak
wishbone
the
years
at
80
old
was
He
the Chester Way."
N3CC
mirror); Oak Captain's Chair; New Concord. 935.00 per month.
time and his white hair hung
N30C
WALNUT Bed ( full size & Phone 436-2427.
in wisps about his forehead.
AUTOS FOR SALE
stripped); CHERRY Bonnet
He freely confessed that he
was beyond his prime. He 1966 RAMBLER American dresser; SET of Oak Cahirs 1
wasn't "up"on the then newly station wagon, 6 cylinder captain & 4 mates); Wrought
emerging phenomena such as automatic. Phone 753-5889 after Iron dressing stool.
quasars, pulsars, neutron 5:00p.m.
ANTIQUE VINEGAR PUMP
D4C
stars and the like.
(complete). ANTIQUE Table
Perhaps, because of this, 1963 MERCURY Comet, four Model Radios. Primitives: Flat
the astronomer emerged to us door automatic. Also 1962 Buick Irons; Or Yoke; Ice Tongs;
more of a man than a scien- Special four door. Both for sale Cotton Si ales; Antique Contist.: He was still alert and real cheap. Phone 753-9050. N30C fectionery Scales( BRASS tray);
WESTERN AUTO
bright, quick with a quip or
Iron Bean Pot; No. 5 IRON
anecdote, thoroughly conge- 1966 DODGE Coronet, navy with DUTCH OVEN (extra nice)
Home of
nial and outgoing.
white vinyl top. Good condition. RAILROAD Lanterns (2); Old
The Wishing Well
N3OP Salt Box; BRASS SPITOON.
Noting his longtime interest 9550.00. Phone 753-9971.
HORNETS NEST (Original)
in ants ( from the biggest to
the littlest of things ), he said 1967 CHEVROLET custom ( empty of course). QUILTS
he never made much of his pickup 6 cylinder, straight shift, ( Handstitched-NEW ). But- HORSE TRAILERS for rent and
hobby and he was an expert) low mileage. Phone Jerry Mc- termilk Pitcher; Miniature sale at 641 Super Shell, Murray,
because he didn't want to Coy, 492-8837, or after 6:00 p.m. Wine
glasses;
TUREEN Kentucky. Phone Max at 7539131.
ITC
"ruin" his fun by turning 753-3045.
D4C Glassware; VINEGAR JUG,
.pro."
I PADUCAH label imprinted);
MOBILE HOME in Coach
WELL
KEPT
1963
red Round Oil Burning heater;
He recalled an incident at a
COLA
Volkswagen, $300.00. Phone 753- COCA
Trays; Estates, 10'x55', one bedroom
great international banquet
with study, natural gas, central
D4C Stoneware; Jugs (Several very
for scientists held in Moscow 8337.
unusual); Glassware; heat. $75.00 per month. Phone
during which he suddenly 1970 OPE1. KADETT station
Die
Figurines; (some marked 753-3855.
sped an ant crawling across wagon, 4 speed, 102 H.P., good
Japan);
Occupied
Matched
the lavish table. Not having a condition. $1295.00. Phone 753THREE
furnished
ROOM
BRASS SET, (7 pieces; bell,
Russian specimen in his col- 3518.
D1C
apartment, central heat and air
creamer,
lighter,
etc.
lection, Shapley was eager to
conditioning, carpet, garbage
COLLECTORS Item); CHINA
collect the ant.
1963 GMC pickup, 283 V8. Good DISHES: (8 'ace setting, disposal, lots of closets, all
He said he usually carried condition. Has new brakes. HAND painted); Matching utilities furnished. Can be seen at
Owen's Food Market, 1407 West
some srrialt vials-fillet with a $350.00. Phone 75a-81U. tom Tureen & Teapot,
chemical preservative in his
partial listing as consignments
coat pocket for just such occa- 1963 OLDSMOBILE in good
are still coming in. There will be
sions. Unfortunately, in his condition. Need to sell. Phone additional
BEDROOM furnished
furniture I old & ONE
formal attire, he found that all Puryear, Tenn., 247-3327 or 247apartment. Heat furgarage
antiques), glassware,
he had was an empty vial.
nished. Located 411 South 8th
5487.
N30C primitives, etc., still
to be
Street. Available now. Couple
added.
THIS IS A NEW AUCTION preferred. Phone 753-8294. DIP
HOUSE: there will be good
controlled heat and chairs FURNISHED APARTMENT.
to sit in, no following the Three rooms with bath, gas heat
auctioneer. Refreshments furnished, $75.00. Phone 753-4723
and food also; so COME days or 753-5263 nights. Inquire at
TFC
ON OUT AND JOIN THE Ezell Beauty School.
NEW YORK, N.Y.-After two building, and electric power
FUN! SOMETHING FOR
NICE THREE bedroom brick.
record-setting months, the facilities as the areas with any
EVERYONE TO BUY!
gas heat, water furnished, carDodge Index of construction real potential for expansion
If you wish to make a conpeted. P -z miles from University,
contract value settled back to next year."
signment call ( 5021 443.4403
October
contracts
for
94 west. Phone 753-5544.
171 in October, it was reported
D1C
after 5:30 p.m.
this week by the F.W. Dodge nonresidential buildings totaled
Sale Conducted By
NEW THREE bedroom brick
Division of McGraw-Hill In- $2,383,566,000, up 16 per cent
apartment, carpet, central heat
formation Systems Company. from last year's amount for the
and air, range, disposal, washer
The firm, an authority on the same month. Manufacturing
and dryer hook up, large lot.
constraetton market, produces plants, stores-shopping centers,
$150.00. Phone 753-7550.
Dodge Reports and Sweet's and hospital-health facilities
TFC
were top gainers in the latest
Catalogs.
The
seasonally-adjusted month.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
The residential sector held
Dodge index, which reflects the
living room, kitchen, bathroom
rate of contracting for future close to its recent high conwith shower and bath. One or two
PHILLIPS JEFFREY
construction work of all kinds, struction level in October, with
bedrooms. Zimmerman ApartAuctioneer
broke into the 180's for the first contracts for new buildings
ments, South 16th Street, 753time in August and then peaked totaling $4,297,676,000 - 37 per
6609.
Decemberl4C
at 187 in September. Despite cent more than a year ago.
-This
year's
two millionth ESTATE AUCTION, Saturday,
October's setback, the value of
TWO BEDROOM house, electric
the month's construction dwelling unit was started Dec. 2, 10 a.m., rain or shine, on
heat, wired for washer and dryer.
sometime
late
in
highway
October,"
between
contracts, which
Kirksey and
totaled
Couple
preferred, will accept
Christie
stated.
"Since 1971"s Baptist Church. Will offer the late
98,225,380,000, was 23 per cent
small baby. No pets. Available
higher than the comparable full-year total was only a little Mrs. Lillie Pierce home. Two
more than two million units, large front rooms, bathroom with December 1, 1306 SycainoPe.
1971 month.
Phone 753-2478.
N29C
According to George A. virtually every new housing shower, dining room and kitchen
Christie, vice president and unit started during November combined, front porch, out- NICE ONE bedroom furnished
chief economist for Dodge, "A and December will help lift the buildings and gardens. Near apartment
with
garbage
comedown from the ex- year's homebuilding total to the church of choice, school and disposal, air conditioning and
stores. This property sells carpeting. Phone
traordinary rate of contracting highest ever recorded."
753-5079. N30C
October contracts for non- through Mr. Owen Billington,
of the past two months was
inevitable, and there's probably building construction, at agent for Strout Realty Co.
Also will sell household goods, NEWLY DECORATED modern
some additional decline in store $1,544,141,000, held only a five
as the construction industry per cent margin over the electric stoves and refrigerator. two bedroom house, large living
kitchen-dining space with
adjusts to 1973's economic comparable 1971 month. In this Singer sewing 'iiiaehilie-Cetar=
cltegory, electric generating tric), antique iron bed ( very plenty cabinets, outlet for
climate."
plants and sewer-water con- rare), marble top dresser, quilts, automatic washer-dryer, central
blatritritsrldiVelS; IiitenSfall oil heat, 2 .car garage withAccording to the Dodge struction shaved
economist, the two most but highway construction was freshly laundered), TV, 16 new workshop and large utility
quilt tops (very nice), 3 prac- building. Available now. Family
construction down in October.
vulnerable
D1C
tically new 110 and 220 heaters, only. Phone 489-2405.
markets in the year ahead are
FIDEL CASTRO
radio, 2 trunks, sewing box,
housing and public works. "It's
Cheering crowds in Chile
picture frame, pie safe, Ashley
doubtful that the demand for
AUCTION SALE
gave Premier Fidel Castro of
wood & oil heaters, dishes, 3
housing will continue to support.
Cuba an enthusiastic welcome
pieces
1972's unusually high rate of
depression glass, cooking AU(TION -SALE every
on Nov. 10, 1971.
Friday
utensils, hand tools and night on Hwy. 641, three
building much longer," said
miles
Christie. "Public works conmiscellaneous
north
of
items. Paul and
Varis. This week we have
CAPE COD COMPACT'
lear
a
struction is bound, to
Fred Pierce, co-administrators. lots i,[ go,od used furniture,
Pilgrims aboard the Mayglass,
heavy share of Federal flower signed the
Douglas Shoemaker, associate (If dishes, stoves, refrigerators,
Cape Cod
budgetary restraint in the Compact agreeing
Shoemaker
Auction & Livestock bicycles, odds and ends of all
to form a
months ahead. That leaves law-abiding body on
Co., in charge of sale. Will sell kinds. Shorty McBride
Nov. 11,
-247 and
industrial and commercial 1620.
Inside.
NVg JainesE•Travis-278.
ITC •

Construction Contracts
Rise Nearly One Quarter

‘4s

•

AUCTION SALE

IT'S
El

THREE BEDROO'
electric heat, fully di
carpeted. Phone 753-5:'

BY OWNER: Thre•
brick home, two ba,
dining room combo
chen-family room c,
central heat and air
fenced in back yard
and shrubs, corner lot
9439.
NEWLY DECOR bedroom air conditi •
at 600 Broad Str
$8,000.00. Phone 7
4:30 p.m.
THREE BEDRO
carpeted living roo
baths, kitchen wi
carport, utility r
storage building, air
On Covey Drive. Ph
8126.
BY•OWNER: Five
on Kentucky Lake,
14 miles from Murr
dock and restauran
price,$300.00. Phon
2376.
"BY OWNER; fo
,home, with large
ivate patio, larg
ple cabinets,
rbage disposal,
d Middle Schoo
1. Bank loan av
son. Phone 7
2 nights.

L

111,11REE BEDR 5$
tt 1614 Belmont
laths, patio, d
torage. Phone 75

S

REE BEDROO

Atorage, space f
dryer. Phone 4 •
90 ACRE FARM
outbuildings. Crwith 60 acres te
about 412 miles
Phone 753-1446 af

iSPPROXIMATE
wooded land,
Murray, one
Good investm
Phone 436-2458.
40 ACRE farm
of cropland, pun
about '2 mile
Proyideric,e-_
provide a high
investment. Int
West of M
bedroom hou
building now
grocery store p
plus one acre of
All this for onl
Cypress Cr •
with Kentucky
door. Three
constructed, o
(property goes
contour), good
road only 1•2
Only $23,950.00
100 acres, c
wily one mile
Price for land
lake.
John C. N
208 South 4th S
753-0101. Jo
Broker,
7
Rodgers,Sale
WA

Anflq
We buy an
cases, wo
Over 150
repair cl
Center. 7
WANT TO B
delivered int
/336 after 6:
WANT TO B
Phone 753-95
WANT TO
attic junk, o
Phone 436-21
WANT TO
1,2 to 2 ye
face. Phone

AVERAG
915.00. Six
monthly
Superior
any,pho
7266.
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block from
from hospital.
ill rent cheap.
N30C
M house, plus
for 2 college
available
ne 753-3040 or
D4C
room trailer,
asher. If in53-1236 or 753N34)C
furnished
'vide. Couples
hone 753-1600.
Road. N3OP
duplex, 'wipt stove and
rpeted, utihty
and.heat- On
No pets. Phone
17 nightN30C
trailer, electric
onditioned. On
two miles from
.00 per month.
N30C

NEWLY DECORATED two
bedroom air conditioned house,
at 600 Broad Street. Under
$8,000.00. Phone 753-6148 after
4:30p.m.
N3ONC

ME in Coach
, one bedroom
ural gas, central
r month. Phone
Die
OM
furnished
Val heat and air
carpet, garbage
of closets, all
ed. Can be seen at
arket, 1407 West

OOM furnished
ent. Heat fured 411 South 8th
ble now. Couple
ne 753-8294. DIP
APARTMENT.
th bath, gas heat
.00. Phone 753-4723
nights. Inquire at
hool.
TFC
E bedroom brick.
ter furnished, cars from University,
753-5544.
131C
bedroom brick
rpet, central heat
, disposal, washer
k up, large lot.
753-7550.
TFC
APARTMENTS,
kitchen, bathroom
d bath. One or two
irrunerman Apart16th Street, 753Decemberl4C
M house, electric'
r washer and dryer.
erred, will accept
No pets. Available
1. 1306 Sycamom.
8
N29C
bedroom furnished
with
garbage
conditioning and
one 753-5079. N30C
,CORATED modern
I house, large living
n-dining space with
inets, outlet for
asher-dryer, central
car garage with
and large utility
ailable now. Family
489-2405.
DIC
ION SALE

-SALE every Friday
wy. 641, three miles
rm. This week we have
used furniture, glass,
',vas, refrigerators,
this and ends of all
rty McBride-247 and
ravis-278.
ITC .

NOTICE

NOTICE

BY•OWNER: Five adjoining lots
on Kentucky Lake, off Route 121,
14 miles from Murray. Near boat
dock and restaurant. Give away
price,$300.00. Phone 4367:176.
D4C
-BY OWNER; four bedroom
ihome, with large den, large
vivate patio, large utility rem,
Staple cabinets, dishwasher,
[
rbage
34 disposal. Close to Carter
d Middle Schools. Priced to
11. Bank loan available to right
son. Phone 753-1822 days, or
2 nights.
TFC

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at . . .

BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
DIC

Hours of landfill operation for receiving waste:
7:00 A. M. to 4:00 P. M. Mon. - Fri.
7:00 A. M. to 12:00 Noon Saturday
Closed Sunday

CALL
About Our
Aluminum Plates

Murray Sanitation System
NOW IN Murray. Seamless
guttering at a reasonable price.
Phone 7534407 or 753-8992 for free
estimates. Financing
available.
D4NC

If You

Miss Your Paper
Please Phone
Your

Paper Carrier
First
If No Results:
Phone

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

753-7278
Triangle Inn

In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Section 25.195 and 25.00:
Notice is hereby .given that a
report of final settlement of
accounts was on November 27.
1972 filed by Charlotte Kirk
Whitnell, Executrix of the estate
oof Katherine D. Kirk, Dec'd and
that the same has been approved
by the 'Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie over for
exceptions. Any person desiring
to file any exception thereto will
do sto on or before December 26,
1972 or be forever barred. Witness my hand -114;s 27 day of
November, 1972.
By Marvin_ Harris
Couety Court Clerk,
- Calloway County, Ky.
By: Judith Ainley, D.C. 1TP
In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
25.200: • Notice is hereby given
that a report of final settlement of
accounts was on November 27,
1972 filed by William Stewart,
Administrator of the estate of R.
H. Owens, bec'd and that- the
same has been approved by the
Calloway County Court and ordered filed to lie over for exceptions. Any person desiring to
file any exception thereto will do
so on or before December 26, 1972
or be forever barred. Witness my
hand this 27 day of November,
1972.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Ky.
Judith Ainley, D.C. 1TP

7534916

FOR SALE

Another View

NOTICE

".00000000000000000000r

THREE BEDROOM brick,
carpeted living room, den, two
baths, kitchen with built-ins,
carport, utility room, outside
storage building, air conditioned.
On Covey Drive. Phone 7538126.
D4P

REE BEDROOM brick home
1614 Belmont Drive with Pa
ths, patio, den and outside
4orage. Phone 753-5287.
N29C

RS for rent and
r Shell, Murray,
e Max at 7531TC

WAN T-ADS

THREE BEDROOM Brick,
electric heat, fully draped, fully
carpeted. Phone 753-5227.
TFC
BY OWNER: Three bedroom
brick home, two baths, livingdining room combination, kitchen-family room couibinatiod_
central heat and air, carpeted,
fenced in back yard with trees
and shrubs, corner lot.Phone 7539439.
D4C

WEDNESDAY-NOVEMBER 29, 1972

25'each
The Ledger & Times
103 N. 4th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-1916

ii

Tel Rog U S Pot Off -All nerts neerold
UMW haute Irodieale.
.

"YOU'RE ONLY GIVING MY COMPLAINT YC)OR
STRICT AT1ENTION ORVER TO CONF05E
ME)t
SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

We Service All Makes
• TVs • Radios • Tape Players

Murray Horne & Auto
Store

MUST SELL late model 25 foot
travel trailer. Self contained, full
bath, complete bedroom, carpeted. Everything deluxe.
Tandem wheels. Will sacrifice.
Apply Holiday Motel, U.S. 641
South, Room 103. No phone,
calls.
-• DIP
136ED BALDWIN Spinet piano.
Used Baldwin organ. Used
Baldwin grand piano. Lonardo
Plano Company, across from
D1C
Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
STEREO TAPE player for car or
home, $30.00. Wurlitzer organ,,
model 4059, $450.00. Twin beds
with mattress and springs, $30.00.
Full size bed, $5.00. Phone 4354238 after 5:30 p.m.
N29C

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

On Hwy. 121
(Mayfield Hwy.)

g

Phone
753-578

Murray
Nursery
Company
Z.;

* Growing To Serve You
* Free Landscape Design
& Estimate

•

I
1,4
•

f43‘‘
\to

so o'

Hours.
Mon. thru
Sat. 8-5
Sunday
1-5

;• • •

ALL
de°.
FALL

BULBS

/
1 2 Price
•Crocus
•Tulips
•Hyacinths
•Daffodil
•Narcissus

CREOSOTED POLES and penta
treated lumber. Also styrofoam DOUBLE SIZE roll-away bed LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
logs for dock flotation. Murray with mattress, $25.00. Phone 753- in Kentucky. No increase in
YOUNG'S SEPTIC Tank Service. WILL DO papering and painting. Lumber Company, 104 Maple 9634 after 5:30 pan.
D5C prices. Country Boy' Stores,
Army Surplus, 9 miles from
We clean septic tanks, grease First class work. Free estimate. Street.
N29C
*MEE BEDROOM brick house,
Hc.pkinsville,
kinds of waste Phone Bill, 753-0961.
traps,
all
Junction Kentucky
FINEST
IN
FM
stereo
reception.
D4P
forage, space for washer and
disposals. Phone Mayfield 247Be gentile, be kind, to that ex- 10 static free FM stations are 117 and 164. Open Sunday until
accordance
with
Ken
In
dryer. Phone 436-5580.
N30C
,December21C WILL DO babysitting weekends pensive carpet, clean with Blue available for your listening 4:00 p.m.
7048.
D1C
,Statutes
Secttucky
and nights. Phone 753-9761. N3OP Lustre. Rent electric shampooer pleasure. For more information
90 ACRE FARM with house and ions 25.195 and 25.200: Notice
HELP WANTED
FIBERGLASS
PANELS,
$1. Big K, Belaire Shopping call Murray Cablevision 753outbuildings. Creek bottom farm is hereby given that a report of
December 14C national brand, factory seconds,
Center.
D2C 5005.
WILL
family
DO
of
coats
arms.
settlement
final
of
accounts
was
with 60 acres tendable. Located
NEEDED ONE salesman to work
for patios, carports, storage
Phone 436-5680 after 4:00 p.m.
about 412 miles west of Kirksey. on November 27, 1972 filed byMurray area. Company car
PROBLEM? GARAGE SALE, furniture, houses, fences, trailer skirting.
SLEEPING
N3OP
Wm.
Donald
Overbey,
AdPhone 753-1446 after 6:00 p.m. D5furnished for business and
Restless? Get Snoozer Tablets for glassware, clothing. November As low as 8 cents per square foot.
ministrator of the estate of Opal
In accordance with Kentucky pleasure. Group hospital and
life KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest a safe night's sleep. Only 98 cents 30 to December 2, at 1700 Miller Three colors Number One
M. Williams, Dec'd and that the Statutes, Sections 25.195 and insurance,
retirement paid 100 Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South Holland Drug Store, 109 South Avenue.
N30C paneling, $2.85 per sheet. New
ApPROXIMATELY n acres of same has been approved by the 25.200: Notice is hereby given per cent by company. $8,000 to
and used money safes, from
Steeet.
13th
"Every
4th.
you
day
N29C
Calloway
County
Court
orand
thata
report
Of final settletnent of
wooded land, 12 miles from
TWO COON dogs. Phone 753,
year sep
tx
iMus
cet delay lets bugs have their
$40.00 to $100.00 each. Plexiglass
Murray, one mile from lake. dered filed to lie over for ex- accounts was on November 27, $
u
have
12
a%;Mprevious
fist
lc
e' experience way."
Pten
N30C for storm doors and windows and
TFC TOY POODLE, 4 months old. 2711.
Good investment. $4,000.00. ceptions. Any person desiring to 1972 filed by Ruth Hughes, or sales aptitudeinterviews will
White. For more information call
combine cabs, 50 cents per
file
any
exception
thereto
will
do
Executrix
of
the
estate of Tony
Phone 436-2458.
D1C
N3ONC REGISTERED QUARTER horse square foot. Ross & Tuck Salvage
so on or before December 26, 1972 Sherffius, Dec'd and that the be held any day after 5:00 p.m. or PIANO TUNING Registered 753-7991 after 4 p.m.
on Saturday if necessary. Call
filly. Phone 753-6486.
N30C 81 Merchandise, open 6 days a
40 ACRE farm including 35 acres or be forever barred. Witness my same has been approved by the Orkin in Paducah 442-8251 collect craftsman P.T.G. Phone Jerry
week. Phone 901-587-2420.
DIC
Cain
hand
4
this
collect)
27
day
November,
of
Paducah
554Calloway
County
Court and or- for appointment.
of cropland, pond, barn. Located
NOW IN Murray. Seamless T.V. ANTENNA, 40 adjustable
TFC 4636.
Decemberl2C guttering at a reasonable
dered filed to lie over for exabout 17 mile west of New 1972.
Phone 7534857.
N3OP 5' BUSHHOG, pull type on 15"
By Marvin Harris
ceptions. Any person desiring to LADIES WANTED to gather
price.Phone 753-8407 or 753-8992
Prow ide rice--ThisAarahan
wheels. Phone 437-4260.
BABY-SIT
WILL
child
one
with
DIC
aCapieitaXmiia
.
Ow*,
filkana_eittion thereto will do information for new city threefor free estimates. Financing SCHUI,T MOBILE home, fully
provide a high return on your
Calloway County, Ky.
s° on or before December'767 197241,Ori-by -hccuse-la house-canvas- ,in...my home, days. Phone 753- available.
D4NC furnished, with washer, dryer
investment. Interested? Call us.
1964 BUICK SaSabre, runs good,
By: Judith Ainley, D.C. 1TP or be forever barred.
West of Murray. A five
$1.60 per hour guaranteed. Reply
-/itial-eir-ronditiosser. _Located to,
Witness
my hand this 27 day of giving name, age, address and
bedroom house plus 60'x35'
Fox Meadows. Phone 7534001 Chrysler
In accordance with Kentucky November, 1972.
Newport.
Good
SMALL WORLD ELECTRONiCS AKC TOY Poodle,$45.00. Call 753building now being used as a
telephone number to P.O. Box 32after 6:00 p.m.
N30C mechanical condition, $225.00.
5984.
N30C
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and By Marvin Harris
753-6091
N.
307
4th
grocery store plus grocery stock
December4(
1960 Chevrolet, $75.00. Washer
RADIO, TELEVISION,
25.200: Notice is hereby given County Court Clerk, Calloway-IL Murray,Ky.
plus one acre of land on Hwy. 94.
YOUR LOT, Set up. 1971 Fleet- and dryer, $150.00. Rotor tiller,
SMALL APPLIANCE
that a report of final settlement of County, Kentucky
641 PET SHOP. Specials on fish. wood double wide mobile home,
SALES & SERVICt
All this for only $22,000.00.
$100.00. Phone 436-2458 or 436accounts was on November 27, By: Judith Ainley, D.C.
:,SPECIALIZING IN CB & CAR
tanks, supplies, fish and birds, 24'x60'. Appliances furnished,
1TP
Cypress Creek area. A place
'RADIO REPAIR
5506.
1972 filed by Ralph A. Tesseneer,
D1C
toy Poodle puppies and Cockers. central heat and air. $9 800 00
with Kentucky Lake at your front
Jr., Executor of the estate of In accordance with Kentucky
753-1862
Phone
or
753door. Three bedroom masonary
Experienced Cashiers
Phone 753-7645.
D4C HANDMADE BARBIE and Ken
Nellie May Wyman, Dec'd and Statutes, Sections 25.195
TONE'S RESIDENTIAL 9457.
December23C
and
constructed, one acre of land
$1.70 per hour, 1 week paid
doll clothes, price 50 cents to
that the same has been approved 25.200: Notice is hereby
Heating-Air Conditioning. 24
given
(property goes down to the 375'
vacation after 1 year
WARM MORNING coal stove.'$20.00. Excellent Christmas
by the Calloway County Court that a report of final settlement
Christmas!
service.
hours
Phone
of
for
time
436contour), good well, on private
service. Blue Cross and
, JUST IN
Wizard 15 cubic foot home present. Phone 753-7422 after
and ordered filed to lie over for accounts was on November
5:00
2376.
N3OP Cuddly Apricot Toy Poodles, AR- freezer. Phone 753-9598_
road only 1-• mile off blacktop.
Blue Shield hospitalization
N3OP pan.
exceptions. Any person desiring 27, 1972 filed by James H.
DIC
Only $23,950.00.
C Registered, 6 weeks old. 1
available, excellent
to file any exception thereto will Blalock, Administrator of the
Reduced
GENERAL
Special
wiring.
HOUSE
females.
100 acres, completely wooded,
male,2
working conditions. Apply
ONE GELDING riding horse and TWO 100 pound butane propane
do so on or before December 26, estate of Lena Palmer, Dec'd and
Installation or rework. No job too price. Phone 753-6690.
N3OP one registered quarter horse
in person to Uncle Jeff's,
only one mile from lake. A low
tanks and connections, for
1972 or be forever barred. Wit- that the same has been approved
higaor too small. Call for estimate
Hwy. 611 South.
price for land this close to the
mare, seven years old, grand- trailers, cabins, etc.
ness my hand this 27 day of by the Calloway County Court
Also 10
436-2159,
Jim,
January4P
lake.
COUCH AND recliner chair. Call daughter of Hank H. Also saddles gallon wash kettle. Plaine 437November, 197Z
and ordered filed to lie over for John C. Neubauer Real Estate,
and
bridles.
Phone
753-2726.
436-2113 after 4260.
N30C
\ By Marvin Harris
DIC
exceptions. Any person desiring NEEDED Experienced lady to
2138 South 4th Street, Murray, Ky.,
5:00 p.m.
D4C
County Court Clerk,
FREE
ESTIMATE
to
on
file
septic
tank
any
exception
houseclean
thereto
or
in
two
morning
for
will
753-0101. John C. Neubauer,
DELUXE: 660 Remington power
Calhoway County, Ky.
FOR LEASE
do se in or before December 26, three hours a day. Come to 603 installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
Broker,
753-7531.
Robert
AM-FM STEREO. 1970 dark saw, used a few times. Geed
By: Judith Ainley, D.C. 1TP 1972 or be forever barred.
South 11th Street for inRodgers,Salesman,753-7116. MC
walnut cabinet style with AM-FM co ondition. Price $85.00. Plaint'
Witness my hand this 27 day of terview
N30C GENERAL HOME repairing and
•
radio. Call 753-3307 after 5:00 753-1849.
inside
painting.
Reasonable.
DIC
In accordance with Kentaieky 1Soveitiber. 1972.
p.m.
N30C
WANT TO BUY
estimate,
Free
Phone
435Statutes, Sections 25.195 and By Marvin Harris
TWO SETS twin size Certa Verdi
5173.
DIC
25.200: Notice is hereby given County Court Clerk,
20 FULL BODIED, extra large (Oahu box springs, brand
On two, bedroimi apartment
new.
Antique Clocks
that a report of finakttlement of Calloway County, Kentucky
goose decoys. Also, 357 magnum Still in
sell out.
at
wrapper.
Will
108-B
Williams
Avenue.
FOR
THE
.
finest
FM
By:
accounts
'Judith
stereo
was
on November 27,
Ainley, D.C. 1TP
1,ocal engineering firm
Colt pistol. Call 753.6995.
N30C Noth, $50.00 each. Pli..ne 489-2285
We boy and sell old clocks,
$110.00 per month plus
reception, - *Subscribe
1972 filed by Lillian H. Howse,
to
hasaopening for qualified
cases, works and parts.
.114.4.4:30p.m.
utilities.
Lease
DR'
expires
an
Cablevision. 10 static free FM
Adniinistrathrf the estate of
LIVING ROOM suite, bedroom
person having experience
Over 150 in stock. We
In
June
_accordance
and
tiouple
with
Kentucky
will
leave
stations
available
are
for
your
Mark
Neal, Dec'd and thatthe
carpeting,
sewing
in land surveying field as
suite,
repair clocks. J & B Music
1954 cirr.viioi.E.r runs good..
deposit. Apartment has
listening pleasure. Call Murrax
same has been approved by the Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
machine,
reducing machine,
Rodnian-C'hainnian. Phone
Center. 753-7575.
Passed stale if ISIX•('t11Pli. '1st
25.200:
central
Niotice
heat
is
hereby
and
air,
given
builtCablevision
753-5005.
1314C
Calhoway County Court and orhousehold
other
and
toys
items.
753-8050 or send Resume to
in stove and carpet.
Phone
dered filed te lie over 'for ex- that a report of final settlement of
Plume 753-9227.
TEC
P.O. Box 422 Murray, Ky.
753-132.3 befo ore 5:00 pail.
accounts
was
on
1)1 •
November
27,
WANT TO BUY 200 bales of hay ceptions. Any person desiring
42071
NOW IN Murray. Seamless
A
great
'opportunity
for
(;UTTERS-SEARS
all
delivered into barn. Phone 436- file any exception thereto will do 1972 filed by Coy Newsome,
price.
reasonable
guttering at a
couple or couple with one
aluminum seamless gutters NIATCII1NG WASHER
Executor of the estate of Troy
id
2336 after 6:00 p.m.
N3OP so on or before December 26, 1972
Phone 753-8407 or 753-8992 for free
deli), or even new tolling
installed on yeur hope by our doer. iii perfect ciondition.
LOST
Newsome,
&
Der'd
FOUND
and
that
the
or be forever barred. Witness my
estimates. Financing
cellege students. l'Ilione
factory 4in wheels. Phone Larry 753-5207.
saine has been approved by the
D4NC
489-2:0;5 after 4:00 pan.
WANT TO BUYlogsfor fireplace. hand this 27 day 44 November, Calhowaay County
A)ST: BLACK Winale dog, part available.
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
Court
and
1972.
Phone 753-9520.
N30C
estimate.
et-den...Vikal to lie over for ex- retriever with hong hair. Ph ii me JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
DI4C PtiODLE PUPPWS: blacks.•
By Marvin Harris
753-5753.
DIC
apricots, and 5511ift.s.
cepti4ong.
FOR
Any
RENT
person
-to
OR
desiring
LEASE
Plumbing-electrical-roofing
and
Courrihirt Clerk,
WHITE cAsr iron tub, commode ate! toy•s. All AK(' registered.;
file
any
exception
thereto
do
will
CallOWay- County, Ky.
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or SPACIOUS,FURNISHED 12'x70' and lavatory with faucets. ExWANT TO BUY old furniture,
so on or before December 26, 1972 LOST BLACK calf, weighing
Will hold 101 Christmas. All at•
attic junk, or anything of value.
TFC three Naimoli, bath and half cellent condition. $50.00 for set.
753-7625 nights.
By': Judith Ainley, D.C. 1TP
about 350 pounds, about 5 miles
or be forever barred.
special
prices. l'ho ono 753Phone 436-2135.
trailer, on private hits. Located in Phone 753-6650.
December211C
D4P
MUSIC
Witness ley hand this 27 day of east on Highway 94. Phone Leroy BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
Cionrad
Heights
Subdivision,
Todd 753-9198 or 753-8943.
N3OP
November, 1972.
also bank gravel, fill dirt and Petterhown
Highway. apBy Marvin Harris
WANT TO BUY nicebillle atotind '
--Mositlesson
BRITTA1NY Spaniel, topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138, proximately 212 miles east of
s
LOST
'ouniY
-T7i;iirC
CTefk11 2 to 2 years old. Prefer white
:' TFC Murray.
Professional teachers of
Available
white- 'Tth'5ra1igeSpot'flft -or 354-4116,1_,after 5:00 pind
after
Calloway County, Kentucky
DIC
Piano, organ, voice, guitar,
face. Phone 753.9673.
st---eilititcr 15:--S100:41ikadeposit
collar. Answers to name of Brat.
accordion, drums and band
By: Judith Ainley, D.(7.
rrp
instruments J & B Music
Lest in vicinity of College Farm PIANO - TUNING--Repair- required, $130.00 monthly plus
Center, Murray. Ky
153Road and Mayfield Highway. rebuilding. Prompt expert ser- utilities. Phone 753-5514 after 3:30
7515
PEST CUIVISM.
BULLS or HEIFERS
N30C vie-C. 15 years experience. Rebuilt pan. or 753-0464 after 9:00 a.m.
Phone 753-5718. •
I Gourmet food at Piggy Bank
row
a
pp
iintment
pianos
for sale. Ben -W. Dyer,
DIINC
From 1 Week to Weaning Age
AVERAGE HOME sprayed for
Prices. 10 a m. to 2 p m.,
Filanos -Organs
10 STATIC free FM stereo radio Murray,-Rilier kity. Phone 753Monday thru Friday Meat. 3
$15.00. Six month guarantee. No
stations that can be found by 8911.
vegetables and roll. f I IS,
See why more people buy
/ For Further..Information
December28C
FOR SALE OR TRADE
monthly contract required.
Wur!itzer Than any other
installing an FM outlet to your
piano
Sales-Service Rental
Superior Exterminating CornTriangle Inn
existing cablevision installation. SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back 420 JOHN b ,RE and equippurchase Practice piano alsd
pan y,phone 753753-4953
studios J&B Music Center,
Call Murray Cablevision, 753- hoe work. Phone Rex Camp ment. Will trade for cows. Phone
7266.
December5C
Murray, Ky 753-7575
A
(
TFC 753-7775.
s-----,._e--'"
D14C 753-5933.
5005.
N29('
Joe Doran & Co to entertain
in our back dining room,
this
beginning at 6 p m
Saturday evening
753-4953 U S 641 at Sycamore

Chestnut Street

Phone i5.•25/1

Help Wanted

Land Surveyor

Take Over
Lease

HOLSTEIN CALVES
-

Phone 489-2161

After 5:00 p.m.
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Kentucky Roundup
LEXINGTON,Ky.( AP)—In a move to enforce a new state law,
the state Department of Mines and Minerals has asked the attorney general's office to shut down 23 strip mines in the Pikeville
area until the mines hire licensed blasters.
In a letter to the state attorney general's office Tuesday,
Commissioner H.N. Kirkpatrick said that a new law requires that
operators use licensed blasters.
Kirkpatrick asked for a temporary injunction against the 23
operations.
FRANKIIN, Ky.( AP1—Two units of a Franklin motel which
had been converted into office space were gutted by fire Tuesday
night.
Seven other units of the Homestead Court which were being
used as motel units were evacuated. No injuries were reported.
Cause of the blaze was unknown, and no estimate of damage
had been determined. The motel is owned by the Lenk Co.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP)—Vandals caused an estimated $600 at
an elementary school here late Monday or early Tuesday.
School officials at Shacklette Elementary School told Jefferson
County police that desks were overturned, drawers emptied, and
a fire extinguisher sprayed around a portable classroom.
No arrests have been made.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.( API—Juvenile Court Judge Darryl Owens
has set Dec. 21 as the trial date for a 17-year-old boy, charged with
armed robbery and murder in the death of a University of
Kentucky officials.
James Robert Smith, 24, another Louisvillian' is charged with
being an accessory. His hearing will be Jan. 4. He is free on 81,000
bond.
The two were arrested after H. Devaughn Pratt, 65, purchasing
employe for the university, was shot to death while walking from
his car this month to Churchill Downs.
Pratt's empty wallet was recovered about 40 feet from the body.

World News Briefs
SAIGON (API—U.S.852 bombers kept up their heavy attack on
both sides of the demilitarized zone today, and Hanoi charged that
raids on Monday virtually wiped out a district town in North
Vietnam.
The civilian death toll from a mistaken U.S. bombing attack
Tuesday 15 miles south of Da Nang rose to 21, the U.S. and South
Vietnamese commands reported. Another 23 civilians were
reported wounded and 80 homes destroyed or badly damaged.
The U.S. Command said the attack by six American jets is under
investigation.
DUBLIN AP)—The Irish and British governments pressed
exhaustive investigations today into the introduction of Sovietmade rockets into the fighting in Northern Ireland. Using the
rockets for the first time, the IRA made 10 attacks in Northern
Ireland Tuesday, killing a British soldier and a police constable
and wounding 13 soldiers.
Irish security forces also were on a special alert for demonstrations by supporters of the outlawed Irish Republican a Army.
More than 60 demonstrators were arrested in Dublin Tuesday
night.
MOSCOW ( AP—Three Americans were among 61 persons
killed in the crash of a Japanese airliner as it was taking off from
Moscow for Japan Tuesday night, Japan Air Lines announced
today.
JAI.said 14 Japanese and a New Zealander survived the crash
and were being treated at Moscow hospitals. It was the second
major airline crash at the Moscow airport in six weeks.
CAMP DAVID, Md. (AP)--President Nixon, promising new
second-term Cabinet appointments today, says his aim is to
!bring fresh perspective and new vitality to the second four years
of his administration."
In the first announcement Tuesday of three Cabinet-level
shifts, Nixon unveiled two nominees and one appointee long
associated with his tenure. They are Elliot Richardson, now
Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, for secretary of
defense; Caspar Weinberger, now director of the Office of
Management and Budget, to succeed Richardson as chief of
HEW; and Industrialist Roy Ash, president of Litton Industries
Inc.. to succeed Weinberger as head of OMB.

People In The News
MEXICO CITY API—President Nixon has written President
Luis Echeverria of Mexico that he is convinced the "world has
now perhaps the best chance since the end of World War II to
build the new structure of a lasting peace."
In a letter delivered by Gov. Ronald Reagan of California,
Nixon told Echeverria he wanted to "work with you and other
world leaders to achieve that great goal."
Reagan arrived Tuesday for three days of trade promotion
meetings with officials and businessmen. He delivered Nixon's
letter during a meeting with Echeverria Tuesday night at the
Mexican president's home.
NEW YORK ( API—William F. Buckley Jr. says continued
research on marijuana has now convinced him that criminal
penalties for use of pot should be dropped.
However, the conservative columnist and editor of National
Review magazine also said Tuesday that laws against trafficking
in marijuana should not be eliminated.
Buckley's position is a reversal from last spring when he
testified against changing federal laws against marijuana use.
"I felt at the time that the evidence was not all in-that no one
really knew enough to be able to say that the present penalties
should be removed." he said.
The cover headline on the current issue of National Review
says, -The Time Has Come: Abolish the Pot Laws" and its
principal article urges American conservatibes to stop supporting
laws against smoking marijuana.
LANCASTER, Wis. ( AP—Sen. William Proxmire has completed the first leg of what he says will be 1.200-mile jog through
Wisconsin.
A physical fitness buff, the Wisconsin Democrat jogged into
Lancaster on Tuesday, 268 miles after starting out from
Milwaukee last Monday morning.
Proxmire said he set a pace of about four miles an hour, running 10 miles and walking another 15-20 miles each day.
He plans to start the next leg of the statewide jog here Dec. 8
and finish the entire 1,200 miles as congressional time permits.
I.AS VEGAS, Nev. AP—Ann-Margret,her face black and blue
and numb beneath her makeup, sang and danced through a
"comeback" performance and joked of her recent near-fatal
injuries.
"I was scared witless," said the 31-year-old actress after the
first show Tuesday night at the Hilton International Hotel.
"The left side of my face is numb, and as you can see, it's black
and blue." she Pointed.
Her main prop, a giant clock, replaced the hand-shaped scaffold
from which she tumbled 22 feet 10 weeks ago at a Lake Tahoe,
Nev., casino
The actress suffered five facial bone fractures, a fractured left
arm, a concussion and a broken jaw.
"One advantage of the whole thing," she told her audience, "is
that I'm down to 110 pounds— I haven't weighed that since I was a
cheerleader at New Trier High .egfrool in Winnetka, 111."
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Nixon Nominates Brennan Fisher-Price Plant .
As Secretary Of Labor

a

•

(Continued from Page 1)

CAMP DAVID, Md. AP) —
President Nixon made a surprise announcement today that
he will nominate Peter J. Brennan, leader of "hardhat" union
members in New York, to be
secretary of Labor.
Described by the White
House as a lifelong Democrat,
Brennan campaigned actively
for Nixon's re-election and, in
connection,
was in
that
frequent contact with presidential political operative Charles
Colson.
Brennan, if confirmed by the
Senate, would be the first labor
secretary out of union ranks
since Chicago plumber Martin
Durkin held the post in the first

Rev. Schorey...
(Continued from Page 1)
Rev. Schorey's appointments
at Independence church will be
the first and third Sundays in
each month at 11:00 a.m., and
the second and fourth Sundays
in each month at 7:00 pin. Each
first and third Sunday evening
he will meet with the young
people of the church for special
activities. His first appointment
will be Sunday, December 3, at
11:00 a.m.
The Schoreys address is Box
68, Hardin, Kentucky, and his
telephone number is (502) 3548665.

Mrs. Holland
Expires Today
Mrs. Mary Gladys Holland,
former resident of Murray,
succumbed this morning at
three a.m, at the Crittendon
Hospital, West Memphis, Ark.
The deceased was the wife of
Everett G. Holland, a retired
railroad man, who died in 1945.
Mrs. Holland, born December 8,
1886, resided in Murray until
about five years ago. She was
the daughter of the late C. M.
Hood and Florence Woodall
Hood.
Mrs. Holland was a member
of the First United Methodist
Church, Murray.
Survivors
include
one
daughter,
Mrs.
William
( Maude) Streuli of Memphis,
Tenn.; one granddaughter,
Mrs. W. J. (Gladys) Wright,
and two great grandchildren,
all of Earle, Ark.; one sister,
Mrs. Garnett(Sadie Nell) Jones
of Murray; several nieces and
nephews including Mrs. Ed
West of Murray.
Graveside services will be
held today at four p.m. at the
Murray Cemetery with Dr.
Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., officiating.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home will have charge of the
arrangements.

Seen & Heard .
Continued from Page 1)
the plant manager here, said he
was not a speaker, but we can
just imagine that he is a whale
of a plant manager.
When Mr. Coords made the
anqouncement about the new
plait, it was already a fact as
far as they were concerned. The
land was secured, the contract
to the builder let, and the Field
Engineer had already moved to
Murray.
Remember, that the plant will
produce a product which they
hope to sell, just as every
business in Murray sells some
kind of product or service. The
jobs which will be available are
a by product of this operation,
not the reason for the operation.
Strictly business.
The major earth moving begins
ininiediately and the plant
expects to begin operation next
June, just six months away.
We urge our readers to read the
background material on FisherPrice in today's Ledger and
Times. This is a high quality
firm with sales of over
8100,000,000. That's a lot of
green and is indicative of the
type of firm which is coming
here. A leader in their field.
It behooves every person to be
as nice to these people as
possible. Cooperate, lean over
backward if necessary. But,
make • them feel at home.
This is the plant we have been
looking for and it means more to
Murray and Calloway County
Main one. can - visualize.

months of the Eisenhower administration.
For the past 15 years Brennan has been president of a
New York City and State Building and Construction Trades
Council. He started his working
life as a painter.
Brennan would succeed
James D. Hodgson who has
been secretary of Labor since
July 1, 1970.
Presidential press secretary
Ronald L. Ziegler said Hodgson
had informed Nixon "he desired to return to private life."
But the White House spokesman added that Hodgson is
weighing an offer from Nixon
to accept another administration position "in the international area." He did not
elaborate.
Brennan, whose selection was
checked in advance with AFLCIO President George Meany,
came to Nixon's attention in
1970 when he led a mass march
of constikiction workers and
longshoremen in New York City
to demonstrate support for the
President's Vietnam policies.
Nixon soon thereafter invited
Brennan and members of his
building trades council to meet
with him at the White House.
The union leaders gave Nixon a
construction workers's hardhat
on that occasion.
Secretary of the Treasury
George Shultz discussed Brennan's nomination with Meany
earlier this month during a golf
date in the Carolinas. Ziegler
said CoLsin covered the same
ground with President Frank
Fitzsirrunons of the Teamsters
Union.
Brennan was an unannounced
visitor here on Tuesday, Ziegler
said, and conferred with Nixon.
Ziegler 'announced at the
presidential retreat here Tuesday in Nixon's behalf the first
three personnel changes in a
promised major shakeup of the
federal bureaucracy:
—Elliot Richardson, now Secretary of Health, Education and
Welfare, will be nominated to
be secretary of defense to succeed Melvin R. Laird who resigned.
—Caspar Weinberger, now director of the Office of Management and Budget, will be nominated to succeed Richardson as
chief of HEW, a sprawling
agency that more than one observer has judged to be unmanageable.
—Millionaire California industrialist Roy Ash, president of
Litton Industries Inc. of Beverly Hills, Calif., is being appointed to succeed Weinberger as
head of OMB. The agency was
created on the recommendation
of a Nixon administration advisory council Ash headed more
than two years ago.
Ziegler said Weinberger, at
HEW, would be expected to
"move to bring about further
efficiency"—apparently
another way of saying Nixon
thinks too many programs
under that department are not
producing a dollar's worth of
results for a dollar spent.
Richardson apparently win
have a Presidential mandate to
try to bring soaring Pentagon
costs under control.
As for Ash's assignment,
Ziegler said Nixon expected
OMB "to assume a new, expanded role—to undertake a
comprehensive examination of
all government programs now
in existence to determine
whether they are actually
meeting the purpose for which
they were designated."
Presidential associates said
earlier they expected Nixon, as
part of his effort to reorganize
the federal bureaucracy and
trim costs, to seek out and jettison social welfare and other
programs he feels are not- productive.

Price Toys and Murray in any
"Governor Ford asked me to way we can."
James Catlett of the South
express his regret at being
Kentucky Industrial
unable to be here today and to
extend his personal welcome to Development Association who
was instrumental in obtaining
Fisher-Price Toys.
"Both the Governor and I are the new factory for Murray
fully aware that Fisher-Price is said privately that the company
top drawer among industrial plans an expansion here within
firms. We like to see quality two years. He said that the big
such as this added to our selling point for this area of
already fine industrial com- Kentucky is the high quality of
labor arid that this area is a
munity.
good place to live.
"The jobs and
wages
He indicated that the new
provided by this new plant will
stimulate not only Murray and plant will affect a wide area
people
Calloway
County
but around Murray since
surrounding counties as well. from as far away as 25-30 miles
This is a real economic block- will come into Murray to work
at the plant. He also said that
buster.
"And in addition, Fisher- plants supplying the needs of
Fisher-Price will be attracted
Price
will
bring
new
plastics manufacturing
management
ideas
and such as
companies.
techniques to Kentucky. Their
The dinner yesterday was
management personnel will
supplied by the Peoples Bank
bring
new
energy
and
and the Bank of Murray with
viewpoints to Murray.
"These intangibles are pheasant and quail as the main
dish.
particularly important to a
A number of visitors were
rapidly growing state such as
present for the announcement
Kentucky. They add luster to
yesterday including state ofour progressive image.
"Ikt me urge you to keep ficials. Ewart Johnson, Commissioner of Parks, Rusty
every promise made to this fine
firm to the letter. We will also Chevron, Deputy Commissioner
of Parks, Gerald Borders,
do this at the state level.
Administrative Assistant to the
"I predict that Fisher-Price
Commissioner; Leroy Senn,
will find Murray a profitable
Industrial Agent for the LIeN
place in which to produce.
Railroad; Congressman Frank
"Labor productivity will be
A. Stubblefield.
high. Relations will be good.
Daniel Construction Company
Continuing staff training ophas the contract to build the new
portunities at Murray State
University
are
almost factory. They were represented'
at the meeting by Frank
unlimited.
Eskridge, P.A. Murphy and Bob
"And I am certain that
Carter. Joe Yarbrough, Field
personnel moving here will like
Engineer for the construction
Murray and its university atfirm was also present. Yarmosphere,
brough has already moved to
"You are solid, neighborly
Murray with his family.
folks. Your environment and
The selection of Murray as
recreational fScilties are
the siteefor the plant was hailed
tremendous. Your city is atas a cooperative effort of the
tractive with a history of highChamber of Commerce, Inclass government.
dustrial Foundation, city and
"This is simply a good place
county officials, all working
to live.
together with plant officials.
"Two weeks ago while
'ray and County
officials
visiting four cities in the Purwere lauded yesterday for their
chase, I predicted that the area
spirit of cooperation in working
could well have an economic
with the Chamber and Inexplosion during the 1980's.
dustrial Foundation. The In"This announcement today
dustrial Foundation was formed
sure makes me look good!
ten years ago, subscribed to by
"And I still feel that the assets
of the Purchase say "strong local persons and firms, to
provide a cash foundation to
growth" loud and clear.
-Today is an important obtain a plant for Murray.
James Catlett of the South
milestone in putting the Pur.Kentucky
Industrial
chase really on the move.
"Again, welcome to this fine Development Association was
company! Our interest will also lauded for his part in obcontinue and we will be con- taining the plant. This
association is supported by TVA
stantly available to help Fishersupplied cities and cooperatives
withirs princiI am
—fro-develop
this area.

Mrs. Dunn To
Give Recital

•
Mrs. Roy Gene (Cecilia)
Dunn of Murray will be
presented in her senior voice
recital at the Farrell Recital
Hall, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Murray
State
Building,
University, on Thursday,.
November 30, at seven p.m.
The recital by Mrs. Dunn,
soprano, will be in partial
fulfillment for the requirements
for the Bachelor of Music
Education degree. She will lk
accompanied by Miss Diane
Wilkins,
from
pianist,
Folsmodale.
Also appearing on the same
program will be the Student
Woodwind Quartet composed of
Debbie Duke, flute, Huntsville,
McGrannahan,
Ala., Joe
clarinet, Lexington, Debbie
Arnold, French horn, Tell City,
Ind., and Patricia Bradley,
bassoon, Reidland.
Mrs. Dunn, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John B. Cavitt,
graduated from the University
School in the class of 1964. She is
now a student of Dr. Eula
McCain, but has studied voice
with Prof. Robert Haar and
Mrs. Vernon Shown.
Her husband, Roy Gene
Dunn, manger-of Clock's Music
Center, is the son of William E.
Dunn and the- lat Mrs. Dunn.
They have two children, Carole,
age four, and Christina, age five
Service Nov. 29, 1972
months.
Kentucky Purchase area Hog
The public is invited to attend
Market Report includes 8 the program on Thursday
buying stations
evening,
university
a
Receipts: Act. 948 Est. 900 spokesnian said.
Barrows and Gilts 50 cents
higher Sows are mostly steady,
instances 25 cents lower on Craft Class, Women's
weights (tver 500 lb.
US 1-2 0-230 lbs., 29.00-29.50
Society, On Thursday
US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 28.50-29.00
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 28 00-2&50
The Craft Class of the
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 28.00-28.50
Women's Society of Murray
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 27.50-28.00
State University will meet
Sews
Thursday, November 30, at 7:30
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 22.50-23.50
pin. in Room 411 of the Fine
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 21.50-22.50
Arts Building.
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 21.00-21.50,
"Weaving" will be the subject
few down 20.50
of the lesson for the meeting.
Boars 20.00-20.50

Purchase Area
Hog Market

James Ransom
Speaker, Lions
Club Meeting
James M. Ransom, Chief of
Public Services, Land Between
the Lakes, was the speaker at
the regular meeting of the
Murray Lions Club Tuesday
evening.
The TVA official showed
several interesting slides of the
1,B1. area and gave a progress
report on this large national
recreation area.
Ransom joined TVA in 1957
and became a member of the
I.B1. staff December 1968. As
chief of Public Services he has
responsibility
for
the
recreation and conservation
education programs and works
with groups in tbe I.B1. area
toward economic development
of the surrounding region.
Ransom lives with his wife,
Jackie, and two children in
Gatesborough subdivision. He is
a graduate of Murray State
University and also has an M.S.
degree from the University of
Kentucky.
Rex Thompson, president of
the Murray lions Club, said
plans are nearing completion
for the annual radio auction that
is being held December 13 and
14. He said David Lanier,
chairman of the auction, would
soon make an announcement of
complete plans for the auction.
Jim Parks was introduced as
a new member of the Murray
Lions Club.

Youngsters on Point Roberts
frequently have dual citizen!
ship Although part of the state
of Washington, Point Roberts is
cut off from the mainland by
water, and its women usually
give birth to their babies at a
hospital in Vancouver When
the children reach 21 they can
choose to be citizens of either
the United States or Canada

Thieu Asks For Meeting
With Nixon On Settlement

Sectioi
Two
WEDNESDA
NOVEMBER 29,

SAIGON (API — President
'
Nguyen Van Thieu is asking
President Nixon to meet with
him to discells face-to-face the
problems of achieving a Vietnam peace settlement, diplomatic sources said today.
Diplomatic and South Vietnamese sources said the proposal would be presented to

Nixon later today by Nguyen
Phu Due, sent by Thieu to
Washington to meet with the
U.S. President.
There was no official comment from the presidential palace or the foreign ministry. But
earlier in the day Foreign Minister Tran Van Lain told newsmen who asked if the two presidents-might theet:
"This summit meeting between the two leaders at any
moment is always necessary in
order to coordinate their policies. And I think it is always
necessaryofor_theni to meet. It
The Christmas Buffet for the depends bn the schedule of the
Women's Society of Murray two leaders, whether they have
State University will be held on the time. But there's nothing
Friday, December 8, at six p.m. planned at this moment."
South Vietnamese sources
at the Student Union ballroom.
Following the dinner en- said Duc would propose the
tertainment has been planned. summit nieeting be held in_DeDancing with. music by LAW. cember and that it take up the
will be held from eight p.m. to postwar shape of Indochina in
midnight. Tables will also be set addition to discussing a peace
up in adjoining rooms for card settlement.
games, and those interested in
No site for the proposed
participating in the card games meeting. was mentioned. Preare asked to Call Mrs. J.D.• vious U.S.-Vietnamese summit
Rayburn 753-5213.
meetings have been held An
Mrs. George T. Lilly is social Honolulu and Manila.
committee chairman. MemFor the past week, both the
bers of the entertainment official Saigon radio and the
committee are Mrs. J.D. newspaper Tin Song, which is
Rayburn, Mrs. Hugh Noff- controlled by the presidential
singer, and Mrs. Jack Baker, palace, have been indicating
Mrs. I. Max Reed is chairman that Thieu wants to put his
of the decorations committee. case before Nixon personally.
Reservations at ,$2.50 per
Thieu has been reported disperson should be made with trustful of the efforts of U.S.
Mrs. Peter W. Whaley, 802 presidential adviser Henry A.
Guthrie Drive, Murray, phone Kissinger, who has been nego753-8279, by Monday, December tiating cease-fire terms with
4.
the North Vietnamese in Paris
and who conferred with Thieu
in Saigon in August and again
in October.

Christmas Buffet
By Women's Society
To Be December 8

Death Claims
Mrs. Gatlin
Here Today

Kirksey PTA Holds
Meet; Program Is
Given By Students

Mrs. Garva M. Gatlin of 401
North 16th Street, Murray,
passed ask this morning at
8:30 at the Mtirray-Calloway
The Kirksey Parent-Teacher
County Hospital.
Association met Tuesday,
The Murray woman had been November 28, at 1:45 pin. at the
a patient at the Westview school.
Bro. Pete Carlisle, minister of
Nursing Home before being
taken yesterday to the local the Kirksey Baptist Church. had
the devotion reading from Luke
hospital where she expired.
Mrs. Gatlin was a member of 24:13-32 with his comments of
the First Baptist Church and Thanksgiving and Christmas
had been a member of the North centered around Christ.
Mrs. Harold Fones, program
Murray Homemakers Club and
chairman, introduced the
the Murray Woman's Club.
The survivors include one children taught by Mrs. Nadine
daughter, Mrs. Todd (Frances) Jones, Mrs. Alice Humphries,
Yates, iter --husbandr—Todd -o_ariti_Iiirs__Nancy Lovett.
Mrs.'Jones'seconTaade earl
Yates, and one grandson, Tim
the pledge to the flag. Mrs.
Yates, all of Columbus, Ga.
The Max Churchill Funeral Humphries' third grade held a
question and answer _period
Home will have charge of the
concerning the Flag. Mrs.
arrangements.
Lovett's fourth grade sang the
song, "Grand Old Flag." and
then asked the audience to join
them in singing.
Edward
Mrs.
Willie,
president, called the meeting to
order.
Mrs. Boyd Norsworthy gave a
short talk on the Association for
Retarded Children, which is a
program set up to help preschool children. Mental Health
Ivan Boyd Jones of 1717 has been added to the
Melrose, Murray, died this program. Anyone of any age
morning at 4:25 at the Murray- with a problem is urged to
Calloway County Hospital. He contact them for help, Mrs.
w:a 72 years of age.
Norsworthy said.
The Murray man was the first
Mrs. Bobby Locke, secretary,
hourly employee hired by the read the minutes. Mrs. Billy
Murray Division of the Tappan Bazzell, treasurer, gave the
Company when the plant first financial report. Mrs. Charles
opened here on November 7, Duncan, hospitality chairman,
1945. Jones worked in the announced Mrs. Jones' second
maintenance department of the grade won the room count.
plant until his retirement on having the most mothers
June 1, 1964.
present.
Mr. Jones was a member of
Hostesses for the social hour
the Seventh and Poplar Church were the mothers
of Mrs.
of Christ. He was married to the Rachel Neale's
fourth eralr-rin"
former Mae Ivey, who survives, Mrs. Lovett's fourth
grade.
on September 22, 1925. Born
May 24, 1899, in Calloway
County, he was the son,,of the
late Boyd Jones and Celia
Redden Jones.
Survivors include his wife,
The Tappan Company, a
Mrs. Mae Jones, 1717 Melrose, Mansfield, Ohio based diverMurray; one daughter, Mrs. sified manufacturer of apGene Housden, and one grand- pliances, cabinetry, and air
daughter, Miss I.ita Housden, conditioning equipii ment. with a
both of Melrose Drive, Murray; plant located in Murray, anone sister, Mrs. E.D. Tidwell of nounced today that the comMemphis. Tenn.; two brothers, pany intends to purchase up to
R.I.. Jones and H.E. Jones, both 160,000 shares of its Common
if Detroit, Mich.
Stock in the open market.
Funeral services will be held
Walter
G um C.
Friday at two pin. at the mere, president,said the Board
Seventh and Poplar Church of of Dii•ectors of the Company
Christ, Murray, with Bro. Roy had authorized the action, and
Beasley, Jr., officiating.
that any stock so purchased
Pallbearers will be Earl would be accumulated for the
Nanny, Mickie Morton, F Frank purpose of providing shares for
Hargis, J.H. Walston, Ian fr- the company's 1970 Stock
Opvan, and Forest Boyd.
tion Plan; for issuance upon
'Interment will. be in the conversion of outstanding
Murray Memorial Gardens with debentures: and issuance in
any
the arrangements by the Collier possible future
acquisitions or
Funeral Home, Benton, where to offset any dilution
which
friends may call after six pin. might result from
completed
tonight (Wednesday).
acquisition.

Ivan Jones
Dies Today
At Hospital

Tappan To Purchase
100,000 Shares
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Imperial Potentate Dedicates
Shrine Facility At Madisonville

official coinsidential palministry. But
Foreign Minin told newsthe two presi-

MADISONVILLE, Ky. —The
new activities building of Rimpah Temple here was dedicated
Saturday by Henry B. Struby
of Evansville, Ind., imperial
potentate, Shrine of North
America.
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The building is directly behind the temple and will be
used for all activities of the
temple.
One of the first activities was
a dance Saturday night, held
after the initiation of 47 novices

Paul Purvis Retires

TIME FOR CHRISTMAS—Saint Nick is fast approaching, so workmen have begun decorating
Kentucky's Floral Clock for the holiday season. Evergreen clippings cut from shrubs on the Capitol
grounds and painted silver, green, and red are used in the display. Christmas lights will be added to
the clock by Dec. 10, when Gov. Wendell Ford officially lights the state Christmas tree.

ST JOHN'S JOURNAL

Middle-class revolt
brings Nixon victory
By JEFFREY ST. JOHN
Copley News Service
NEW YORK — ''We are
having a kind of religious
war," observed Herman
Kahn of the Hudson Institute
last September. 'The upper
middle class is forcing its religion — call it secular humanism — on the middle
class, which is basically nationalistic and fundamentalHere is the hidden reason
for the crushing defeat of Sen.
George McGovern at the polls
on Nov. 7. The huge lead that
President Nixon enjoyed in
the public opinion polls so
shortly after nomination of
McGovern at the Democratic
convention in Miami can only
be explained in terms of class.
McGovern was very early
seen as the representative of
the.. eliIial upper class ,in
America, members " of the
academic community, the
media and what Kahn terms
leaders of a cultural reformation movement.
"Think of the period of the
1960s as the period of the reformation," Kahn said before
the election. -Remember
that, historically, after the
Protestant Reformation, you
had the Catholic counterreformation. That is what we
are having today — the middle-class counterreformation.
For the time being it's prevailing. It is erupting all over
the place."
This "eruption" was clearly
evidenced in the electoral
process when McGovern
could not seem to convince a
sizable segment of middleclass Americans that he was
speaking for their interests.
The reason for this failure
was that McGovern supported
those elitist upper-class
values and issues which deeply angered and alarmed average miadie-class Americans:
abortion, amnesty for draft
dodgers, Women's Liberation
and school busing.
President Nixon, by contrast, built a steady and solid
lead over McGovern very early in the polls by emphasizing
those beliefs and values which
were clearly held by middleclass Americans.
Thus, his crushing defeat of
McGovern cannot be .. explained in political terms.
The 1972 election results
must be viewed as a revolt of
the middle class against the
upper-class elitists who
helped make a shambles Of
the 1968 Chicago Democratic
convention and, between 1968
and 1972, took the party over
and nominated a politician
deeply alien to average
Americans. McGovern, in effect, was considered by the
mass of middle-class voters
MEXICO TRADES
BY SEA
MEXICO CITY ( A P — Seventy per cent of Mexico's foreign trade is done via seaways
while 30 per cent is handled by
land, Hell. Mo{gles Acosta. the
director of Mexico's Merchant
Marine. says

as the voice of draft card
burners, hippies, street freaks
and campus radicals.
McGovern from the very
beginning made many gross
miscalculations. The most serious was not understanding
that middle-class America
was sick and frustrated with
the cultural "reformation" —
as Kahn called it — that condemned just about every
value and institution cherished by the majority of the
American middle class.
"The upper middle class,"
observed Kahn in this regard,
"have an unbelievable degree
of what I call 'educated incapacity' to understand very
simple issues — law and
order, busing, gun laws, par-

Paul Whitson Purvis, head of,
the Public Safety Service in the
Land Between the Lakes, was
honored with a retirement party
at Kentucky Dam Village State
Park Saturday evening by TVA
employes from all over the valley.
Purvis began his long career
with TVA in November, 1940,
at Cherokee Dam. He worked at
Douglas Dam and then was named to organize and head Safety
Service branches at Shawnee
and Paradise Steam plants, at
Paris, Term., and finally at the
LBL eight years ago.
Dining the after-dinner program, which was conducted by
C. S. Kincaid, chief of Resource
Management in the LBL. Purvii

was presented with a Duke of
Paducah certificate by T. A.
McKenzie on behalf of Mayor
Dolly McNutt. McKenzie, who is
now with Union Carbide Nuclear,
Corp., here, was responsible for
hiring Purvis in the beginning.
Purvis, who now lives near
Murray with his wife, the former Anita Stirsman, is a native
of Lewisburg. The couple were
married Aug. 22, 1935. They have
one son, Paul Averitt Purvis,
who lives at Calvert City with
his wife and two children.
Gifts and tributes were presented by fellow officers and
other TVA employes.
Purvis told the group he plans
to spend his time gardening,
fishing and traveling with his
wife.

nography, sex education in
the public schools, the school
tax revolt, attitude toward
religion and the flag, and attitudes toward violent protest."
Kahn contends that the upper class spent most of the
196(s attacking such values,
which McGovern also did indirectly during his bid for the
White House, while President
Nixon very effectively emphasized those issues and
values which the middle class
felt were being eroded or
threatened .
(Jeffrey St. John is a CBS
Radio Network "Spectrum"
commentator and is seen on
the CBS-TV Morning News
with John Hart.)

DISCOUNT
EAST SIDE OF THE SQUARE

Murray

and Mrs. Paul W. Purvis

HENRY B. STRUBY
is a vice president and director in a consumer finance
business. He is past president
of the Evansville Board of
Safety, the junior chamber of
commerce and is a member of
the chamber of commerce.
A life member of the Salvation Army Board, Struby is a
member of Reed Lodge Nor.
316, Evansville Consistory Scottish Rite, LaValette Commandery No. 15 York Rite, and is
a 33rd degree Scottish Rite
Mason.
He is a member of Royal Order of Scotland, Red Cross of
Constantine, Societatus Rosicrudame, Evansville Court No.
102 Royal Order of Jesters,
Honorary Legion of Honor DeMolay, and serves cm the executive committee of the Supreme Council of DeMolay. He
is a past president of the International Cabin and the Great
Lakes Shrine Association.
He was potentate of Hadi
Temple and a former treasurer
and was elected an emeritus
member of the Imperial Council
of the Shrine in 1963. He was
elected Imperial Outer Guard
in Washington, D. C. in 1965,
and in 1970 he was presented
the Shriner of the Year award.

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
Sole Storks -eariesday

Ends Saturday

39

Conditioner
Choice of Reg. or
Extra Body

LIGHTER

Shoe Shine
Kit

Brush Finish
No. 200

WATCHES

sole$

Corduroy Kit complete with 2 cans polish "Brown
Black"
2 daubers- 2 Brushes - 2 Large Shine t'I oths
No. 41 Assorted Colors
Reg. $4.95

so‘e $24

1 99

ELECTRIC SHAVER
After Shave Lotion

RAZOR

Gleam Lights

Tree Lights
2-Way flasher.
35 light
decoration set. Miniature
lights. When one goes out the
other stay lit

Beautiful
Christmas

No. PI•35FF

99

Ice Blue Aqua Velva

DUSTING
POWDER

Reg.
s 1.39

Reg. '1.00
so‘e

sole

SHEAFFER;

Gay Holiday Designs
6 Roll Foil -32 sq. ft

sole69

PEN SET
BALL POINT PEN and PENCIL

Reg.
'1.00

99

sole

95

Reg.
14.95 93
in a Christmas greeting card box
6 oz Bottle

SHEATFER

GIFT WRAP

Close, fast comfortable shaves. Exclusive "Beauty-Wand" styling. Easy
to hold. One side shaves legs and underarms, the other trims wispy stray
hair. Easy flip-up cleamn2
No. 151,

Cashmere Bouquet

5-oz. Box

SHAMPOO

LADY NORELCO

Razor is electro plated
with 22 karat gold.
Handle has flourentine

Reg. '5.00 S

JOHNSUN'S BABY

Family Size-121
/
2-oz.

Gillette Deluxe Trac II

Beautifully
Gift Boxed

GOVERNOR WANTS
TOLL FREEZE
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Wendell Ford hopes to retain the tolls on the 40-mile
Kentucky Turnpike from Elizabethtown to Louisville and use
the proceeds to improve the
highway.
Ordinarily the road would be
toll-free in 1974 when the last
bonds are paid. Congressional
approval is needed to continue
tolls

KIWI

Reg. '3.95
MEN'S & LADIES
Westclox-White Gold

pollution requirements, David
Gravely,special assistant to the
director of the KAPCC,
recommended KSU install a
dual boiler and burner which
could burn either gas or oil.
KSU officials said they intend
to do that and to use the 10-yearold boiler as a standby. They
also testified that many improvements have been made on
the boilers which, although not
bringing them, into compliance,
had improved their emissions.
Echoing what the university
officials had said, Luther
Luckett, deputy commissioner
for the Kentucky Department of
Corrections, said "We're
making every effort possible to
eliviate the air pollution
problem at Eddyville."
The Penitentiary now has
four coal fired boilers, one of
which is used as a standby. Two
of the boilers are nine years old
and the third is 40. The two
newer boilers will be converted
to oil and gas combinations. The
old boiler will be shut down arid
a new combination oil and gasfired boiler will be built outside
the.compound.
Hearing officer Alan Prewitt,
Jr. will present his findings for
action at the next KAPCC
meeting Dec. 19, 1972, in the
state Health Department
Building, Frankfort.

Breck Basic
with Protein

Zippo Windproof
with STICK-ON TABS
Glo-Sheen, Gay Holiday Colors
Box of 25

FRANKFORT, Ky.—Both
Kentucky State Penitentiary at
Eddyville and Kentucky State
University recently asked for
exemptions to state air pollution
regulations at
separate
hearings of the Kentucky Air
Pollution Control Commission
(KAPCC).
Both admitted they were
operating without a permit
from the conunission and exceeding state emission standards. The problem in both
cases was antiquated coal fired
boilers.
The two state institutions
asked that they be granted the
exemption until they can install
new combination oil and gas
boilers to replace their coal
fired boilers. The problem in
installing these boilers is a lack
of money.
Harvey True, maintenance
engineer for the Kentucky
Department of Finance, testifed
that designs are being made up
for the new equipment, but
funds are not available to
purchase them. He estimated
the Eddyville changes would
cost about a half million dollars
and the KSU changes about
$250,000.
Saying it would take a windfall for funds to become
available during the 1973-74
fiscal year, True added money
probably would not be available
until appropriate dby the 1974
General Legislature. If that
were so, he said the changes
could be made by April 9, 1975,
the state's deadline for bringing
an pollution sources
into
complete compliance with
particulate standards.
KSU now uses three coal
fired boilers. Two are 33 years
old and one is 10 years old.
Saying the two older boilers
could not be fixed to meet air

MURK

STOP, SHOP,
AND
SAVE

WEDNESDAY
NOVEMBER 29, 1972

Kentucky State,
Eddyville Cited
For Violations

of Western Kentucky during the
annual fall ceremonial.
Struby, born in Mt. Carmel,

LBL Safety Official

Section
Two

Reg. '1.89

GEM

CATALINA SET
A tidy Pocket Set containing
4 popular grooming implements
Gold finish Reg. $1.75

(N.

88;

4-Foot Scotch Pine

LISTERINE
ANTISEPTIC
Kills the germs that cause bad
breath. Lasts for hours. 20-oz.
family size.

8

Reg.
1.69 sale

Christmas
Tree
Beautifully pre-shaped.
Fire resistant. 33 tips.

Sale
$388
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AMA Urged To Act On Psychiatric Disordets Among U.S. Physicians
AP)—The
CINCINNATI
American Medical Association
was urged Sunday to take
strong action to protect the
public against a "significant
problem" of alcoholism, drugdependence and other psychiatric disorders among practicing physicians in America.
The Council on Mental Health
of the AMA's Board of Trustees
made the call to the AMA's policy-making House of Delegates
at the opening of the organization's 26th clinical convention.
The group suggested that the
number of such emotionally
"sick" doctors is relatively
small compared with the total
number of doctors in the United
States. But it said -there is
"consistent" evidence that such
problems exist and that occasionally they jeopardize such
doctors "accountability to the
public."
And it added that one study
has reported that estimates of
the incidence of narcotic addiction in physicians "varies from
30 to 100 times that in the genpopulation"—indicating
eral
that such addiction is an "occupational hazard" for physicians.
The council urged the AMA
to approve a series of graduated "guidelines," short of disciplinary action, to get such
"sick,", doctors of various types
to concede their problem, seek
professional help and possibly
curtail or suspend practice voluntarily.
But it also recommended

that, if there is a failure from
such referrals to the doctors'
hospital
s"—including
Peef. and medical societies—
staf
the iAtter "should be referred
to the appropriate licensing
body in the state."
That is, under this ultimate
guideline, such a doctor could
be faced with suspension or
loss of his license. The council further recom-

mended that the AMA's judicial tions, the council called for the fact that any of their numexperts draft "a model law" -compassionate" toughness on ber can become ill.
"This unwillingness to speak
dealing with physicians having the part of other doctors who
such problems,and disseminate might be aware of a colleague's out should be abandoned by
it to state and county medical alcoholism, drug-dependence or members of hospital staffs and
societies for legislative action other psychiatric trouble. It other colleagues of the ill pracsaid that, up to now, this has titioner, substituting, perhaps.
in their jurisdiction."
a 'conspiracy of constructive
The council pointed out that been the situation:
"Peer referral for help usual- compassion."
only two states—Florida and
Texas—now have "sick doctor ly reveals an entrenched 'conCiting some other figures to
spiracy of silence.' Physicians illustrate the "scope of the
statute'' legislation.
In making the reCommenda- strongly resist -recognition of problem." the council said:

. . in just a decade, 140
drug-dependent physicians have
been brought before their disciplinary bodies in three of the
. . Arizona,
smaller states
Connecticut and Oregon . . .
with an equal number of physicians appearing for alcoholism
and a small, but significant,
number of other mental illness."
And it said that in 1958 the

California State Board of Medical Examiners "estimated that
at some point in their careers
one per cent to two per cent of
the doctors in that state abused
narcotics."
The council further recommended that educational programs be developed for medical students and physicians-intraining— to emphasize "their
high vulnerability to psychiatric disorders, alcoholism
and drug dependence."
In this connection, the group

said:
"Of particular concern for
the future are the incidence of
use of, and the attitude toward,
psychotropic (mind-altering)
substances among medical students and physicians-in-training. These young men and
women progress into the area
of total unsupervised responsibility for patient care—where
impeccable judgment and unclouded thinking are the primary bulwarks protecting them
from malpractice."

$AVIN;

BELLOWING KAT
crew in Miami, Fla. She

PEI

SINEX
NASAL
SPRAY

DOMINO
SUGAR
2 POUND

7.1c

S139 Elsewhere

$1.15 Elsewhere

Limit

Limo

REST
TOOTHPASTE
Family Size
$1 09 Elsewhere

By JAMES CARY
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON —
and violent divisions
by the Vietnam war
the United States wi
precedented problem
to do about an e
30,000 deserters and
70,000 and 100,00
evaders.

1

Christmas Gift Wraps
The U.S. Army has announced a Health Professions
Scholarship PLRO
The U.S. Army has announced a Health Professions
Scholarship Program which
offers scholarship support to
health
students in the
professions.
Local Army recruiter, Sgt.
Jerry Work,said the program is
new and substantial, both in the
size and scope of the scholarship and the number offered. He
explained that every student or
potential student of medicine,
dentistry,
osteopathy,
veterinary medicine, optometry, podiatry or clinical
to— —
psy0faogyexamine the plan.
The program permits a
selected student to be commissioned as an offer of the
United States Army Reserve.
However, while completing
school, the member remains in
student status, drawing a
stipend of $400 per month, plus
tuition and other academic
expenses to be paid by the
government.
According to Sgt. Work,every
participant is called to act ve
duty once a year for 45 days as a
second lieutenant. Pay and
allowances for this period to th
added to the student's regular
monthly stipend brings his total
compensation to about 95300 a
year, exclusive of other Army
paid fees and expenses.
An added provision of the
scholarship program allows the
participant to spend the 45-day
act ye duty period in clinical
and professional training in an
Army environment. If his
academic schedule requires
him to remain on campus, the
student will still receive the
active duty pay while continuing his studies.
Sgt. Work said applicants
whose profession requires an
internship and-or residency will
be considered for the appropri
Sgt. Work said applicants
whose profession requires an
internship and-or residency will
be considered for the appropriate Army Training
Program. If not selected for an
Army program, the student is
permitted to continue graduate
studies in a civilian facility at
his own expense. The Army will
then delay his entry on active
duty until he has completed his
training.
After graduation, scholarship
recipients are required to serve
one year for each year of
program participation, but no
less than two years, as a
commissioner office: in the
Army Medical Department
Corps appropriate to their
profession.
To qualify for the program,
Sgt. Work said an applicant,
must be accept or enrolled in an
approved professional school;
by a U.S. firite,n under 28,
unless he's had prior military
service: and be physically and
morally qualified for a commission.

6 Roll Pack
of Wrapping
Paper or Foil

93
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SHOP
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$139 Elsewhere
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Ri hts Reserved
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been totally benig

TRIM YOUR TREE AT BEGLEY'S
7 Scotch Pine
136 Brandies
$22.99 Elsavihile

25 Count

Christmas Bows

2 Pound Bag

4' Scotch Pine

Hard Christmas
Candy

$479 Elsewhere

45 Branches
$8 95 Elsewhere

$1.19

$L44

35 PIECE

Elsewhere

'Gift Tags

264

39C Elsewhere

Christmas $2
Fire Place
$2.99 Elsewhere

11 ROLL PACK

Christmas Tree
Stand

pi

Scotch
Cellophane Tape

9

Nan
Wick

E lsewhe re

8 speeds with posh hum-,
selection
Rugged 40n, shatterproof
container witts sure grip
handle

$19.99 Elsewhere

CHROME

5 Speed
Electric
Mixer
$11 99
Elsewhere

$0.44

Arvin

VAN VVYCK

Electric Can
Opener
\ Clean a matic permits
easy removal to clean
•
cutting unit

2 Speed
t—Phiaograph
S2.99
Elsewhere

$11.99 Elsewhere

1777

47;

LAY-AWAY
PLAN
Deposit Will
Hold Selection
Rexall Best Buy

Footballs
Assorted Colors
$2 99 Elsewhere

Value

30-Cup Buffet

PERCOLATOR

CHERRIES

Use Our
Convenient

Candles

MAKE BEGLEY'S YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFT HEADQUARTERS
orl Electric Blender

Welch's Contina
Chololate Covered

10" Taper

45C Elsewhere

Scotch

Tougi
on d

Basketballs
S39ij

Assorted colors
Elsewhere

21.99
Value

BEGLEY'S HAS LOW DISCOUNT PRESCRIPTION PRICES EVERY DAY
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BELLOWING KATE— Licensed stevedore Kate Thornhill bellows orders to loading
crew in Miami, Fla. She bosses 60 men.

PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE

Tough decision looms
on deserters, evaders
By JAMES CARY
Copley News Service

The next time around, however, President George Washington did pardon participants in the whiskey rebellion
in 1794, and President John
Adams also granted absolute
pardon to all participants in
another antitax outbreak, the
Fries rebellion of 1799.
The Civil War presented the
closest parallel to the present
situation.
It involved the first use of
amnesty for military and political purposes, but again
there was no single and total
amnesty.
Rather, there was a series
of amnesty proclamations
and legislative acts — 17 in
all. Not until 1898 — 33 years
after the Civil War ended —
was a universal amnesty bill
passed.
In World War 1, the small
number of draft evaders and
war resisters who fought
against military service were
dealt with harshly. Some were
forcibly inducted. If they then
still refused to serve, they
were court-martialed and
sentenced to long terms in
military prison. Some were
convicted under the espionage
and sedition acts of 1917 and
1918, receiving maximum
penalties of up to 20 years imprisonment.
Of 2.8 million men inducted
iri_World War I, about 4,000
were con' ideritfeits
- -objeetors.
If they refused noncombat
military service they were
confined to Army camps and
court-martialed for any minor
infraction of discipline.
The last 1,500 men convicted of violating the draft
and espionage acts of World
War I were pardoned by President Franklin D. Roosevelt in.
1933.
In World War II, 15,000 men
were convicted of draft evasion. President Harry Truman appointed a committee,
headed by Supreme Court
Justice Owen Roberts to determine what should be done
with them.
The committee advised
against a general amnesty,
recommending instead that a
board be appointed to review
each case separately. Only
1,523 were granted presidential pardons.
This brings the history of
the problem to the present
tangled situation.
In the Vietnam conflict the
Christmas Fund, in addition to
United States was presented
assuring each of Outwood's 416
with an antiwar movement of
residents a gift on Christmas such unprecedented size that
morning, will also help to draft evasion and desertion
renovate the recreation therapy became a standard of acbuilding used for physical cepted behavior in some segeducation and entertainment ments of society.
throughout the year. Another
There are still more than an
goal is to add to the sponsorship estimated 100,000 deserters
program which provides small and draft evaders -- some of
amounts of spending money them fugitives in this country
residents may spend at the and some exiles in Canada,
canteen throughout the year. Sweden and ether foreign nations. Their fate is expected to
Two other benefit game have become a burning national isbeen scheduled for Outwood. On sue soon.
December 7, "dignitaries"
The amnesty that eventualfrom Madisonville will take on a
ly may be applied in either
like group from Hopkins County
case can take many forms, It
, at Madisonville. Alumni of
could be universal, that is,
Hopkinsville High School will granted to all who failed to
meet old-timers from Christian comply with the Selective
County on December 17 in Service Act. It could be generHopkinsville at the Christian al, applied to a large group
C,ounty High School gym.
with specified exceptions. It
Dr. Larry Quattlebaum, could be conditional -- the
director of Outwood, stated that most likely form — meaning
he hoped that the benefit games there are, certain requirewould become an annual event. ments for eligibility. Or, it
Those wishing to donate to the could even be blanket, meanOutwood Christmas Fund may ing amnesty with no questions
asked — the least likely form.
write to:

Sen. George McGovern, the
presidential
Democratic
nominee, has come close to
saying he would have given
WASHINGTON — The deep
them just that.
and violent divisions spawned
But even McGovern has inby the Vietnam war have left
dicated he felt the individuals
the United States with the uninvolved should volunteer to
precedented problem of what
serve for a time in some form
to do about an estimated
of public service.
30,000 deserters and between
President Nixon, on the oth70,000 and 100,000 draft
er hand, has gradually hardevaders.
ened his position. He stated in
Many bills providing for va- a Jan. 2, 1972, television interrious forms of amnesty have view that he would be very
been introduced in Congress liberal "with regard to amand both candidates for the nesty" when there are no
presidency made it a cam- longer any Americans in Vietpaign issue of deep and explo- nam and all prisoners of war
have been returned.
sive emotional content.
But, on Oct. 16, 1972, he
Amnesty, however, is a said, "It would be the most
complex question with no immoral thing I could think of
clear-cut historical prece- to give amnesty to draft
dents that would apply in dodgers and those who deblanket form to the present serted.... Those who deserted
problem.
will pay a price for their
choice."
Amnesty has been granted
Amnesty comes from the
in varying degrees after past Greek word amnestia, meanwars have ended and domesing forgetfulness, oblivion, an
tic passions have cooled. But erasing from memory. It has
these amnesties have not all been granted in the past to
been totally benign.
heal society's wounds after
civil strife.
Some have been harsh. Few
The first known instance of
have involved forgiveness its use was in 403 B.C. by the
without some form of punish- Athenian general named
ment or compensatory ser- Thrasybulus who granted amvice — a condition that has nesty to all citizens except the
ati5usect the ire-of some of the. deposed--4rant.s_aftesbitter young men who fled throwing a ruling oligarchy.
their country rather than fight
Germanic tribes and the
in a war they said they felt kings of England granted amwas immoral.
nesty, too, but not the United
States when the issue first
Mike Hendricks, a draft arose
during the 1776 War of
evader now living in MonIndependence.
treal, said during a March 24,
An estimated one-third of
1972, televised forum on am- the colonial
population at that
nesty:
time supported Britain and
We cannot be forgiven for
they were dealt with harshly.
taking morally correct stands
They lost their jobs and their
against immoral acts of our
property was attacked or congovernment. And, we do not
fiscated. They were reviled
intend to forget, nor should
and sometimes physically
this country forget, what
abused.
forced us into exile.... What
No general amnesty was
we would seek — when the
proclaimed after the war, although punitive laws enacted
war in Indochina ends — is a
by the states were withdrawn.
restoratotally nonpunitive
Few of the 80,000 who fled the
tion of our civil liberties."
country returned.

Christians To Meet The
Lions At Dawson Springs
After almost 2000 years,
there's finally to be a rematch—
the Christians will again meet
the Lions in what will have to be
the oldest grudge match in
history.
The old contestants will
square-off anew Saturday,
December 9, not in Rome's
historic coliseum, but in the
spraious and comfortable
Dawson Springs, Ky. High
School gym. Sweat shirts will
replace togas and a basketballwill supplant the truncheons.
The occasion is a benefit
basketball game putting
members of the Dawson
Springs First Christian Church
against the town's newly
chartered
Lion's
Club.
Proceeds will be used for the
Christmas Fund .at Outwood
State Hospital and School, a
mental retardation facility near
Dawson Springs operated by the
Kentucky Department of
Mental Health.
This

year's

Outwood

REGULARLY $8.99

FOOTBALL KIT
• PUMP • TEE *. F001'131%1,1,

Basketball Goal Set

Includes drums, 7" cymbal,
cowbell and triangle.

Complete with Rim and Net
REGULAR S4.88

• BASS DitUm
241%* x 114"
• SNARE DRU

REGULAR $ t.92
Hurry
Now
To
Save

TRAP DRUM SET

r

SA
SJ.26

Choice of
Brown or Red
White and
Blue Ball

s2.02

• TOM-TOM
11%" a534"

SA
$I.22

Buy Now For
Big Savings

Days Only
NOVEMBER
30th
DECEMBER
1St

2dd,, & 3rd
MY
"AURORA"

Von will fir.3 what you are
looking for at Roses: Matter
of fact . . we will HELP Y01-

Includes: 10 Balls, Cue Ball, Magic Cue, Rack
Has built
In scoring
Counter
Reg. $14.91

While
Supply
Last

Vanity Fair
4 speed

Model
841-2

Deluxe Phonograph

REG. $2.3.85
Records • Plays Cassette Tapes

'17

$450

$3.0

•

REG. $12.88
% SIZE

COUNTRY
GUITAR
* Good Tone Quality

S-11 91
1l•

No. 108
COLOR

Portable Cassette POLAROID FILM PACK

REG.$22.24

• Portable
• Front
Speaker
• Durable

Skittle Pool,
, Game

Roses Reg.
Low Price
84.66
1.1341T 3

Exciting One Time Offer!

Instant Camera Kit
• COMPLETE •
WITH FILM,
BATTERIES,
WRIST STRAP,
FLASH CURES

EXTRA
SPECIAL!
LIMIT ONE

While l'resent
Stock Last

3 DAYS ONLY

YOUR CHRISTMAS STORE

-;Implex No.

•
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GODCHAUX
WIN FREE CASH!

SUGAR

TREASU E

5-lb. Bag

THIS
WEEK
WIN

19;

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
These Prices Good thru Next Tuesday, Dec. 5th

Limit 1 with $7.50 additional purchase,
excluding tobacco and dairy products.

300

Bessie Olive's, Paris, Tenn., card was nOt punched. She wins a ye

Hyde Park

Bread

Morrell Boneless

00

20-oz.
Size

Ham

Vws

ioeiPs‘k

MORTON

CUT-UP .AMILi PACK

POT PIES

FRYERS

Beef
Chicken

skal\''Ast

Turkey

Best of Fryer

lb. ,s

Chicken Thighs

lb. 19'

Split Chicken Breast lb. 49

Limit 6

Chicken Wings

z$100

Delta

Tissue

Pot Rocist

COFFEE
10-0z. Jar

19

$

(With Coupon Below)

5-lb.

Meal

ye'ss

lb

FOLGER'S

194

Martha White

27
1

Armour Testender

CATSUP
14-oz
Bot.

lb. 29'

Chicken Gizzards lb. 59'

STOKLEY

vs\

lb.

Bunny

Bag

Donuts

12 Ct.
Pkg.

SHOWBOAT

1r3-13tt

Pork & Beans

N
1111
)
4

a 14-oz.

CO
FIE
ERisl
F

111

1-Lb. Can

Cans
(With Coupon Below)

Nom

Oranges
Coupon
Limit one per Family

Folgees

COFFEE
10-oz. Jar
$119
Expires 12-5-72
Good only at Storey's

Coupon
-Limit one per Faint!)

Folger's

COFFEE
1 lb can

69'
Expires 12-5-72
Good only at Storey's

Coupon
Limit one per Family

Gold Medal

FLOUR
5-1b. bag

49'
Expires 12-5-72
Good only at Storey's

Coupon
AMU

pr

Aurora

Coupon
Limit one per Family

Coupon
Limit one per Family

Folgees

King Size

TISSUE COFFEE
2 Roll pkg.

2/39"
Expires 12-5-72
Good only at Storey's

i-oz jar

89'
Expires 12-5-72
Good only at Storey's

5Bibag

Coupon No. 44530
Limit one per tamils

Betty Crocker

69 SAVE $6.51

Coupon
limit one per Fainily

Coupon
limit one per Family

Coupon
Limit one per Family

King Size

Chiffon

King Size

Coupon
Limit one per Family

NY Margarine TOP JOB LIQUID
OXYDOL POTATO DOW
64-oz. Bot.
1 lb
BUDS
PLUMBE •
32-oz.

99'

Expires 12-5-72
Good only at Storey's

16-oz, Box

59(

Expires 12-5-72
Good only at Storey's

39'

Expires 12-5-72
Good only at Storey's

Expires 12-5-72
Good only at Storey's

79'

Expires 12-5-72
Good only at Storey's ,

8c'L

69

Expires 124-72
Gi.od only at Storey's
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ARMOUR TESTENDER
FREE CASH!

ROUND
- STEAK

'° E CHEST

$30000
nn., card was rtit punched. She wins a year's supply of bread.

98

lb.

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

We reserve the right to bit

VC,

Sirloin

ess

r-UP

..69'

99' ,Pork Chops

lb.

PACK

MORRELL ECON. BULK

-RYERS

BACON

lb. 39'

or More

Breast lb. 49'

lb.

lb. 29'
irds lb. 59'

Hill
Pyramid

311

3 Lbs.

lb. 39

Elm

8aC
On

/b.

Armour Testender

Testender

lb

t

FOIG

99'

lb. 89

Swiss Steak

ARMOUR TESTENDER BONELESS

Rump Roast
$ 119

S

:OFFEE
$119

q

h. Jar

STEkO

11054

lb.

,oupon Below)

Armour Testender

,t

12 Ct
Pkg.

Country

Steak

Fry

1/4 LOIN

Pork Chops

FOLGER'S

COFFEE

a

9 to 11
Chops

[Lb. Can
Coupon Below)

lb.
With

VE $6.51

Coupon
Limit one per Farnil

King Size

[OP JOB LIQUID
PLUMBER

Kxpires 12-5-72
ad only at Stori

Coupon
Limit

one per Family

Geod only at Storey's

Chuck Roast
Coupon
Limit one per Family

Imperial

Phase Ill

OLEO

SOAP

lib. sticks

Bath Size

69, 3/99'

32-oz.
Bat
I spires 12-5-72

S:P

Pork

Armour Testender

These
COUPONS

Coupon
Limit one per Family

Coillito, sty/

Expires 12-5-72
Good only at Storey's

2/29'
Expires 12-5-72
Good only at Storey's

Coupon
Limit one per Family

Giant Size

DOWNY
Expires 12-5-72
Good only at Storey's

Cut
lb.

Coupon
Limit one per Family

LuckyWHIP

33-oz Bat.

69'

English

4-oz.
box

39'

Expires 12-5-72
Good nob at Storey's

89'
Coupon
Limit one per Family

sausage /, 490

Coupon
Limit one per Family

King Size

DOVE
LIQUID
32 oz
bat.

c9,

Expires 12-5-72
Good only at Storey's

WISK
32-oz. bot

69'
Expires 12-5-72
Good only at Storey's

Coupon
Limit one per Family

Coupon No. 44529
Limit 4me per family

King Size

Betty CroCker

Coupon
Limit one per Family

SAVE 25'
RINSO Pie Crust On Purchase of
Mix
ANY 3 FRENCHE'S
22-oz 1/$1

99'

Expires 12-5-72
;04-41 only at Storey's

39

box J
Expires 1,2-5-72
Good only at Storey's

SPICES
Expires 12-5-72
Good only at Storey's
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'Empty nest' hitting
more couples now

PAGE SIX

By EDWARD NEILAN
Copley News Service

n
married life a couple is ofte
:
faced with the question
"Now what?"
The partners often find that
they've grown apart. If both
both
are retired, they are
-hanging around the house all
day" and "getting in each
other's way."
'Thomas says the best way
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In other words, he says
ld do
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at the beach - and not to include the kids in every outing.
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terribly important as persons," Thomas said. "The
best way to show this is not to
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develop is a feeling that
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WASHINGTON - For virtually all of the 22 years that
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Byrnes have been married,
there have been children in
the house.-Until this year.
Now the Byrnes, with both
daughters married and living
elsewhere, are going through
is
a readjustment period that
confronting many couples
across the land.
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There has not been a
proportionate decline in the
frequentness of congressional
inquiries regarding young men
who are or who may be
vulnerable to the military draft.
Quite frankly, we would have
expected IWO'S-W-1MB type tn
have dropped to almost nil with
the President's pre-announced
goal of an all-volunteer army by
July, 1973.
It is understandable why
some of our peers express
written concern when they have
a son who has become a "draft"
registrant and may be
vulnerable to the "draft"
because of a low "lottery"
number. Often what bothers
them most could be answered
by a local "draft" board. We
would like to share with you one
example.
The father of a young man
whom we shall identify as
Ernie, wrote a letter to pis
congressman. He was not opposed to the "draft" or having
his son serve in the armed
forces. The father wrote that
Ernie was in his second year at
.1 state university and he
wanted to see his son obtain his
degree before military service
interruption. The parent said he
was afraid his son would never
return to college if his studies
were interrupted now.
Before responding to the
reply, a
congressman's
member of this staff reviewed
Ernies file. In the review, it
was noted that Ernie was born
on Aug. 16, 1953. He graduated
from high school, in May 1970.
In August of the same year
there was a letter to the "draft"
board informing them he
planned to enroll in a state
university later in the month.
However, his file did not contain
any documentation from the
university verifying that he had
been,or is presently, enrolled in
college.Had documentation of
this type been submitted, the
board could have considered
Ernie for student deferment.
The
Seleettme
Service
Regulations currently provide
that a young man satisfactorily
pursuing a full-time course of
study during the 1971 regular
academic school year be
eligible for consideration of a
student deferment. For he
record, anyone entering a
college in the summer of 1971..or

thereafter, is not eligible'for a
student deferment.
We pointed out the the
congressman that if Ernie still
wanted to be considered for a
student deferment, he should
promptly request the university
In -provide--the neeessary
tification that he had enrolled
for a full-time course of study
during the 1970-71 regular
academic year and was
presently satisfactorily pursuing a full-time course of
study.
•
Another thing in his favor at
this time was the 1953 year of
birth, "draft" registant born in
that year begins his year of
prime vulnerability for induction in 1973. Ernie had
drawn number 19 in the 4ast
national lottery. With this low
lottery number and in Class 1-A,
he had been processed for
physical examination. The
armed forces examining and
entrance station found him
acceptable for induction.
Should Ernie choose not to
document his file for consideration of a student deferment his lottery number is
reached in 1973 while he is a full
time student, he still would be
eligible for a postponement
until the end of the semester.
The information we have
given the congressman should
alleviate some of the parental
concern. Emphasizing firsthand information from the
"draft" board and properly
documenting files timely,
hopefuli, will lessen the need of
seeking congressional
assistance in the future.
JET MADNEM
LONDON
APL—The
constant scream of jet aircraft
over residential areas near
airports can drive some persons
mad, a psychologist says.
Dr. Colin Herridge, a
government mental healtn
adviser, found that several
residents required hospital
treatment for nervous disorders
after living in the shadow of jet
air traffic. "Some had been
driven totally insane,- he
reported in the British Journal
of Audiology.
KAISER WILHELM
Kaiser Wilhelm of Germany
abdicated on Nov. 8, 1918.

Do You Like • • •

By HAROLD McCONNELL
Travel Editor
Copley News Service
The National Hiking and Ski
Association
Touring
(NAHSTA has been organized. With headquarters in
Colorado Springs, Colo.,it will
try to be of service to the estimated 20 million hikers and
tour.. skiers in the United
States. It will offer practical
information on how and where
to hike and ski tour and also
try to promote wise land use.
Information on membership
may be obtained by writing to
National Hiking and Ski Touring Association, Box 7421,
Colorado Springs, Colo.
80918. ...
Planning a trip to a foreign
country? Check at your local
pharmacy and pick up some
water purification pills and a
plastic flask. Then you'll
never have to worry about
finding bottled water to drink
and then worrying about its
purity.
The pills take about 20 minutes to work in the water and
are the kind used by GIs in the
field. ...
Does London's cultural life
beckon' TheTheatre Guild
abroad offers a nine-day luxury escorted . theater tour,
which includes round-trip air
fare from New York. ft also
includes accommodations at
the Churchill or other deluxe
hotels, breakfasts, three
theater performances, Sadler's Wells Opera or Royal
Ballet performances and
sight-seeing. Travel is by Air
India and cost of $448. ... If
you'd rather go to Vienna for
similar purposes, the guild offers an eight-day theater tour
for the same price. The progam is similar, and includes
tickets to -the Vienna Boys
Choir or the Spanish Riding
School. Travel is via SwissThe Irish Tourist Board has
just made available a guide to
concert-going in Ireland. It
lists the event, locations,
dates, where to get tickets.
For a copy, write the board at
590 Fifth Ave:, New York,
N.Y. 10026. ...
Fly from-New York to Luxembourg, then drive around
Europe in a car for seven days
with an unlimited mileage allowance. This trip is offered
for $227 by Icelandic Airlines.
Or if you like the train instead
of a car, you can travel by rail
470 miles second class or 315
miles first class. ...
Meilen has --Enided -47- more
"green angels" to its previous

TO MAKE UNIQUE CHRISTMAS GIFTS"
FIND NEW HOBBIES?
GET OUT OF THE HOUSE AND AWAY FROM
ROUTINE?

If So, Try Ceramics!

RSE
ELS

FREE INSTRUCTIONS
BEGINNING AND ADVANCE CLASSES
WORK AT HOME OR IN THE STUDIO

01114. 1111.114,

GOOD SELECTION OF CERAMIC WARE AND
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Chrome Wheel,
0441tY1

21.88
DOlIANTIRS FOR
Si & MAO WHIFFS

Estes Ceramic Arts
104 No. 13th St
Phone 753-0373

TS
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6:00 PM

OPEN..
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8:30 PM

Sat.
9:30 AM
1:00 PM
Mrs
Naomi Huyard is a cement
finisher in Lancaster, Pa
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* SPECIAL *
ALL DAY THURSDAY

(Murray Only)

$1 09 Reg. Box $ 09
$1.35 Value
3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
Cole Slaw, Rolls
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

KenticktiTried ekickot.
12th & Sycamore

Second Annual River City
Blues Festival Is Conducted

group organized

BY
COLONEL TAYLOR L. DAVIDSON
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fleet of 100 radio-equipped
highway patrol cars. The
green-and-orange small
trucks, operated by bilingual
personnel,. give free assistance to motorists in trouble.
They area service of the Mexican government. ...
,The British Museum's exhibition of relics from the tomb
of King Tutankhamen has
been extended to December.
The treasures were discovered 50 years ago by Englishman Howard Carter in the
Nile Valley. ...
Britain's National Motor
Museum has opened in a new
building at Beauleiu, 88 miles
southwest of London.
It contains, among many
other autos,four famous landspeed record holders: Sir
Malcolm Campbell's Sunbeam and Bluebird and Sir
Henry Seagrave's Sunbeam
and Golden Arrow.

SEEKS FORMER NAZI—
Tuvia Friedman, director of the
Haifa Documentation Center on
Nazi Wars Crimes, says he
knows the general whereabouts
of Dr. Josef N1engele and could
capture the notorious Auschwitz
"Angel of Death" if he had
financial backing. Friedman
says Meugele is living in
Paraguay under the protection
of rich German Nazis and
corrupt officials.
iAP Wirephotoi

Official Says Keep
Delinquents Out Of Jails, Institutions
FRANKFORT, Ky.—
Describing the state Department of Child Welfare's
toward
the
philosophy
prevention and handling of
delinquency, a Child Welfare
official said "almost nobody
belongs in jail or in an institution, especially children."
Tom Massie, director of the
department's Division of
Community Services, made the
statement while addressing
juvenile corrections workers
from 22 states attending a
conference
in
national
Arkansas Nov. 15-18.
While Massie said some
people's behavior must be
controlled because they are
genuinely dangerous---to others
and to themselves, he indicated
their numbers are few and
claimed many people are institutionalized because society
does not wish to tolerate differing life-styles.
"For too long we Americans
have tended to want to cover up
what we perceive as unpleasant," said Massie. "Or
worse yet, ship if off to the state
for that recycling process so
euphemistally called reformation, or more recently,
rehabilitation.
"Where a meaningful or, at
least, acceptable social role is
not available to the naturally
rebellious and skeptical youth,
he ends up in trouble. Once that
happens," Massie said,"and we
get out hands on him and
deprive him of his freedom to
explore and experience this life.
we may twist him so badly that
he indeed does become
dangerous.
"And so we continue to lock
people up; not just children, but
many others as well. Less and
less difference is tolerated. And
institutional living is allowed to
virtually destroy the capaeity
for independent living of
thousands of people.
"People cannot learn to five
in un-natural institutional
settings," he said.
Massie. went on to describe
how Child Welfare uses a
system of probation, foster care
and case work designed to keep
families together as alternatives to institutionalization
For youths who run afoul of the
law.
He said a "specific step-bystep procedure has been
outlined for our staff which is
based on a system of priorities,
and its message clearly is: keep
children in their own homes,
work with them there; or
barring that, ,find alternatives
or institutions because its going
to become more and more
difficult to get children into
residential I institutional i care.
And residential care will more
and more be reserved for those
in real need of such treatment."
Massie said Child Welfare
officials have "felt for years
that residential , treatment is
now the answer for most kids"
because "we have seen too
many children actually
damaged by institutional experiences that were too long,
inappropriate or unnecessary."
He said many children who are
institutionalized only learn
"how to be a more 'successful'
juvenile -delinquent."

Although
he described
progress made in reducing the
population at Child Welfare
residential facilities from 500
children a year ago to just
under • 300 youths today, Massie
said problems remain. For
instance, departmental officials
believe their residential care
program is only necessary for
100-200 youths at any given
time.
Besides, Massie said, "When
you're talking about turning
whole communities around" in
toward
their
attidues
elinquency, "talking about
asking people to raise their
tolerance threshholds several
notches, then you've got to
expect problems."

By DOUG STONE
Associated Press Writer
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —
Some of the time-weathered
blues men were so old they
hobbled onto the stage, but the
music they produced wasn't the
least bit lame.
The scene:the Second Annual
River City Blues Festival, an
aggregation of the best of
what's left of the true blues
musicians from up and down
the Mississippi River — mostly
ancient black men whose early
records are now collector's
items.
The names from the past:
Bukka White, Furry Lewis,
Therley "Speedy" Ashford,
Sam Chatmon,Jimmy Deberry,
Mrs. Van Hunt, Houston Stackhouse, Harmonica Frank Floyd,
Big Sam Clark, Willie Morris,
"Piano Red" Williams, Joe
Willie Wilkins and his King Biscuit Boys.
The festival brought them together under one roof last
weekend and they showed the
spectators just what "the
blues" really is.
Take the rhythm of Africa,
throw in a dash of the old work
songs of the cottonfields, blend
in the mood of the lazy southern rivers, and decades of oppression in which happy moments didn't come easy, then
sprinkle in a thousand other ingredients and you can, perhaps,
define the blues.
Whatever it is, it is not brassy. Nobody at the festival of
the "old blues" brought a
horn—it was guitars, harmonicas and pianos.
The music created on them
was enough to drift the audience into a head-nodding
rhythm so they,could keep the
beat with hangs and feet.
•
Sam Chatham, born in 1899 in
Hinds County, Miss., is holding
down a nightwatchman's job
these days. But he stroked a
guitar with nimble fingers and
told the spectators, "You've
just been sitting' there, now

I'm going to run you out." He
did "St. Louis Blues."
Many of the songs didn't
have names—they were a feeling expressed in music for
which there was no name other
than "the blues."
The names of other songs
told the story, mostly of lost
women, hard times and down
and out on whisky—"Doggone
Sugar Blues Done Soured On
Me," and "Got To Stop My
Boogie 'Cause My Woogie Don't
Work No More."
Perhaps the best known of
the performers were Bukka
White and Furry Lewis.
White, 63, a native of Houston, Miss., is a cousin of and
was the musical inspiration for
contemporary bluesrnan B. B.
King. White started recording
for Victor in 1930, then hoboed
around the country and said he
ended up in the mid-30s in
Parchman Prison in Mississippi.
Just before that, he had
recorded a best seller, "Shake
'Ern On Down," for Arc. He did

14 songs while in prison and
they were released on Herwin
and did not sell well. They have
since been re-issued by Columbia under the title "Parchinan
Farm."
Prison life apparently left its
scar on White and he dropped
off the music scene until he
was re-discovered in the 1960s.
Now, he gets request for performances from overseas as
well as in the United States.
Furry Lewis-, 79, is an exstreet cleaner, ex-hobo, exmedicine show man. He's been
recording since 1927 under a
number of companies.
The only white performer at
the River City Blues Festival
was Harmonica Frank Floyd,
who strums a guitar while playing the harmonica, held in his
mouth without the assistance of
a rack.
Floyd, 64, achieved modest
fame in the 1920s through 40s,
mostly on radio. He did a few
records over the years, the last
of which were in 1950 for the
Meniphis labels Chess and Sun.

WOMAN PROSPECTOR -- Grace Middleton, miner's
widow, pans a living in Silver King mine claim in Arizona.
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